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Dear Sirs and Madams,

I would like to welcome you most warmly to the first digital 
Berlin Security Conference. An extraordinary situation, 
namely the global pandemic, has required extraordinary 
measures. Following the postponement of the BSC sched-
uled for November 2020, we were forced to decide to hold 
the BSC online in May 2021 – but we also turned this into 
an opportunity. Because this conference also features 
high-ranking politicians, military officers, members of se-
curity policy organisations and representatives of business 
and industry.

Our partner country is the Czech Republic. And this time I 
would like to especially thank our Czech partners for having 
been up to the challenge and working with the Behörden 
Spiegel team the whole way in planning and staging the 
BSC. I would especially like to thank the Czech Ambas-
sador, H.E. Ambassador Tomáš Kafka, Dr. Milan Čoupek 
and the Military Attaché for their extraordinary support. In 
Prague, we especially enjoyed the support of the Deputy 
Chief of Defence, Lieutenant General Jaromir Zuna, and Mr. 
Daniel Straka from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The theme of the conference for this 19th BSC is: “Europe 
– a cohesive bond for strong power”. A banner deliberately 
chosen to stand as a fact, but also serve as an appeal: 
For Europe and the world in critical times. The European 
Union is dependent on cohesion, and strength can and will 
develop from this cohesion if the European states work 
consistently on it – in terms of security and military policy. 
And always in the context of the transatlantic alliance with 
the United States and NATO. 

We have identified four substantive lines of action in the 
conference below this banner:

We will be exploring the EU‘s security policy progress 
through key notes and a high-level debate with politicians 
and experts – including with a special focus on our partner 
country and the states surrounding it, and of course from a 
global perspective as well. 

Strategic military aspects are to be explained to us by the 
leading Chiefs of Staff and Commanders of the EU and 
NATO, including with reference to current developments. 

How the new challenges are to be implemented in force 
planning and technology will be addressed by and dis-
cussed with European planning and armament directors. 

Digital Berlin Security Conference 18 / 19 May 2021

Uwe Proll

Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Behörden Spiegel Group

And last but not least, we will look at the further devel-
opment of gender policy in the EU and NATO – a topic to 
which the BSC is once again assigning particular emphasis 
this year.

The main programme is being supported by a diverse 
range of fifteen specialist digital panels available again this 
year, in which particular aspects of security, military and 
armaments policy are to be examined with special support 
from our partner country.

European responsibility in particularly difficult times 
requires special cohesion – that is what our conference is 
all about.

I would especially like to thank our prominent Advisory 
Board for its support in the planning and welcome the new 
members: Ambassador Claude-France Arnould and Am-
bassador Bettina Cadenbach will be supporting us and the 
Board with their advice in the future.

The congress presidency is once again in the hands of 
Dr. Hans-Gert Pöttering, former president and member 
of the European Parliament for many years. His advice, 
his wide-ranging experience and his help have made this 
sophisticated conference possible.

Dear sirs and madams, we are looking ahead to two 
exciting days of the digital 19th Berlin Security Conference - 
and building a bridge to November 24-25 of this year, when 
we will be holding the 20th Berlin Security Conference as an 
event with physical presence in Berlin.

I hope you enjoy reading this interesting congress  
magazine!
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These developments also underscore the continued focus 
of the United States on the Pacific region. Although the US 
continues to play an important role as guarantor of Europe-
an security and stability, Washington in the future intends 
to shift its security policy attention to the deepening sys-
temic conflict with China – and expects its European allies 
to assume greater responsibility for the defence of Europe 
and for security and stability in their immediate neighbour-
hood.

For Germany and Europe, this ultimately means that the 
strategy of “staying transatlantic, becoming more Euro-
pean” must be resolutely continued. This also means 
burden-sharing at the European level in terms of military 
expenditures in line with gross domestic product, with 
Germany putting its defence expenditures on a sustainable 
footing. Germany furthermore needs to assume a leading 
role among European allies in shoring up national and alli-
ance defence capabilities. To this end, the German armed 
force’s command structures must be adapted to meet cur-
rent challenges. Furthermore, it is imperative that nuclear 
sharing be upheld and maintained.

In order to strengthen the European pillar of NATO, Germa-
ny, in its capacity as an influential member of the EU, must 
continue to contribute to a strengthening of Europe‘s ability 
to act effectively in the realm of foreign and security policy. 
In this context, it is particularly important to promote the 
wide range of initiatives and measures aimed at strength-
ening the Common Security and Defence Policy and to 

European security in times of  
the COVID 19 pandemic

(BSC/Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering*) Germany and Europe are 
facing major challenges. The spread of the SARS-CoV-2 
virus since the beginning of last year not only had fatal 
health consequences, it has also led to an unprecedent-
ed economic slump and has put our free societies to the 
test. At the same time, the COVID 19 pandemic has not 
diminished the security challenges facing Europe. On the 
contrary, the spread of the virus has further accelerated 
power shifts in the international system, putting additional 
strain on the multilateral, rule-based international order 
and calling for a stronger and more autonomous European 
commitment in the area of security policy.

Both China and Russia have used the crisis to ratchet up 
their power ambitions. Over the course of the COVID 19 
crisis, both countries have avidly disseminated disinforma-
tion and propaganda. States have deliberately spread false 
information about the origin of the virus and its spread 
in Europe. Russia has been trying to undermine the free 
democratic societies of Europe and chip away at cohesion 
in the EU. China, meanwhile, is using the pandemic to pose 
as a superior political system in the fight against the virus 
and to emasculate the EU‘s crisis-management capabili-
ties. To this end, both countries have also used their own 
deliveries of aid to countries hit by the pandemic to attract 
media attention, while aid provided by the EU has received 
less notice.

Despite rampant COVID 19 in Russia, Moscow contin-
ues to flaunt its military capabilities – among other things 
through major military exercises by its armed forces. 
Unimpressed by the pandemic, it continues to pursue its 
revisionist foreign policy in Eastern Europe, particularly in 
eastern Ukraine, and is consolidating its position in Syria. 
At the same time, Russia is augmenting its military footprint 
in the Libyan civil war, which could further destabilise the 
southern flank of Europe in the future. Beijing is also trying 
to bolster its power position in the wake of the COVID 19 
crisis. For example, the regime is persisting in its expansive 
aspirations in the South China Sea and – in violation of the 
principle of “one country, two systems” – tightening its grip 
on Hong Kong.

At the same time, the COVID 19 pandemic has further 
aggravated the competitive strategic relationship between 
the US and China, as is particularly evidenced by the mu-
tual recriminations that have resulted in the obstruction of 
multilateral organisations. 

“The strategy of “staying transatlantic,  
becoming more European”  

must be continued.”

DR HANS-GERT PÖTTERING   
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and to working with them in international organisations to 
preserve and strengthen the liberal multilateral order.

Whether Europe can successfully meet these challeng-
es, which have been further amplified by the COVID 19 
crisis, will largely depend on the political will of EU Mem-
ber States. This is more necessary than ever before, as 
the COVID 19 pandemic has not exactly offered Europe 
breathing space when it comes to security policy. On the 
contrary, the pandemic has further fuelled the watershed 
global changes under way at present, making the need 
for a strong European security commitment all the more 
apparent. At the same time, with a new US government in 
Washington, an opportunity presents itself to reinforce the 
transatlantic bond and strengthen cooperation with the 
United States – both, on COVID 19 and on other pressing 
security issues of our time.

*Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering, former President of the Europe-
an Parliament, Representative for European Affairs of the 
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Congress President BSC 2020

build robust military capabilities. The Strategic Compass, 
which goes back to a German initiative aims at developing 
a strategic common vision for Europe in the area of security 
and defence. At the same time, the COVID 19 crisis has 
revealed the great potential for support offered by Europe-
an armed forces in the area of civil-military crisis manage-
ment. In initiating the PESCO European Medical Command 
project, EU Member States have also resolved to improve 
cooperation in the field of medical services in order to 
enhance the EU‘s rapid response capabilities to be better 
prepared for future pandemics. The project also seeks to 
strengthen EU-NATO coordination and cooperation.

It is only by acting together, in a spirit of solidarity, that 
Europe can protect and defend its societies, values and in-
terests. Solidarity means being able to rely on its allies and 
at the same time being aware of the concerns and fears of 
its partners and standing by them in the event of a crisis. 
In addition, particular attention must be devoted to further 
developing Europe‘s relations with like-minded internation-
al players and partners in its European neighbourhood, 

Biography of a great German European

(BSC) On 15 September 2020 Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering celebrated his 
75th birthday. The historians Prof. Dr. Michael Gehler and Dr Marcus 
Gonschor took this opportunity to provide a well-founded biography 
of the long-standing European politician and former chairman of the 
Konrad Adenauer Foundation. They trace Dr Pöttering‘s life and political 
development and acknowledge his decisive role in the development of 
parliamentary structures in the European Union. The two authors are 
thus simultaneously writing an important piece of Christian Democratic, 
Federal Republican history.

Prof Gehler is head of the Institute for History at the University of 
Hildesheim and director of the Institute for Modern and Contemporary 
History Research at the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna. Dr Gon-
schor is an assistant lecturer at the Institute of History at the University of 
Hildesheim.

Michael Gehler/Marcus Gonschor: Ein europäisches Gewissen. Hans-Gert Pöttering – Biografie. With a foreword by Do-
nald Tusk, 624 pages, Freiburg im Breisgau 2020, 30,00 Euro, ISBN 978-3-451-38982-5 Graphic: BS/Herder
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Europe – a cohesive bond for strong power

(BSC/ former Minister Tomáš Petříček / Minister Lubomír 
Metnar*) This Berlin Security Conference, of which the 
Czech Republic is an official partner, is, in many ways, 
rather exceptional. The fact that the 2020 edition of this 
important venue had to be postponed and instead of 
last autumn we are meeting in the spring and on the top 
of that in online format attests to the severe effects the 
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is having on our lives. It has 
been over a year since we are living in the new reality 
and although we might be, with accelerating vaccination, 
seeing the light at the end of the COVID-19 tunnel it is 
clear that the pandemic has marked a new chapter in 
international relations, mak-
ing “business as usual” an 
impossible way forward. The 
crisis ensuing from the pan-
demic might not be a turning 
point in creating the new 
world order. However, it has 
highlighted trends that have 
been there for some time and 
that call for a joint response 
by the EU: be it the weaken-
ing of multilateralism, the 
growing confrontation and 
emerging bipolarity between 
the US and China, or the 
slowdown in globalization. 
The changes that, in the past, 
occurred over the course of 
years has been since last spring happening in weeks or 
even days. This begs us to speed up our quest for finding 
the right responses to these challenges. A stronger and 
more capable Europe, ready to act autonomously on a 
global scene, has to be part of this new equation.

At the very beginning of her mandate the European Com-
mission’s President, Ursula von der Leyen, called her new 
team a “geopolitical commission”, illustrating her ambi-
tion to strengthen the EU’s position to become a relevant 
global player. This objective, unequivocally welcomed by 
the Czech Republic, must not be forgotten as we work to 
address the economic fallout from the coronavirus crisis. 
Moreover, it becomes more urgent than ever. If the Euro-
pean Union wants to have a seat at the table rather than 
to be on a menu, it must change its mindset to that of 
a geopolitical actor. By the same token, it has to articu-

late clearly its interests and use its inherent and shared 
strengths to promote them, be it through its economic 
power or through the attractiveness of its social model.

The concept of EU strategic autonomy has often been 
viewed through a narrow security perspective. This prism 
is still a legitimate one. The arc of crises in Europe’s 
immediate neighbourhood, from Ukraine across Georgia 
to the Middle East and the Sahel, is a reality, bearing 
imminent consequences for our security. It is therefore 
in our utmost interest to strive relentlessly for enhancing 
stability of those countries and regions. Russia’s revision-
ist policies, which by contesting the 20th century history 

undermine the legitimacy 
and very existence of coun-
tries once stranded behind 
the Iron Curtain, represent a 
growing threat to our conti-
nent’s security and stability. 
These are just two examples 
to illustrate that “hard secu-
rity” in the traditional sense 
has not lost its relevance.

Since the adoption of the 
European Global Strategy, 
the EU has taken several key 
steps towards strengthening 
defence cooperation within 
the Union and launched a 
number of programmes that 
are beginning to bear fruit, 

such as PESCO (Permanent Structured Cooperation) and 
the EDF (European Defence Fund). Recently we added to 
those instruments the European Peace Facility, which will 
significantly expand and strengthen the financing of the 
EU’s military activities in support of partners. The co-op-
eration with NATO is progressing and expanding as well, 
which is of key importance to us. All these are steps in the 
right direction and enjoy our full support, although many 
of the measures alluded to could be more ambitious or 
some of the programmes’ budgets more robust.

The imperative for strengthening European defence and 
security structures must be to avoid duplications with the 
activities of North Atlantic Alliance, who remains the main 
guarantor of territorial defence for majority of European 
countries, especially for the nations on the Alliance’s and 
EU’s eastern flank most imperilled by Russia’s power 

“The arc of crises in Europe’s immediate 
neighbourhood is a reality.”

TOMÁŠ PETŘÍČEK AND LUBOMÍR METNAR   
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ambitions. We are convinced that strengthening Europe’s 
capabilities as well as the European pillar of the Alliance 
serves also the US’ interest, as only a stronger Europe 
will be able to meet tomorrow’s security challenges and 
share more burden with our American partners:  Europe’s 
engagement in the Sahel and North Africa represent-
ing good case in point. Increasing our defence budgets 
furthermore underlines our shared interest in closing the 
defence budget and military capabilities gap that sepa-
rates Europe from the United States. This trend cannot be 
compromised by the budgetary implications of the coro-
navirus pandemic because building European defence 
capabilities will be a long-haul race in itself.

As former European Commission President Jean-Claude 
Juncker has noted, a major impediment in Europe’s path 
to strengthening its own military capabilities is that its 
defence sector lags behind in the development of some 
of the latest underlying technologies – all of which are 
(and will be) needed to support the EU’s security and 
defence forces. The Czech Republic therefore appreciates 
the establishment of targeted instruments such as the 
European Defence Fund and considers the strengthening 
of cooperation between industry, research institutions and 
universities across the EU critically important. It is essen-
tial that we pay sufficient attention, at national, Alliance 
and European levels, to allocating adequate funding for 
research and development and to increasing Allied capa-
bilities in areas such as space, cyber security, artificial 
intelligence (AI), laser technologies and robotics. These 
areas offer huge potential within the foreseeable future 
to fundamentally affect human development and change 
the balance of power on the world’s geopolitical stage. 
The Alliance and the EU must respond and keep pace with 
key challengers – namely Russia and China – who are 
both making major strides in the advancement of these 
latest technologies and are significantly enhancing their 
capabilities. For the Czech Republic, continued support 
for solutions related to the above-noted areas is a priority. 
We intend to support European cooperation and joint pro-
jects, especially within the frameworks of the EDF and the 
related EDIDP (European Defence Industrial Development 
Programme).

While military capabilities and modernized armies are 
important, they will not fully serve their purpose unless 
EU Member States share a strategic vision and a deter-
mination on how and when to deploy them. The 15-year 

existence of EU Battlegroups is a case in point of how 
the existence of an instrument does not automatically 
account for a more robust policy. The motto of this edition 
of the conference is “Europe – a cohesive bond for strong 
power”. It rightly references the EU’s ambition to trans-
form itself from a security consumer to a security provider. 
To this end, not only must it build up its capabilities to 
take autonomous military action. Likewise, its Member 
States have to converge on their strategic understanding 
of the world around them, define Union’s common inter-
ests and agree on the instruments which they are willing 
(and able) to deploy in order to advance those interests. 
This might well prove as difficult as allocating sufficient 
financial resources to upgrade our military capabilities. 
Let us work together to embolden this common strategic 
vision, let us deepen consultative mechanisms within the 
Council. Let us discuss how to involve non-EU European 
countries and, when relevant, like-minded partners from 
around the world in these consultations. Some propos-
als are already on the table, and although the crisis has 
put their implementation on hold, let us revert to them. 
And let us start with reviewing our own positions. Let us 
avoid unilateral actions disregarding strong positions and 
opinions of other Member States and let us refrain from 
excessively using the right of veto in negotiating common 
positions or in taking decisions. 

The crisis we have been battling since last spring, and 
which is still far from over, has demonstrated that the 
security of our societies is more than ever impossible to 
reduce to the issue of military capacities. The pandemic 
has shown the need to build up societal resilience that 
will rest on multiple complementary pillars. We will never 
be able to anticipate all possible crises nor their exact 
contours, but we can surely predict that they will arise. 
And they don’t necessarily have to be another pandemic; 
it could be series of major cyber-attacks or multi-faceted 
effects of climate change. It is therefore imperative that 
we have functioning mechanisms capable of responding 
to these asymmetric shocks since the current crisis has 
clearly shown that closing down is not a viable option for 
Europe.

*Tomáš Petříček, former Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Lubomír Metnar, Minister of Defence, Czech Republic
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Friendship and reliability are linchpins  
of our security

(BSC/H.E. Tomáš Kafka, Ambassador of the Czech Repub-
lic in Germany*) The security situation in our current world 
is, unfortunately, not thriving. I‘m afraid that in the face 
of a number of ongoing military conflicts this statement 
is hardly something to be contested. There are a plethora 
of reasons for this; some of them are local-based, some 
are economic and some are ideological. Still one thing the 
conflicts have in common is the growing acceptance of 
risk-taking operations and confrontations. No wonder that 
under such circumstances the general security climate has 
changed and not even the old good globalization, as we 
knew it, remains the same. 

Yet this is not exclusively down to military conflicts. Glo-
balization nowadays suffers from a dramatic downfall of 
trust among the main protagonists. This crisis has been 
coming for a long time and many factors have contributed 
to this. Beginning with cyberattacks, then intellectual prop-
erty thefts, to the soaring growth of belligerent rhetoric, es-
pecially in social media. However, the crisis only fully broke 
out in reaction to the corona pandemic at the beginning of 
last year. 

The outbreak of the crisis was not so much down to in-
conveniences which even the best allies caused each other 
at the onset of the pandemic as they closed down borders 
and forbade the export of the medical materials. These 
acts were due to panic, which is never a good adviser. On 
the other hand, panic rarely leaves long lasting wounds and 
traces. The most severe impact the corona virus has made 
on the world of globalization originated from the previous-
ly mentioned plunge of mutual trust, which until recently 
made this globalization solid.

The tragic plunge of this trust wasn’t simply caused by 
the argument about the origin of the pandemic. The real 
trigger was the question of the extent to which the process 
of mutual dependability of globalized countries had already 
reached. This dependency went in many cases so far as to 
say that it was possible to speak about “strategic depend-
ency”, which may have originated in areas other than just 
economic. Mutual dependency might be, in times of the old 
good globalization, perceived even as a sort of insurance; 
a pact of mutual trust. Those who didn‘t fail this trust could 
be given their place in the world of globalization and could 
be trusted to have a role in the supply chain around the 
world.

Trust and reliability played a crucial role in it bigger than 
sharing common democratic values. As far as they were 
concerned, there was a hope that the old German realpo-
litik recipe, the so-called “Wandel durch Handel”, may be 
still valid. It means that compliance with the common busi-
ness rules would result in compliance with the common 
civilization values. Yet it was not a matter of naivety, and 
results weren‘t expected immediately. What counted was 
the willingness of giving a chance to this concept.

Unfortunately, the corona pandemic shook this insurance 
up. It shook it actually to such an extent, that the old recipe 
promoting “Wandel durch Handel” suddenly ceased to be 
perceived as a product of strategic thinking but instead be-
came perceived as an expression of naivety. That is also 
a reason, why globalization, as we know it, can’t remain 
the same. Therefore the “world community” or “strategic 
dependency” is no longer spoken about so enthusiastical-
ly. More frequently the need of creating “strategic auton-
omy” is spoken about instead. If individual states would 
like to fulfil their strategic goals in the area of economy or 
security, they should pay more attention to the selection of 
suitable partners. Trust and reliability are not everything, 
but without them everything is nothing.

This shift in the development of world globalization is less 
encouraging, but hardly surprising; it will not be perceived 
as an irreversible catastrophe. Trust could be more easily 
lost than regained, yet nothing is impossible. The globaliza-
tion “act of sobriety” in the form of the recent corona wake-

“Globalization nowadays suffers from  
a dramatic downfall of trust among the 

main protagonists.”

H.E. TOMÁS KAFKA   
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can also dramatically disagree. However, as long as the 
allies keep being reliable and trustworthy of each other, it 
does not matter. This is the mental precondition for having 
“strategic autonomy” as not only a new buzzword but also a 
real, functioning foundation of our future economic and se-
curity activities. If the European Union and NATO succeed in 
these strategic endeavors, they would become sufficiently 
strong and self-confident again. If they become sufficiently 
strong and self-confident, it may happen that trustworthi-
ness and reliability could experience a worldwide rise and 
that the “strategic autonomy” could increase to become 
“strategic dependency” again. However, let‘s not get ahead 
of ourselves. Globalization, as we know it, does not remain 
static. However, this does not mean that it cannot become 
so in the future!

Still there is a long way to go there. The positive aspect is, 
everybody, who is not indifferent to the security situation 
in this world is invited to make his contribution. The Berlin 
Security Conference is a traditional platform where exactly 
this can happen. This conference is popular among partici-
pants and potential friends and allies searching for a safer 
and therefore a better world. This goal is feasible, provided 
we’ll try together. The European Union and NATO are the 
unique partners and promoters of values like trustworthi-
ness and reliability worldwide. I am – as a citizen of the 
Czech Republic – happy, that my country takes an active 
part in these alliances; I am – as Ambassador of the Czech 
Republic to Germany – very happy, that my country is a co-
host of this year‘s Berlin Security Conference!

*H.E. Tomáš Kafka, Ambassador of the Czech Republic in 
Germany

up call has also had its own positive aspect. Not only the 
political establishment, but instead, the world, could realize 
the importance of friendship and trust for human life.

In the political realm it is perhaps more appropriate to 
speak about alliances and partnership. It is not that ei-
ther of these values have lost their importance – they 
have only been taken for granted. It was a bit like the old 
anecdote about a young lord, who was presumed by all to 
be a mute until the moment when he criticized that the 
soup was too salty. The corona crisis might be a sort of too-
salty soup for the globalized world.

Trustworthiness and reliability are seen as the two main 
pillars the European Union and NATO have always rested 
on. Thanks to the success of both of these communities, 
trustworthiness and reliability were quickly acknowledged 
as fair preconditions for any further collaboration by their 
new partners and, after the fall of communism, they both 
significantly helped by building up the system of globaliza-
tion. Still these civic virtues, as the former German Chan-
cellor Helmut Schmidt would say, were not met with the 
same enthusiasm and understanding everywhere. In the 
wake of different sorts of idealism these virtues occa-
sionally became marginalized and discredited. Big ideals 
demanded big visions. However, the reality unfortunately 
showed that big visions in politics may sometimes end up 
the same way as in business – they never can do without 
some fundamentals for too long.

It is therefore a positive thing that our response to the co-
rona crisis is borne in a spirit reminding us of the tenets on 
which the European Union and NATO were built - friendship 
and partnership! Both these principles have to be applied 
not only internally, but also externally towards our interna-
tional partners, as they may serve us as the best compass 
for finding the most appropriate way through uncharted wa-
ters. Their marginalization or abolishment would be worse 
than a sin – it would be stupidity, and no vision is worth this 
sacrifice. On the contrary – current problems, which give us 
hard times in our debates about the future of globalization, 
only unveil how important the role of our strategic consider-
ations are and how they perhaps (unwittingly) are attributed 
to the “human factor”.

A closer look at the current situation of the European Un-
ion and NATO reveals, even the closest allies may differ in 
their judgements about some political issues. They actually 
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Modernisation of the Czech Armed Forces – 
a major challenge with no alternative

(BSC/Lieutenant General Jaromír Zůna*) One of the key 
conclusions of the Czech National Security Audit (2016) 
was the need to develop the internal integrity of the nation-
al security system, its individual elements and the govern-
ment in mutual communication and symbiosis. A holistic 
approach to national defence and security and the require-
ment to strengthen resilience directly addresses the neg-
ative trend in the security environment, and at the same 
time, this approach offers a way for the Czech Republic to 
plan meeting its national security needs and delivering on 
the commitments arising from the international outreach of 
the national security system. Given the scope of the effort 
and the volume of the necessary investments, the building 
and development of the military capabilities of the Armed 
Forces of the Czech Republic (AFCR) lies in the very core of 
the process. In this endeavour the AFCR may rely on an ex-
traordinary support by the political leaders and the appreci-
ation the AFCR enjoys from the general public.

At present, the AFCR is implementing the most ambi-
tious modernization plan in its modern history. The level of 
ambition of the AFCR in defence capability building, as well 
as the key modernisation projects, are outlined under the 
Czech Armed Forces Development Concept till 2030, au-
thorised by the Government of the Czech Republic in 2019. 
The new concept shifts the AFCR development from oper-
ational engagement, typical for the past decades, towards 
operational readiness, which is today’s requirement. That 
way, the Czech Republic primarily meets its NATO and EU 
commitments and addresses the realisation of conclusions 
of the NATO Summit in Wales and NATO Summit in War-
saw. The Czech Republic’s highest ambition is the primary 
weapon system replacement as a part of the building of a 
heavy brigade by 2026, which will be equipped with 210 
new IFVs.

In line with the modernisation plan, the years 2019 – 
2020 alone saw contracts made in the total value ex-
ceeding CZK 90 billion. The strategic projects involve the 
acquisition of UH-1Y Venom and AH-1Z Viper helicopters, 
the Light Armoured Vehicles – Reconnaissance, CASA 
C-295MW aircraft, TITUS armoured vehicle, CAESAR/TATRA 
artillery system, CBRN vehicle, RBS-70 NG man-portable 
air-defence system, TATRA container loader/transporter, 
PANDUR IFV C2 and Signal configurations and the MADR 
radars. In addition to the strategic projects, materiel and 

services were procured and investments were made into 
the military infrastructure in major volumes. Notably, some 
90% of defence contractors are domestic businesses while 
foreign suppliers are required to arrange for a considerable 
involvement of the Czech industry. So, the modernisation of 
the military fosters the national economy.

Another substantial measure has been the realignment of 
the AFCR command and control structure and the contin-
uation of building new units. As of 1 January 2020, the 
General Staff was reorganised, and the Operations Com-
mand, Land Forces Command, Air Force Command, Cyber 
Forces and Information Operations Command and the 
Territorial Command were formed. The command structure 
has thus become leaner, more efficient, more flexible and 
its adaptation addresses current security developments. 
The logistic support, engineer, airborne, UAV, military med-
icine and HNS/RSOM units have been newly created. All 
newly created units on the battalion and regiment level will 
achieve their initial operational capability in 2020-2023. 
The development of new units will strengthen the combat 
value and all-arms nature of the armed forces.

In 2021, the top priorities in the category of strategic 
armaments projects include the continuation of the acqui-
sition of the Tracked Infantry Fighting Vehicles, SHORAD 
system, NATO calibre artillery and fire control system, which 
is to be implemented into all essential platforms across the 
board. Besides the newly acquired major weapon systems, 
long-term projects have been underway in domains such 
as mobility, platform unification, containerisation, ballistic 

“The Czech Republic primarily meets its 
NATO and EU commitments.”

JAROMÍR ZŮNA   
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ation of the Member States. That will not make defence 
for the Member States any cheaper, but much more cost 
efficient. Today, the benchmark of success for the Member 
States is not another elaborate layer of planning processes 
on the EU level, but real outcomes.

The domain of new technologies, which the AFCR con-
siders to be crucial for the fulfilment of its concepts and 
develops it, which includes the cooperation with other EU 
Member States, involves non-destructive laser testing, 
semi-conductor radiation detector, smart 3D-printing, de-
signing and building the protection of critical defence infra-
structure, counter unmanned aerial systems and counter 
rocket, artillery and mortar, or possibly additional projects 
by consortia with the involvement of Czech defence indus-
tries.

The Czech Republic regards regional cooperation as 
another key pillar for a stronger European security and de-
fence. The Czech Republic held the presidency of the Viseg-
rád Group (V4) in 2019-2020. One of the key points on the 
agenda of the Czech Presidency was further development 
of the EUBG concept. The V4 countries agreed on a set of 
measures designed to strengthen the V4 EUBG readiness 
in the years ahead, including the following:
• 12-month stand-by period with a 2-year force recuperation 

period representing regular 6-year V4 EU BG rotation 
cycle,

• Modular organizational structure,
• Framework Nation will always contribute the Core-BG or 

its larger part,
• Fixed distribution of responsibility for the key areas 

among the V4 nations.
The V4 countries are currently in the process of develop-

ing the NATO Joint Logistics Support Group Headquarters 
(JLSG), which has become another flagship of the Visegrád 
Group defence cooperation.

The AFCR’s modernisation is robustly footed in national 
planning documents and control processes of the Minis-
try of Defence of the Czech Republic. Highly trained and 
motivated personnel and strong political support provide a 
guarantee of continuity of the processes, thereby ensuring 
a coherent fulfilment of the Czech Republic’s ambitions in 
the domain of security and defence.

*Lieutenant General Jaromír Zůna, MSc., Ph.D., Deputy 
Chief of Defence, Czech Republic

protection, equipping soldiers with a new family BREN 2 
personal weapons and others. No matter how the arma-
ments projects may be affected in the years ahead by 
economic consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, 
the AFCR has already performed a variety of substantial 
changes that strengthened its combat value and the level 
of preparedness.

The Czech Republic builds its security and defence on a 
functional architecture of the international security system 
and tackles defence and security issues on the internation-
al level in most domains. A strong anchoring of the Czech 
Republic in the European security architecture and the 
Euro-Atlantic area as a whole is therefore one of the pillars 
of the national security strategies. It is in our national 
interest that EU and NATO contribute to the strengthening 
of European security together and in a manner coordinated 
to the maximum extent. The Multinational Multi-Role Tanker 
Transport Fleet, which the Czech Republic joined in 2019, 
is exactly the type of project we need today. The Czech Re-
public will continue its active engagement in keeping peace 
and stability around the globe. In this context, the Czech 
Republic has stepped up its military presence in Africa and 
took over the command of the EUTM Mali for the second 
half of 2020. Furthermore, the Czech Republic already de-
clared the ambition to assume the command of the EUTM 
Mali in the second half of 2022.

The Czech Republic supports the European Union’s initia-
tives and new tools such as PESCO, EDF, EDIDP and other 
facilities designed to strengthen defence cooperation and 
bear the potential of real outcomes in favour of the Mem-
ber States. The Czech Republic has been engaged in eight-
een PESCO projects: out of those eighteen, the Czech Re-
public is an observer in nine, a participating nation in eight 
and the lead nation in the Electronic Warfare Capability 
and Interoperability Programme for Future JISR Cooperation 
project. We have the human capital, research capacities 
as well as industrial base in this subject matter domain, 
and that is also why this PESCO project ranks among those 
developing successfully. I hold the opinion that a system-
ic change in the equipment and materiel domain of the 
European defence industry may only occur after the horizon 
of the life cycle of those legacy systems that today scatter 
the European defence equipment market and hamper on 
its effectiveness. That systemic change had just begun and 
started to create opportunities for a better quality cooper-
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Cooperation is the only way forward

(BSC/Ambassador Jiří Šedivy*) There are plenty of les-
sons to be learned from the ongoing COVID-19 crisis and 
the heavy financial burden it is putting on all EU Member 
States, but one stands out: European defence cooperation 
in general, and collaborative capability development in 
particular, are now more indispensable and urgent than 
ever before.

This pandemic is far from over and the full scale of its 
repercussions still unpredictable. Yet, there are lessons to 
be learned already now as Europe must adjust to a new 
post-Covid reality. Defence is no exception. The budgetary 
shockwave caused by the pandemic may heavily weigh on 
some Member States’ ability to sustain existing national 
defence programmes, let alone launch new ones. Which 
in turn threatens to further curtail Europe’s security and 
defence clout.

There could be a plus side to the crisis as well, though: 
some of its effects might help speed up the process to-
wards genuine EU defence cooperation. Looked at from this 
angle, this emergency offers a unique and unexpected op-
portunity for making collaborative capability development 
the new norm in Europe. Rather than weakening national 
defence forces one by one, the new reality imposed by Cov-
id-19 could advance the Europe of Defence as a whole.

The follow-up costs of the pandemic are likely to squeeze 
national public spending across the board and for years 
to come, including on defence. What’s more, the fiscal 
downturn hits at a time when Europe needs to invest more 
and better in its security and defence. The many good 
reasons that led the EU and its Member States to raise the 
Union’s level of ambition on defence in 2016 and to work 
towards European strategic autonomy as a long-term goal, 
are still valid. To drop or even lower this ambition is not an 
option, even under today’s exceptional circumstances, as 
this would seriously undermine Europe’s security role in the 
world.

How to square this circle?
Defence cooperation is the answer. Europe needs more 

joint defence planning and capability development. The call 
for pooling and sharing of resources and capabilities is not 
new, but it has become more pressing today. When defence 
budgets come under pressure, the smartest way for Mem-
ber States to safeguard or even increase their military re-
silience is to plan, develop, procure, maintain and operate 
their defence equipment together. Multinational capability 

development – be it under PESCO, EDA or any other format 
involving several EU countries – is more cost-efficient 
and impactful than national solo efforts done in isolation. 
Money saved through EU cooperation can compensate for 
expected cuts in defence spending, at least in the long run. 
Beyond the financial benefits, cooperation also pays off 
thanks to increased operational effectiveness and interop-
erability, for the benefit of EU, NATO or other multinational 
operations. Joining forces will allow those Member States 
under budgetary strains to do more, for their own defence 
and that of Europe. 

The other good news is that we don’t have to start from 
scratch. All instruments and processes needed to ena-
ble and manage EU defence cooperation are already in 
place and ready to be used: updated European Capability 
Development Priorities, the Coordinated Annual Review on 
Defence (CARD), the Permanent Structured Cooperation 
(PESCO) and the European Defence Fund. If Member States 
don’t use the toolbox’ full potential now, when will they 
then? 

The same applies to the European Defence Agency, the 
EU hub for collaborative research and capability devel-
opment which currently hosts more than 110 research 
and capability programmes as well as some 200 other 
activities. Here too, Member States have still some leeway 
available if they want to use EDA’s expertise and potential 
to the full extent. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has also brought to light, indirect-

“The follow-up costs of the pandemic  
are likely to squeeze national public  

spending on defence.”

JIŘÍ ŠEDIVÝ  
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basic commodities such as masks or other protection utili-
ties.  This has served as a reminder to all of us, also in the 
defence sector, that European strategic autonomy cannot 
only refer to high-tech, high-end capabilities but also to 
basic but indispensable industrial expertise and production 
capacities. Maintaining critical industrial production capac-
ities in Europe is thus a crucial prerequisite for building a 
Europe of defence and moving towards strategic autonomy. 
Here too, cooperation is the way forward as Europe’s key 
strategic activities can only be sustained together.

*Ambassador Jiří Šedivý Chief Executive, European 
Defence Agency (EDA), former Minister of Defence of the 
Czech Republic, Congress President BSC 2015–2017 and 
Member of the BSC Advisory Board

ly of course, the enormous disruptive potential of biological 
substances. Although Chemical, Biological, Radiological 
and Nuclear (CBRN) threats have been on our radars for 
some time - the European Capability Development Priori-
ties reviewed in 2018 under EDA guidance explicitly refer 
to the need to strengthen European capabilities in the 
CBRN domain - this crisis has nevertheless highlighted the 
urgent need to do more in order to be better prepared and 
equipped to deal with these kind of threats in the future.  
This is another important lesson to be learned from this 
dramatic experience. Given the magnitude of the challenge, 
it can only be mastered together, i.e. through cooperation. 

Finally, and this is a third lesson, Covid-19 has shown the 
importance of maintaining strategic local production capac-
ities able to provide critical material of high quality and in 
sufficient quantities when crises hit - in this case relatively 
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the full range of EU policies, including foreign affairs as well 
as economic, trade, sanctions, digitalization or health policy 
with the objective of addressing existing vulnerabilities and 
dependencies. Of course the EU will always do so with a 
view to close cooperation and coordination with partners 
and in the framework of a rules-based international order: 
Our own sovereignty and multilateral action are comple-
menting each other. 

For the Common Foreign and Security Policy, this is to say 
that we seek to strengthen the EU‘s capacity to define and 
concretise its strategic foreign and security policy priorities, 
to actually take decisions on matters of foreign and security 
policy – and to act accordingly to assume greater responsi-
bility at global level. The major point of reference remains 
the EU‘s Global Strategy from June 2016. Within this broad 
framework and under the leadership of the EU High Repre-
sentative Josep Borrell Fontelles, Germany fully supports a 
broad range of concrete actions to contribute to strength-
ening European sovereignty in the realm of its foreign and 
security policy. Looking at the EU‘s capacity to effectively 
shape global affairs there are currently five particularly 
relevant strands of action.

First, we should strengthen the EU-US-partnership with 
the ultimate ambition to meet as partners on equal footing. 
The US remains our closest partner outside the EU and 
NATO is and remains the foundation of our common secu-
rity and, in particular, our collective defence. Yet, close Eu-
ro-Atlantic cooperation and increasing European sovereign-
ty on security and defence issues are inextricably linked 
and go hand in hand with strengthening the European pillar 

On our way to European sovereignty in global 
geopolitics

(BSC/Minister of State Niels Annen MP*) Europe‘s security 
environment is undergoing tremendous changes and is 
subject to increasing uncertainty. This ranges from com-
plex crises and conflicts in its immediate neighbourhood 
in the Middle East, Africa, and Eastern Europe to growing 
geopolitical rivalry and increasing challenges for multilat-
eral cooperation and the rules-based international order. 
The COVID-19 pandemic and its geopolitical consequences 
have further exacerbated this development. EU Member 
States agreed in June 2019, in the EU‘s New Strategic 
Agenda for 2019-2024, that “the EU needs to pursue a 
strategic course of action and increase its capacity to act 
autonomously to safeguard its interests, uphold its values 
and way of life, and help shape the global future”. Looking 
at the history of past successes in strengthening the EU‘s 
foreign and security policy, it seems fair to state that the 
fulfilment of these tasks requires persistence and an incre-
mental, step-by-step approach to obtain the necessary sup-
port from all Member States and to achieve tangible and 
sustainable progress in practice. Moreover, at the global 
stage economic influence e.g. in trade negotiations or the 
use of critical technologies are increasingly used in order to 
reach geopolitical goals. It is therefore our goal to take as 
many concrete steps forward as possible to enhance “Euro-
pean sovereignty” in today‘s geopolitical competition across 

“Germany is a champion of a strong  
EU foreign policy.”

NIELS ANNEN   

Under the leadership of the EU High Representative Josep Borrell 
Fontelles (photo), the German Council Presidency is strengthe-
ning European sovereignty in the realm of its foreign and securi-
ty policy.   Photo: European Union, Dati Bendo
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the Strategic Compass by March 2022 to give guidance 
through achievable goals and objectives in the areas of 
crisis management, resilience, capability development and 
partnerships.

Finally, a major precondition for further fostering Europe-
an sovereignty on foreign and security policy, is sufficient 
political will among Member States to forge consensus and 
to show the necessary trust to make compromises for es-
tablishing common EU policies. Creating stronger cohesion 
among EU Member States therefore remains a key objec-
tive to advance the EU‘s foreign and security policy and its 
overall capacity to act. This year‘s BSC programme – “Eu-
rope – a cohesive bond for strong power” – therefore lies at 
the heart of a more capable and credible Europe in foreign 
and security policy. Germany is among the champions of 
a strong EU foreign and security policy. We will continue to 
invest in it and make proposals for improvements to ensure 
that we actually make full use of the EU‘s potential to act 
as a sovereign player at global level.

*Niels Annen, MP, Minister of State, German Federal 
Foreign Office contributed to Member of the BSC Advisory 
Board

within the Alliance. Moreover, there are urgent crisis man-
agement needs in Europe‘s closer neighbourhood, such as 
in the Sahel, where close cooperation with the US will re-
main crucial, but a certain division of labour could be in our 
joint interest. The EU has put forward concrete proposals 
for enhancing transatlantic cooperation by stepping up the 
EU‘s capacity to act together with its biggest partner and to 
contribute our fair share to regional and global security.

Second, we are actively working on increasing EU uni-
ty on China by pursuing the EU‘s triple approach to its 
policy-making vis-à-vis China that has defined China in a 
balanced way as a partner, an economic competitor and a 
systemic rival. We need Chinese cooperation on a series 
of global challenges like climate, health and also trade. 
But we have to be more assertive when it comes to Chi-
nese market distorting practices and Chinese violation of 
international rules. We as the EU also have to continue to 
set global standards and must not give China the opportu-
nity to do so instead. The recent conclusion of the EU-China 
Comprehensive Agreement on Investment is one piece 
in the puzzle of our geo-economic approach with China. 
We should continue implementing reciprocity in EU-China 
relations and testing Chinese willingness to advance coop-
eration with the EU on topics in our joint interest. On Hong 
Kong, the EU will speak up against the dismantlement of 
autonomy and democratic rights. Coordinating our ap-
proach towards China also with the US and other partners 
will increase our capacity to pursue our joint EU interests 
and address concerns we share.

Third, we have to actively manage a difficult relationship 
with Russia keeping up our principles and firmly defending 
EU interests while at the same staying ready for dialogue 
and cooperation in areas that require international coop-
eration. Over the last months the EU has time and again 
underlined its ability to swiftly agree on concrete measures 
in reaction to Russian violations of international law and of 
fundamental human rights standards.

Fourth, the EU has undertaken major steps in the realm 
of its Common Security and Defence Policy fostering its 
capacity to act as a security provider. Germany has estab-
lished the European Centre of Excellence for Civilian Crisis 
Management in Berlin as a service provider for Europe in 
support of an enhanced and more effective civilian secu-
rity and defence policy. To ensure the required resources, 
necessary capabilities, and tangible tools for acting as an 
effective security provider, also autonomously, Germany 
pushed for the development of a comprehensive, 360 
degrees analysis of the full range of threats and challeng-
es. This first time ever EU threat analysis now provides 
the background for Member States to develop and adopt 
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European security after the pandemic – invest 
more together instead of cutting individually

(BSC/Michael Gahler, MEP*) We are currently living 
through the most severe crisis since the Second World War. 
The global costs of dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic 
have already reached dizzying heights and no one can 
estimate the long-term consequences at this point. At the 
same time, however, we are witnessing another crisis: the 
gradual erosion of the international order that was con-
structed in a painstakingly process after 1945. Unlike COV-
ID-19, this crisis may not be directly tangible for individuals, 
but its potential dangers should not be underestimated, 
either. Pure pursuit of national interests and power politics 
are trending upwards, forcing us to recognise that we are 
dealing with a new matrix of international conditions to 
which we cannot close our eyes. EU Commission President 
Ursula von der Leyen summed it all up when she said that 
Europe must learn the language of power.

Over the past five years, we as EU have made substan-
tial progress towards a more capable European Defence 
Union. With the Global Strategy 2016, the establishment 
of a Military Planning and Command Capability (MPCC), a 
nucleus for a European military headquarter, the establish-
ment of the Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO), 

the European Defence Fund (EDF), the  Coordinates Annual 
Review on Defence (CARD) and the creation of the Direc-
torate-General for Defence Industries and Space, we have 
laid the foundations for a Europe that can underpin its soft 
power with the necessary hard power in the long run.  

The success of the European Defence Union presuppos-

“Europe must learn  
the language of power.”

MICHAEL GAHLER   

Europe needs to shore up its security policy interests with the necessary capabilities. Photo: German Armed Forces, Marco Dorow
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Under these conditions, Member States are called upon 
more than ever to exploit the full potential of European 
instruments. With regard to the EDF, this means that use of 
funds must follow the primacy of achieving the best solu-
tion for the capability development of the European armed 
forces. We cannot afford to allow the EDF to degenerate 
into a kind of structural fund without any strategic effective-
ness by involving as many national industries as possible, 
no matter how desirable this may be in principle. Similarly, 
a structured procedure is needed on the part of the Mem-
ber States to incorporate the results of the first complete 
CARD process from November last year into their national 
defence planning processes. This process identified six are-
as of cooperation, such as the development of a European 
patrol boat and the fight against aerial threats, which are 
capable of delivering substantial European added value.

The generally acknowledged conviction that Europe can 
only meet its international challenges acting together 
needs now to be complemented by acknowledging that Eu-
rope‘s entire potential, especially in security and defence, 
must be used effectively to this end. There can and must 
be no more business as usual if Europe does not want to 
be pushed to the sidelines of international politics.

*Michael Gahler, MEP, EPP Group Foreign Affairs Co-
ordinator, European Parliament and Member of the BSC 
Advisory Board

es, of course, that the Member States also make use of 
these instruments and structures in a focused manner and 
provide adequate financial means. The financial crisis of 
2008 and its consequences, which are still being felt today, 
have made it very clear how easy it is to save money on 
defence on the one hand, and how difficult it is to fill in the 
gaps afterwards on the other. The uncoordinated budget 
cuts in military spending on a scale of EUR 24 billion be-
tween 2008 and 2014 not only led to massive decrease in 
research and development investments, but also resulted 
in a 30% decline in military capabilities. Although defence 
spending by EU Member States began to increase again 
in 2014, this cannot be characterised as “rearmament”. 
Since then, the task has been more one of “equipping” and 
maintaining or restoring existing capabilities.

In the grips of the pandemic, we currently find ourselves in 
a similar situation. However, today - in view of the interna-
tional environment - we can much less afford purely nation-
al approaches and uncoordinated cuts in defence spending 
than we were able to back then. Unfortunately, negotiations 
over the EU‘s Multiannual Financial Framework and the 
Reconstruction Fund last year showed that the Member 
States were rather generous in budget cuts when it came  
to European defence spending: The EDF budget has been 
reduced from an originally planned EUR 13 billion to EUR 8 
billion at present, while the budget for military mobility has 
been slashed from EUR 5.7 billion to EUR 1.69 billion, while 
the European Peace Facility, an instrument outside the EU 
budget, has been cut in half to EUR 5 billion.
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verification are equally important elements of NATO‘s list of 
tasks and duties. 

The fact that the US Congress had to adopt its own deci-
sion affirming the commitment to NATO shows the effect 
of the unpredictable and erratic statements often made 
by the former US President regarding NATO. At the end of 
2019, criticism of NATO culminated in the statement by 

Far more than a military alliance  
of convenience
(BSC/Wolfgang Hellmich MP*) In the mid-2010s, the West 
entered a historical phase, one of whose disconcerting 
features is the potential for previously inconceivable de-
velopments to become a frightening everyday reality in an 
incredibly brief span of time.

At the NATO summit held in Lisbon in 2010, when a new 
strategic concept was presented for the defence alliance, 
nobody could have imagined that the North Atlantic Treaty 
would be subjected to a virtually never-ending sequence of 
crises and “stress tests” just four years later. The adoption 
of a new Russian military doctrine in December 2014, in 
which Nato is explicitly referred to as the “enemy”, has 
served as a blueprint for the practical shift in foreign and 
military policy under Putin. The war in Ukraine, the explo-
sive situation in northern Syria, the reorientation of US 
foreign policy under the Trump administration since 2017 
or the end of the INF Treaty are the most extreme swings in 
a series of major upheavals, which began with the annexa-
tion of Crimea by Russia in 2014.

These challenges necessarily and directly lead to a debate 
over NATO‘s strategy and tasks. Commitment to democ-
racy and human rights, the rule of law, disarmament and 
non-proliferation, arms control and confidence-building 

“We need to have Europe assume  
a stronger role in defence policy.”

WOLFGANG HELLMICH  

As an alliance, NATO can therefore always only be as strong as the commitment of its members.  Photo: NATO
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For many, the democratic discourse and the constant 
struggle for a viable consensus within the Member States 
themselves, as well as within the Alliance, is the clearest 
evidence of its alleged weakness. For me it suggests exact-
ly the opposite. NATO, too, must strengthen its legitimacy 
through the parliaments of its Member States and their vol-
untary participation. As an alliance, it can therefore always 
only be as strong as the commitment of its members. No 
region should be more familiar with this concept than Eu-
rope. The principle of mutual responsibility makes NATO, in 
my view, much more than a mere alliance of convenience. 
NATO is also a community of values.

*Wolfgang Hellmich MP, Chairman of the Defence 
Committee, German Bundestag and Member of the BSC 
Advisory Board

French President Emmanuel Macron, who attested to the 
alliance alleged being “brain death”.

Anyone who carelessly insinuates that NATO is merely 
one possible security guarantor among many conceivable 
alternatives is misjudging its central role for peace in Eu-
rope. No European state left to its own devices would today 
be able to defend and project its defence and strategic 
security interests worldwide anywhere nearly as effective-
ly as NATO currently enables us to do. And the basis of 
Germany‘s policy of détente and disarmament was and is 
firmly anchored in the Western Alliance. So it is only right 
and proper that, in this situation, Foreign Minister Maas 
has initiated a process of reflection within NATO which has 
the potential to set NATO on the road to a new alignment as 
a political alliance.

Global challenges have also increasingly dominated 
discussions here. The problems of climate change and 
its consequences for the global security situation, energy 
supply, migration, counter-terrorism, devising a response to 
China‘s strategy and the situation in the Indo-Pacific region, 
as well as new crisis hot-spots are increasingly gaining in 
importance over narrower, purely tactical military issues.

The debates taking place in this country sometimes 
fail to reflect the many and varied interests within the 
NATO alliance. For many a political actor in Germany, the 
“light-hearted approach to security policy” by a Central Eu-
ropean country would appear to obscure the fact that NATO 
security guarantees are of acute importance elsewhere. A 
discussion that declares the specific situation of a mem-
ber to be the general yardstick for the effectiveness of the 
Alliance in toto simply does not do justice to the complexity 
of the Alliance‘s tasks and Germany‘s role in this Alliance. 
This is not least about European cohesion based on inte-
gration into the Western and Transatlantic Alliance.

While there is now a general consensus that we need to 
have Europe assume a stronger and more independent 
role in security and defence policy, this course must not be 
based on a trade-off between greater European autonomy 
on the one side and NATO‘s pledge of protection on the oth-
er. Here it should be stressed once again that this does not 
involve a parallel structure to NATO, but rather a strength-
ening of the European pillar in NATO and the EU‘s capacity 
to act. Becoming more European while remaining Transat-
lantic must be our guiding principle. Peace both internally 
and externally will remain the most important task for this 
policy in the future.
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The Black Sea and Eastern Mediterranean: 
The accumulation of challenges.  
Romania’s uncomfortable position

(BSC/Prof Ioan Mircea Paşcu*) It has become evident that 
C-19 has already changed a lot and it will continue to do 
so. Therefore, the authors of the recent Deutsche Bank’s 
Long-Term Asset Return Study 2020 are completely right 
when they conclude that “In the years ahead, simply extrap-
olating past trends could be the biggest mistake one could 
ever make”! However, in security terms, the major trends 
already evident prior to C-19, namely the intensification 
of great power competition, particularly between the US 
and China, the struggle for resources (e.g. in the Eastern 
Mediterranean), the modification of power hierarchies (the 
efficacy of national administration and resilience to C-19 
have become a major factor of differentiation) and the fur-
ther erosion of multilateralism and increasing unilateralism 
will continue unabated, not to mention the great likelihood 
that these trends will be exacerbated by the temptation of 
some powers to further their agendas, taking advantage of 
problems encountered by their competitors.

Under these circumstances, the title of our Congress this 
year: “Europe – a cohesive bond for strong power” is entire-
ly correct and topical. However, it should not be taken for 
granted. The gradual erosion of multilateralism mentioned 
above is a force working against cohesion and the C-19 
crisis has encouraged Member States to prefer individ-
ual to collective action (see the increase of the national 
defense budgets of Germany and France and the cascade 
of individual measures leading to the practical paralysis of 
Schengen).

When it comes to security, Europe’s problem is twofold: on 
the one hand, its environs are steadiliy becoming more un-
stable both in the South and in the East, while on the other, 
her security architecture is tending to lose relevance in view 
of the current realignment of great power competition (after 
all, this architecture was created to contain the USSR/Rus-
sia, not China). 

The countries of the Eastern Flank are particularly affect-
ed by such a shift of emphasis mainly through the revival of 
old fears of being once again abandoned, as in the interwar 
period.

Romania is a country situated exactly on the big Geopolit-
ical Faultline separating the West from the East, too close 
to a perennial geopolitical “prize” - especially for Russia - 
namely the Black Sea Straits. Modern Romania – created 

after the Crimean War (1853-1856)  – has been inextrica-
bly linked to the freedom of navigation on the lower Danube 
and through the Black Sea Straits.

Romania’s security environment has been deteriorating 
constantly since the Georgian war of 2008 and the illegal 
annexation of Crimea in 2014. The consequent militarisa-
tion of the Black Sea basin is interfering with the exploita-
tion of energy resources in the area. The recent discovery 
of a large new gas deposit in the Turkish Black Sea waters 
is only complicating the equation. In any case, Turkey’s role 
as an energy hub has thus been strengthened, increasing 
her general profile not only in the Black Sea, but also in the 
Eastern Mediterranean.

The recent tensions in the Eastern Mediterranean have re-
lated to the newly discovered energy deposits there, involv-
ing primarily Greece and Turkey, calling for careful attention 
not only from NATO (which both belligerents are members 
of), but also from the EU, because it touches directly upon 
its Neighborhood Policy in particular and its Middle East 
and Gulf policy in general. The proximity to the civil war in 
Syria – a “reservoir” for new waves of refugees – and the 
potential impact on further deterioration of the situation in 
Libya are strong arguments calling for a common response 
on the part of the EU to complement national and individu-
al responses of some Member States.

*Prof Ioan Mircea Pasşcu, former Vice-President of the 
European Parliament, former Defence Minister of Roma-
nia, Congress President BSC 2018 and Member of the 
BSC Advisory Board

“Romania’s security environment  
has been deteriorating constantly.”

PROF IOAN MIRCEA PAŞCU
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Unity by diversity – security in and through  
the European Union

(BSC/Parliamentary State Secretary Thomas Silberhorn 
MP*) The Berlin Security Conference, which will be held 
this year under the theme “Europe – a cohesive bond for 
strong power”, has managed to secure the Czech Republic 
as partner country for the conference. I very much wel-
come this decision.

The Czech Republic, as one of Germany’s important part-
ners, provides a significant contribution to European secu-
rity. Our countries are linked by a strong bond of common 
interests. This applies to the clearly pro-European course 
of our governments, but also to the close cooperation 
between our armed forces. Particularly noteworthy are 
our cooperation in projects in the context of Permanent 
Structured Cooperation (PESCO) and the affiliation of the 

Czech 4th Rapid Deployment Brigade with the German 10th 
Armoured Division. This intense and close cooperation is 
an expression of the high level of mutual trust as well as 
of the solid and comprehensive integration of the Czech 
armed forces into the European security architecture.

Concrete initiatives
Democracy, rule of law, universal and indivisible human 

rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dig-
nity, and the principles of equality and solidarity are core 
characteristics of the European Union (EU). Faced with the 
rapid increase in security challenges at its eastern and 
southern borders, our citizens rightly expect a strong EU 
that protects and defends them and these values. It is our 
responsibility to make this Europe stronger – now more 
than ever.

As a value-based community, the EU, together with 
NATO and the United Nations, has a major responsibility 
to help shape the rules-based international order, i.e. to 
strengthen international coordination and cooperation 
and to achieve more sustainability and solidarity. The EU’s 
Global Strategy of 2016 reflects this responsibility, further 
raising the defence policy profile of the EU. Since 2017, 
EU Member States have also been developing EU defence 
initiatives of their own. Most notable among these initia-
tives is the aforementioned PESCO, which is complement-
ed by the Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD) 
and the European Defence Fund (EDF). With the launch 
of PESCO in 2017, 25 EU Member States have agreed 
on 20 more binding commitments, such as increasing 
defence investment to achieve common goals or working 
together to close capability gaps. CARD, which aims to 
improve coordination of EU member states’ capability 
planning cycles, supports these efforts and completed its 
first full-cycle review in 2020. Similarly, the EDF has been 
set up by the European Commission as a programme to 
promote cooperation among Member States in producing 
state-of-the-art and interoperable defence technology and 
equipment. The EDF will strongly encourage participation 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in collaborative 
projects and foster breakthrough innovation solutions. It is 
expected to be available from summer 2021.
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we can continue to function or at least quickly bounce back 
in crisis situations.

A possible anchor of stability
A resilient and credible EU that is able to act needs effec-

tive instruments and structures and deeper cooperation 
with NATO. Bearing in mind the numerous work strands 
already in place, our actions must continue to improve and 
be more coherent and plannable if we want to live up to our 
ambitions. Our ambition is an EU that is strong and resil-
ient. An EU capable of responding to crises and recovering 
quickly. We will actively work towards consolidating and 
expanding Europe´s role as an anchor of stability and as a 
global player in international crisis management. For this, 
we need a strong and truly common security and defence 
policy in the European Union.

*Thomas Silberhorn MP, Parliamentary State Secretary, 
German Federal Ministry of Defence and Member of the 
BSC Advisory Board

NATO as a cornerstone

NATO is and will remain the cornerstone and guarantor of 
Euro-Atlantic security. Improving the capabilities of the EU 
in the area of defence goes hand in hand with strengthen-
ing the European pillar of NATO. In a transatlantic context, 
the EU defence initiatives aim to significantly strengthen 
the European pillar of NATO. Moreover, the EU disposes of 
an impressive civilian toolbox of diplomatic, economic and 
financial instruments for crisis prevention, stabilisation, 
conflict management and reconstruction, but also for the 
long-term promotion of peace and sustainable develop-
ment. Only coordinated planning and action will make it 
possible to appropriately address today’s security chal-
lenges. This requires civilian instruments just as much as 
modern military capabilities.

In light of the budgetary limitations that member states 
face both in the EU and NATO, cooperation and synchroni-
sation are key. We do not want and cannot afford unnec-
essary duplication. Improving cooperation with the Alliance 
was therefore one of the main priorities of the German EU 
Council Presidency.

Deepened EU-NATO cooperation must not, however, be 
limited to the traditional area of defence. Both organisa-
tions have to work together even closer to quickly cope 
with security challenges that are new or unexpected. In 
this context, the current Covid-19 pandemic is only one of 
many different threats to our security. The list is long and 
runs the gamut from Islamist terrorism and cyber threats, 
including political disinformation campaigns, to the impact 
of climate change. None of these threats can be averted by 
military means and actions alone. Rather, the best de-
fence is the ability to absorb such blows, to overcome their 
effects and to actively address their causes. This means, 
first and foremost, that we must build resilience – so that 

“Our citizens rightly expect a strong EU.”

THOMAS SILBERHORN   

W W W . C Z E C H O S L O V A K G R O U P . C Z

THE TRADITION  
CONTINUES

C Z E C H O S L O V A K  G R O U P

CZECHOSLOVAK GROUP is a holding company 
covering an industrial and technological group 
of companies operating in aerospace, the railway 
industry, automotive, production of special vehicles, 
defence industry and precision engineering. The 
Companies perform production as well as business 
activities and they are based primarily in the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia. 
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Brexit and European Security and  
Defence Policy

(BSC/Dr Karl von Wogau*) When we address European 
Union‘s security and defence policy today, it is not possible 
to explore this topic without also talking about Brexit. The 
fact that Britain has left the European Union is a huge blow. 
That also goes for me personally.

We helped build the European internal market together 
with our British friends. Together with my friends Basil de 
Ferranti, Fernand Herman, Dieter Rogalla and many others 
in the European Parliament, I fought to tear down the 
borders between the Member States of the European Union 
back then. I still recall the enthusiasm with which we pur-
sued this aim in those days. At that time, we managed to 
persuade Margaret Thatcher to sacrifice the British veto in 
order to participate in the internal market. The internal mar-
ket also exhibited a British influence with regard to many 
important points. That is why Britain‘s exit feels something 
like an amputation to me.

But now the task at hand is to conduct a sobering anal-
ysis of what the Brexit really means. First of all, the UK 
accounted for almost 20% of the European Union‘s eco-
nomic output. This means that our economy will no longer 
the largest, but rather by considerable margin the second 
largest market in the world. This diminishes our ability to 
negotiate at eye level with the United States.

The English Channel has once again become a customs 
frontier just like in the old days. The bureaucracy that this 
entails is unpleasant for us, but even more onerous to the 
British. We also face very tough upcoming negotiations on 
the free movement of workers, the Irish border and Brit-
ain‘s future access to the European single market.

But these economic aspects are less important. More se-
rious in the long term is the fact that weights will be shifting 
within the European Union. Germany is being thrust even 
more into a leadership role that it has not sought and which 
it cannot perform on its own. This will make Franco-German 
cooperation even more important, but this must not lead to 
the creation of a “duumvirate”. Instead, it must be ensured 
that small and medium-sized countries are also included. 
The new voting procedure in the Council provides a fair 
basis for this, as it takes account large and small countries 
in accordance with the number of their citizens.

EU27
We must use the situation that is coming about through 

the UK‘s exit in order to reflect on what this future Europe 
of 27 should look like in fundamental terms.

More than in the past, we must concentrate on those 
areas where joint action holds out clear-cut advantages: 

I have proposed placing the Eurocorps at the heart of European Security and 
Defence Policy.  Photo: German Armed Forces, Bastian Koob

Franco-German cooperation will be even more im-
portant.  Photo: Federal Government, Denzel
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*Dr Karl von Wogau, Honorary President of the Kan-
garoo Group, Congress President BSC 2001–2011 and 
Member of the BSC Advisory Board

The single market, the common currency and a common 
foreign and defence policy.

We do not need any new treaty for this. Everything that 
now urgently needs to be done can be achieved within the 
framework of the existing Treaties. The current problems 
facing the European Union have not come about due to 
the existing Treaties, but rather from the way in which they 
have been implemented. We would not have this many 
problems if we had respected the Treaties.

What we as citizens expect from the European Union is 
first and foremost for it to contribute to our security and 
our prosperity. We need to be keenly aware of the fact that 
there cannot be any prosperity without security.

That is why the Europe of 27 must become a Europe 
of common security. The proposals forwarded by Michel 
Barnier and Federica Mogherini regarding the next steps to 
be taken along this path are on the table. It is also remark-
able that Ursula von der Leyen has called for economic 
and monetary union to be further developed into a defence 
union. 

I believe that what these proposals lack, however, is a 
concrete project which at the same time can also serve 
as a symbol. We must not underestimate the power of 
symbols. In bringing about the internal market, national 
borders were turned into open borders internally and com-
mon borders externally. In the case of the single currency, 
this symbol is the euro bills and coins that everyone carries 
with them and which on the one side bear the symbol of 
Europe and on the other side the symbols of our European 
nations.

As for European Security and Defence Policy, I can think 
of no more powerful symbol at present than the Eurocorps. 
In my publications, I always like to project a picture of the 
Eurocorps before the European Parliament. That is why 
I have also proposed placing the Eurocorps at the heart 
of European Security and Defence Policy. Our immediate 
concrete objective should be to develop it into an effective 
instrument of European security and defence.

In the long term, however, we will only succeed if we are 
able to raise awareness that we are a community with a 
common destiny. We are and will remain Germans, French, 
Spanish, Dutch, Polish, Estonian and Lithuanian. But it is 
only if we are aware of and feel like we are all one as Euro-
peans that we shall succeed in shaping our future together.

“The Europe of 27 must become a Europe 
of common security.”

DR KARL VON WOGAU
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BREXIT – Don’t lose the plot on  
European Defence!

(BSC/Robert Walter*) As we all know, by a relatively small 
margin and with a simple majority of those voting, the Unit-
ed Kingdom decided in 2016 to leave the European Union.  
Two parliamentary elections and three prime ministers 
later, the UK finally withdrew from the EU in January 2020 
and the transition ended with a new Trade and Cooperation 
Agreement (TCA) on 1st January this year.

Disappointingly, although it was clearly stated as the third 
pillar of the Political Declaration signed in October 2019, 
discussions on future foreign policy, security and defence 
cooperation did not featured in the TCA. The EU’s previ-
ously adopted negotiating mandate had seen any partner-
ship agreement as a single package including foreign and 
defence policy.

The European Commission’s post-Brexit position on the 
foreign policy, security and defence arrangements with the 
UK states that it is now an outsider and should be treated 
no differently to any other third country. To some extent the 
United Kingdom position was clarified in the recent publica-
tion of its Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Develop-
ment and Foreign Policy. 

This policy document in the words of the Prime Minister, 

Boris Johnson, was clear that “Having left the European 
Union, the UK has started a new chapter in our history”. 
Focussing on Europe he said that the UK would continue 
to be the leading European ally within NATO, bolstering the 
Alliance by tackling threats jointly and committing British 
resources to collective security in the Euro-Atlantic region. 

As a European nation he stressed 
that the UK would enjoy a con-
structive and productive relation-
ships with its neighbours in the 
EU.

The new UK policy reinforces its 
commitment to European security, 
through NATO, the Joint Expedi-
tionary Force and strong bilateral 
relations.  It states “Our European 
neighbours and allies remain 
vital partners. The UK will be the 
greatest single European contrib-
utor to the security of the Euro-At-
lantic area to 2030. We will work 
with our partners to defend our 
common values, counter shared 
threats and build resilience in our 
neighbourhood”. The UK acknowl-
edges the important role played 

“Disappointingly, discussions on future  
foreign security and defence cooperation 

have not featured.”

ROBERT WALTER

The United Kingdom decided in 2016 to leave the European Union.  Photo: European Union
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be some disappointment in Brussels at the lack of commit-
ment to work directly with the EU on defence initiatives it 
must be recognised that the United Kingdom spends more 
on defence than any other European nation. It is also one 
of the two nations in Europe both with nuclear weapons 
capability and permanent seats at the UN Security Council. 

In previous articles I have highlighted that Brexit is the 
opportunity for good Europeans to wake up to the reality of 
threats and opportunities for Europe and start to become 
more inclusive in the pursuit of our common goals and the 
security of our continent. Perhaps a good example is in Per-
manent Structured Cooperation (PESCO). From November 
2020, third countries can also participate in PESCO and 
already the USA, Canada and Norway have applied to par-
ticipate in the project to improve military mobility in Europe. 
So, we must work to ensure that all the initiatives both 
within EU structures and those created outside are properly 
coordinated. That must be done without undermining the 
existing NATO architecture, but be complimentary to it. 

National prejudices and well-intentioned European ideal-
ism are the enemies of progress. We need a pragmatic, in-
clusive approach that puts the effective defence of Europe, 
and our influence in the world, first and foremost.

*Robert Walter, President of the Assembly of the WEU 
2008–2011, President ESDA, Congress President BSC 
2012–2014 and Member of the BSC Advisory Board

by the EU in the peace and prosperity of Europe and says 
it will find new ways of working with Brussels on shared 
challenges.

The emphasis is now on bilateral cooperation with individ-
ual European nations including what it describes as “the 
deep and long-standing security and defence partnership 
with France, underpinned by the Lancaster House treaties 
and exemplified by our Combined Joint Expeditionary Force” 
In fact, it goes on the propose that the UK will enhance this 
partnership at the UK-France Summit later this year.

Then Germany is described as “an essential ally, with 
which we have deep economic ties and a growing foreign 
policy partnership, as members of the E3 and bilaterally” 
and looks forward to a Joint Declaration on Foreign Policy 
they hope to sign in 2021. 

The document names other European partners, both with-
in and outside the EU, who will remain essential to the UK 
approach. Highlighting Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands, 
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey as shar-
ing a set of interests where the UK can find common cause. 
It is clear that the UK will work with all allies in support of 
common objectives, to meet what Britain sees as shared 
defence and security challenges. Finally, the UK commits 
to continue to develop a Future Combat Air System (FCAS) 
with Italy and Sweden.

The theme of this Berlin Security Conference is “Europe 
– a cohesive bond for strong power”, so whilst there may 
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tion cycles and disruptive technologies create changes that 
have an impact on the available means of warfare. The use 
of UAVs as offensive weapons in a conventional scenario, 
as seen in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, is just one ex-
ample of this development. This type of operation would be 
inconceivable in the Bundeswehr. However, we are moni-
toring such uses closely to be able to appropriately protect 
our armed forces against new threats and avoid giving a 
potential enemy an edge on the battlefield.

In the past decades, we have had to defend our values 
mostly against international terrorism. The emerging rivalry 
among global powers, however, increasingly requires that 
we make consistent efforts to defend the rules-based inter-
national order with partners that share our values. Before 
the end of this year, for example, we will seek to establish a 
presence in the Indo-Pacific by deploying a frigate, with the 
additional aim of further deepening cooperation with our 
partners in the region.

At the same time, we have to continue to fight internation-
al terrorism, because it continues to spread. The Islamist 
attacks of Vienna and Paris last year were a terrible remind-
er of the fact that the danger it poses to our Western soci-
eties is still very real. A look at the Sahel region confirms 
that we must not relent in our efforts to combat terrorism. 
That is why Germany is engaged in missions of the Europe-
an Union (EU) and the United Nations (UN) in Mali. What is 

(BSC/General Eberhard Zorn*) For more than a year now, 
coronavirus has been influencing all areas of our lives – 
whether private or professional – and even the area of 
security policy. 

Germany has shown solidarity towards its European 
partners and Allies and has supported them in their fight 
against the pandemic wherever possible, including with 
Bundeswehr personnel and capabilities. One case in point 
is the intensive care unit operated in Portugal by physicians 
and nurses from our Medical Service earlier this year to 
help the country manage the second wave.

But even though coronavirus has a major impact on our 
society and influences political action on a global scale, we 
should not let this blind us to the fact that our security is 
facing complex external threats besides the pandemic. 

By amassing troops on the Ukrainian border, Russia has 
recently made it clear once again that it continues to sin-
gle-mindedly pursue its interests. It is engaged in a military 
build-up across all dimensions and is modernising its weap-
on systems and long-range missiles, which may be a threat 
to us here in central Europe. 

China, too, is increasingly investing in its armed forces 
and has announced that it would build a “world class mili-
tary” by 2049. While the employment of military means will 
not dominate Chinese activities for the foreseeable future, 
the capacity and capability build-up it has announced 
shows that China intends to have its actions backed by a 
strong military.

Furthermore, both China and Russia consider information 
superiority and, especially, the prerogative of interpreting 
information to be an essential element of strategic compe-
tition.

The targeted use of information and disinformation, their 
dissemination through social media, and the generation 
of information bubbles and echo chambers are challenges 
for our pluralistic Western societies that we must consider 
more closely in our own actions.

Every day, thousands of attacks are reported on our 
data networks. This shows that new strategic options have 
opened up for both state and non-state actors in recent 
years.

In traditional dimensions, too, increasingly shorter innova-

Current and Future Challenges 
for the Bundeswehr

“We must make every effort to actively 
strengthen Europe’s ability to act.”

GENERAL EBERHARD ZORN,
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more, we have been training Nigerien special forces as part 
of the bilateral Military Assistance Mission Gazelle for more 
than three years now.

We are ready and willing to increase our commitment 
in the region even further. Just recently, we proposed the 
establishment of a new training centre in Sévaré to the EU 
in order to prepare the Malian security forces for their tasks 
more comprehensively. For in the long run, stability in the 
Sahel region will only increase if the G5 states can provide 
security under their own responsibility. This is also true for 
other crisis areas in which Germany and the Bundeswehr 
are active as part of international crisis management. 

For more than 20 years, international crisis manage-
ment has dominated operations. Especially the mission in 
Afghanistan, which is now coming to an end, has left its 
mark on the Bundeswehr. Since the unlawful annexation 
of Crimea in 2014, deterrence and defence have once 
more taken priority in the Alliance. The most ambitious 
Bundeswehr tasks are those associated with national and 
collective defence. This is expressed in all our political and 
strategic policy documents, and therefore the challenges 
associated with these scenarios take priority in our force 
planning.

For national and collective defence, we will need forma-
tions and major formations again that can be relocated 
and employed together. Our planning therefore provides for 
the Army to have three divisions capable of high-intensity 
combat by 2031. Partners and Allies that do no longer have 
the necessary structures can look to us for support even 
now. Together, we can establish effective formations such 
as NATO’s “spearhead”, the Very High Readiness Joint Task 
Force (VJTF), for which we have just handed over the lead 
and will assume it again in 2023. 

We are aware of the implications not only of our economic 
strength, but also of our geographic position at the centre 
of Europe. As a central hub for the Alliance we are both a 
staging area and a rear area of operations. By providing 
infrastructure, logistics, and Host Nation Support, we make 
rapid troop movements possible. And we have assumed 
responsibility as the framework nation for the Joint Support 
and Enabling Command in Ulm. All these efforts provide 
an important contribution to collective deterrence and 
defence.

Today’s challenges are more varied than ever. Clearly, 
this means that the demands placed on Germany and the 
Bundeswehr are increasing. 

Germany must do its part to ensure peace and security 

in and for Europe. We must make every effort to actively 
strengthen Europe’s ability to act. Strengthening Europe’s 
ability to act does not equal weakening NATO, or even ques-
tioning it, quite the opposite: We have a functioning Alliance 
that serves its purpose. 

For the Bundeswehr, this growing responsibility means 
that it must be equipped to fulfil its core task of nation-
al and collective defence as well as international crisis 
management tasks, which take equal priority. It must be a 
modern and operational force that plays its part within the 
Alliance, allowing partners and Allies to rely on its compre-
hensive capability mix, immediately and regardless of the 
scenario. 

We have done much to prepare for this goal in recent 
years, and we are starting to see successes. A fundamental 
reform of the Bundeswehr will not be necessary. The trend 
reversals we have implemented since 2016 are producing 
results. Our body of personnel is growing, and so is the lev-
el of equipment in the armed forces as well as our reserve. 
However, the improvements we are aiming for are not felt 
by everyone yet, and we must continue on the path we have 
taken.

We have thoroughly analysed our deficiencies over the 
past several years. A look at the completed analyses shows 
that the time has come to prepare the Bundeswehr for 
future requirements even more consistently so that we can 
respond to the developments that are increasingly taking 
shape. 

We will continue to close existing gaps in equipment and 
materiel and to modernise the capabilities of our armed 
forces across the entire spectrum, adapting them to tech-
nological change, so that they can properly fulfil their role 
in tackling the challenges described. Wherever necessary 
we will adapt command and control, but also procurement 
and service-related structures in order to render them more 
functional and more resilient.

In just a few days we will initiate the necessary adjust-
ments by publishing a document on “Key Elements of a 
Bundeswehr of the Future” in order to equip the Bunde-
swehr to deal with future challenges quickly and without 
any drawn-out reforms. Building on these foundations, we 
will continue to safeguard freedom and peace in Germany, 
Europe, and the world in the future, together with our part-
ners and Allies.

*General Eberhard Zorn, Chief of Defence, Federal  
Ministry of Defence, Germany
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nation tasks. Already today, an important lesson learned 
from the current situation is that any approach to solution 
can only be found in an interministerial, national and often 
even only international approach. The necessity of close 
coordination between specialists of all ministries became 
blatantly obvious. To this end, the Bundeswehr Medical 
Service has implemented liaison elements in the Federal 
Chancellery, the Federal Ministry of Health, and the Robert 
Koch Institute. The Bundeswehr Medical service has pro-
vided expert advice to the Federal Government, the FMOD 

Executive Group, and Bundeswehr command 
personnel, and has been sought-after point 
of contact for the Länder. 

The experiences made in the SARS-CoV-2 
situation will be a blueprint for the further 
development of the health care system as 
well as of the Bundeswehr and its Medical 
Service. The field of health protection will 
become significantly more important in this 
context.

In addition, the correlation between health 
care and internal/external security must be 
taken into account to a far greater extent in 
the future. Especially in critical health situa-
tions, the lines between both security terms 
will blur. It has become more than obvious 
that a pandemic can dominate the action of 

Health: A security issue. How the corona  
pandemic exposes the impact of health  
system resilience on security
(BSC/Lieutenant General (MC) Dr Ulrich Baumgärtner*) 
The SARS-CoV-2 virus has been with us for more than one 
year. Our everyday and professional lives have changed 
noticeably, as also has our sense of security. The numbers 
of patients caused by SARS-CoV-2 very quickly revealed 
the limits even of such an excellent public health system 
like the one we have in Germany. The Bundeswehr Medical 
Service has held available and provided qualified medical 
personnel in its Bundeswehr hospitals that are an integral 
part of the civilian health system as well as for the provision 
of administrative assistance. Military organisational skills 
combined with high-quality medical training have provided 
most welcome support in hospitals, homes for the aged, 
vaccination centres, and public health offices.

It turned out that the Medical Service as an integrated 
system ensures efficiency and sustainability because of its 
capability of central assessment of the situation and spe-
cial resources management from a single source.

The importance of militarily trained medical personnel, 
which should not be underestimated, has become impres-
sively visible during the pandemic. Although the Bundes-
wehr Medical Service as a whole makes up for only a 
small portion of the national health care capacity, in some 
places we have been able to make the difference between 
managing the situation and disaster by taking over coordi-

„Bundeswehr hospitals are an integral part 
of the civilian health system.“

DR ULRICH BAUMGÄRTNER

The Bundeswehr Medical Service not only has experience in managing complex 
situations but also provides expertise in health protection.
  Photo: German Armed Forces, Björn Hoßfeld
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this is the basis for a society that is able to act, capable of 
defending itself, and resilient.

A military medical service that is well equipped for the fu-
ture, digitally networked, and has very well trained person-
nel and centrally managed resources forms an important 
part of the approach to maintaining whole-of-government 
and military ability to act. This also strengthens the cohe-
sion of alliances. The Bundeswehr Medical Service as spe-
cialist and provider of medical care and health protection 
in the armed forces has particular capabilities for such sce-
narios. Competence and experience in managing complex 
situations, professional expertise, clinical and outpatient 
treatment capacities, research know how, as well as the 
capability to produce and stockpile medicinal products and 
medical devices complement its profile. The departmental 
research facilities in the field of radiobiology, pharmacology 
and toxicology, as well as microbiology are world-renowned 
and valuable instruments of diagnosis and verification. 

*Lieutenant General (MC) Dr Ulrich Baumgärtner, Sur-
geon General of the Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service

states over extended periods. An outbreak of disease can 
delay or weaken all areas of societal life, the government‘s 
capacity to act, and military preparedness. Internation-
al relations may suffer; the cohesion of alliances will be 
strained. The geopolitical situation of Germany and our in-
ternational commitment make us attractive as partner and 
as a target for hybrid attacks. Germany is not a front state 
anymore as it was in the Cold War, but a hub for forces and 
support and supply services. Weakening this hub through 
hybrid action, disinformation and terror is likely. Affecting 
a society by the dissemination of noxious substances is 
definitely a potential means of hybrid warfare. Should 
hybrid activities cause a health situation similar to the 
current situation, understanding „military contribution“ in 
the sense of employing kinetic assets definitely falls short. 
A high-performance Medical Service as part of the intermin-
isterial management of the situation will then be required 
more than ever.

In such situations, the trust of the population in politics 
is an indispensable prerequisite for the acceptance of 
political guidelines and resulting - to some extent incisive 
- measures. In particular in the event of hybrid threats, 
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State sovereignty in times of digitalisation

(BSC/Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum*) The increasing 
digitalisation has changed our world in a significant way. 
Today, we live in an information society. In many aspects, 
our focus is on information. Information has become a 
vital resource, which must be protected accordingly.

This key dependency is associated with risks and vulner-
abilities. First of all, there is a reliance on technical sys-
tems which are functioning based on information in digital 
form. They include the broad spectrum ranging from 
critical infrastructure to home computers with the whole 
span from private financial information to digital pictures. 

Everybody has of course realised by now the serious con-
sequences of a malware attack for global enterprises as 
well as for individuals.

With respect to the manipulation of information and 
influencing with information, our open societies are par-
ticularly at risk. According to a recent study, governmental 
and private sectors are already considering the “manip-
ulation of public opinion” through socalled fake news to 
be the biggest cyber threat for Germany. Both elements – 
cyber attacks and disinformation – are of course essential 
elements of a strategy of hybrid influence that we can 
observe repeatedly. 

They are able to cause tensions, influence cohesion in 
states as well as in communities of states and, in extreme 
cases, even trigger violent conflicts. Therefore, the fol-
lowing statement should be considered true: “The ability 

of our society to cope with the challenges of the future 
depends on the solution to the question of how we can 
ensure the availability, integrity and privacy of our infor-
mation”.

Armed Forces are not sufficient in the Cyber and 
Information Domain

State sovereignty can no longer be exclusively defined by 
the physical control of a nation’s territory and borders. The 
protection against threats from the cyber and information 
domain has become essential. As early as five years ago, 
NATO recognized cyberspace as an additional military 
dimension. In the Bundeswehr, we have chosen a broader 
definition of this new military dimension – one that in-
cludes the information domain. Taking a holistic approach, 
we have combined our expertise in the field of the cyber-
space and information domain to establish a new major 
organisational element. This enables us to face the new 
challenges.

However, there is a fundamental difference between the 
dimension of the Cyber and Information Domain and the 
other traditional areas of military operations. Conventional 
armed forces can certainly contribute to maintaining state 
sovereignty in the Cyber and Information Domain, but 
unlike in the other dimensions, this will not be sufficient. 
For example, military actions during a hybrid scenario will to 
a long extend just remain below the threshold of a military 
attack, which would of course lead to the employment of 
armed forces. Many important issues of such a scenario 
have not yet been fully addressed.

Sure, to protect us against attackers using conventional 
weapons, the police can take preventive action. But how do 
we prevent cyber attacks on our power plants?

How does prevention in this area look like? Was cyber 
security already considered a design feature of the plant? 
“Security by design” must be the standard of today’s engi-
neering. Subsequent improvements can only be made to a 
limited extent and lead to high costs. 

With respect to social media, there is a whole series of 
questions to be answered: Who detects deliberately-spread 
false information? Was any law broken at all or do the 
activities remain within the legal framework? So far, it is the 
task of civil society to address this problem, except there is 
a criminal offence. Civil society must develop the resilience 
to identify such campaigns and neutralise their effect.

“Our open societies are particularly at risk.”

DR THOMAS DAUM
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appropriate know-how and the associated state-of-the-art 
technology.

We furthermore need to consider the question how we 
can sufficiently maintain the ability to exercise command 
and control, to operate, to act and to function in the event 
of a failure of important infrastructure for whatever rea-
son. The aim is resilience.

In a very different area, we can currently see how impor-
tant resilience is and that this cannot be achieved over-
night: Coronavirus has revealed several shortcomings.

Let us learn from that!

*Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum, Chief of the German 
Cyber and Information Domain Service 

A national approach as a response to hybrid Threats 
All of these examples illustrate the following: Digital 

sovereignty and immunisation can only be addressed in 
a comprehensive manner as a responsibility of the state 
and society as a whole. The cyber and information domain 
does not end at jurisdictional boundaries or at national 
borders. All relevant players – government, industry, sci-
ence and civil society; national and international – must 
jointly tackle these challenges and need to work together 
in order to be capable to (re)act.

We need a common and comprehensive situational 
picture in the Cyber and Information Domain. We need the 
organisation and the procedures to be able to respond 
immediately and comprehensively whenever necessary. 
We need the infrastructure required for that purpose, the 
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Multinational Air Power

(BS/Lieutenant General Ingo Gerhartz*) The Corona pan-
demic confronts the world with enormous responsibilities. 
Only together, we have a chance of responding to the chal-
lenges of our time. Direct contact and personal conversa-
tions with our international partners are the foundation of 
our trusting cooperation. However, this year a face-to-face 
exchange can often not be achieved. We all hope that per-
sonal meetings can be held again soon without requiring 
any restrictions anymore.

NATO-Days in Ostrava
The NATO Days in Ostrava from 18 through 20 September 

2020 were held as a purely expert and VIP event observing 
restrictive hygiene measures. The German Air Force partic-
ipated with an ‘A400M Flying Display’. The flight together 
with two Czech Gripen aircraft including simulated air-to-air 
refueling was a highlight of the airshow, and emphasized 
the close collaboration of our two air forces. The imminent 
certification of the A400M for air-to-air refueling of the Grip-
en aircraft has high priority.

Drivers of our Multinational Orientation
The most important prerequisite for multinational coop-

eration is one’s own operational readiness. In the last few 
months, we have placed our focus primarily on the avail-
ability of our weapon systems. Together with the industry, 
we have set the right priorities, identified and implemented 
measures, and thus achieved noticeable successes. In this 
manner, we have managed, for example, to almost double 
the availability of our Eurofighter aircraft from around 40% 
in 2018 to today. We have thus even exceeded the ambi-
tious original target of 70% operational aircraft. 

These successes are important because the security chal-
lenges of our time require operationally ready, responsive 
and modern forces. Conflicts can arise at any time, quickly 
and without prior warning, and may require rapid action 
over long distances.

Multinationality is our answer to the question which way 
we want to go in light of the challenges of our time. Apart 
from a security situation that prevents solutions on a 
national level, the essential drivers of our multinational 
orientation are:
• interoperability and connectivity as prerequisites of the 

combined planning and conduct of operations;
• smart and efficient networking of all member states 

within the EU and NATO to conserve limited resources;
• technical trends and innovations we must take up and 

discuss within the multinational scope.

Consistent Further Development of the German Air 
Force 

The latest technology is not an end in itself for air forces, 
but rather a necessity to prevail. Quality and quantity must 
be brought into a ‘sensible’ balance in line with future op-
erational requirements. This applies to both the flying and 
the ground-based elements of the air force. The armament 
projects planned to ensure our air force’s capabilities offer 
a balanced mix of development of future state-of-the-art 
systems and procurement of commercially available high 
technology.

Clarity on the successor to the Tornado aircraft was 
provided in April 2020 with the decision to replace the 
fleet with a combination of Eurofighter, F/A-18F Super 
Hornet and EA-18G Growler aircraft. Especially with the 
mission-proven Growler, we will be able to provide a unique 
electronic warfare capability in Europe, which is also a clear 
signal to NATO. This capability shows that it takes more 
than digitalization and networking to prevail in air opera-
tions. It is equally important to successfully jam a potential 
enemy.

Together with France and Spain, we are developing the 
‘Next Generation Weapon System’, or NGWS for short. This 
new 6th generation combat aircraft system is far more than 
a successor to the Eurofighter and Rafale. The new com-
bat aircraft is the key component of the ‘Future Combat 
Air System’ (FCAS), a network of manned and unmanned 
aircraft in one system. The capability to integrate, operate 
from, and communicate in a networked system will shape 
the air force of the future. Joint action of the entire system 

The German Air Force participated with an “A400M Flying Dis-
play”. 
 Photo: Portugall
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in Romania. With a ‘mixed Eurofighter/Typhoon formation’, 
we will underline the close cooperation and carry out a first 
test of the command and control capability of the NATO 
CAOC in Torrejon (Spain). Furthermore, a Eurofighter/Ty-
phoon ‘Combined Air Policing’ has been agreed with Italy 
for next year.

PITCH BLACK 2022
In late summer 2022, Eurofighters of the German Air 

Force will take part in the Australian PITCH BLACK exercise 
to train side by side with the Royal Australian Air Force and 
other partner nations in a unique exercise scenario. This 
will be an excellent opportunity to demonstrate unity and 
the Alliance’s efficiency in the southern hemisphere. The 
deployment of German Eurofighters over a long distance 
and within a short period of time reflects the importance 
of our multinational orientation with the goal of being able 
to deploy modern air forces quickly and in a state ready for 
action.

AIR DEFENDER 2023
With the multi-faceted AIR DEFENDER exercise in 2023, 

we will give new impetus to European cooperation with the 
United States, with the close involvement of NATO. This 
will happen in a synergetic approach that will benefit all 
participants. AIR DEFENDER 23 is intended to be a visible 
expression of transatlantic alliance solidarity and Allied 
air power in Europe and will thus contribute directly to the 
‘Deterrence and Defence of the Euro-Atlantic Area (DDA)’.

For the German Air Force, the multinational and, particu-
larly, transatlantic orientation is part of our self-concept - 
and this will continue to be the most vital factor to us.

*Lieutenant General Ingo Gerhartz, Chief of German Air 
Force

will be enabled by a ‘Combat Cloud’, which will be decisive 
for the capabilities of the new European weapon system in 
the ‘Future Combat Air System’.

New Momentum in Multinational Orientation
Our modernization projects show that we have the future 

of the German Air Force firmly in view. During the past 
months in particular, concrete projects have given new 
momentum to our multinational orientation.

By establishing the ‘Implementation Team’ of the ‘Multi-
national Air Transport Unit’ (MNAU) in Wunstorf on 17 Sep-
tember 2020, a specific step was made with Hungary as 
the first international partner on our side.

Ten A400M aircraft are planned to operate from Lechfeld 
airbase within the scope of the MNAU. This is particularly 
attractive to partners that do not have such air transport 
capabilities. The MNAU members may also integrate both 
personnel and A400M aircraft bearing their own national 
aircraft identification into the air group.

With the Franco-German C130J air group in Évreux, we set 
another clearly visible mark in the European cooperation, 
a step that emphasizes the pace with which noticeable ef-
fects can be achieved when friendly nations act together. In 
September, the first Franco-German air transport squadron 
will enter service. It will initially start with four French Super 
Hercules C-130J aircraft, two of them in the tanker version. 
In 2024, the squadron will be complete with an additional 
six German aircraft. The binational squadron is a milestone 
in our cooperation and a blueprint for similar collaboration 
plans in Europe. In this regard, our multilateral collabora-
tion with NATO partners is not limited to the flying element 
of our air forces. In the field of air defense, we are intensely 
cooperating with our Dutch partners in the ‘Apollo’ project, 
and will – joined by Norway – provide a mutual contribution 
to the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force 2023 (VJTF).

Interoperability, Combat Efficiency, and Credibility 
within the Alliance

Already today, we are paving the way for the consistent 
continuation of our multinational orientation.

AIR POLICING SOUTH
Since 2019, the German Air Force has been cooperating 

with the Royal Air Force in the joint Anglo-German ‘Com-
bined Air Policing’ project. The aim is to enhance the inter-
operability of the Eurofighter and Typhoon weapon systems 
in order to secure NATO airspace on the eastern flank of the 
Alliance in a joint approach. While the focus of cooperation 
has so far been on enhanced Baltic Air Policing in Estonia 
and Lithuania, the RAF and the German Air Force will, in the 
summer of 2021, for the first time conduct a joint mission 

“Concrete projects have given new  
momentum to our multinational  

orientation”

INGO GERHARTZ
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Land Forces in a Joint and Combined  
Environment – readiness and availability

(BSC/Lieutenant General Alfons Mais*) Triggered by a 
security environment where disruptive events have become 
the new normal, speed and flexibility require increased 
attention. Only forces, which are in all aspects “ready and 
available”, will be capable of providing desired effects in 
the information domain with regard to perceptions as well 
as timely effects on the battlefield. Consequently, improving 
readiness and availability have re-emerged as a primary 
objective for the German Army since in Crises Management 
Operations of the past, readiness categories in a war of 
choice have not been in the centre of attention.

Furthermore, our focus rather aimed on military effec-
tiveness at the company and battalion level. Challenges 
today, however, especially with regard to the demands of 
collective defence ask for shifting our focus towards major 
military formations again. The VJTF (L) 2023 task currently 
serves as an important catalyst in order to improve read-
iness on the brigade level due to its short notice to move 
times. And we have to think in even bigger categories.

It will be an effective division and corps level to make 
the difference in the future. Therefore, the German Army 
is aiming to generate a fully equipped and mechanized 
division sized force from the existing Army organization. We 
are preparing to provide a robust force with a high level of 
readiness and availability, thus addressing NATO demands. 
This task-organized force, the “Division 2027”, will be 
deployable on short notice, equipped and prepared to con-

duct full spectrum operations, collective defence against a 
peer adversary included.

Vertical slices – integrating joint and combined 
capabilities by leveraging multinational cooperation 

In providing a robust framework and core capabilities on 
the division level, the construct will allow for the expansion 
of jointness and integration of other nation’s capabilities. 
This will open opportunities to improve interoperability 
by enhancing common doctrine, improve C2 structures, 
harmonize legal status and foster compatible Command, 
Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveil-
lance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems. The “Division 
2027” will address these requirements and provide a 
“plug-in option” for up to two additional multinational bri-
gades in addition to its organic three mechanized brigades. 
Individual multinational contributions, such as Short-Range 
Air Defence or Counter Improvised Explosive Devices 
modules can also be integrated, as already implemented 
today in the Framework Nations Concept. The main focus is 
to provide a fully functional “vertical” structure up to Corps 
level, which is capable of integrating additional nation’s 
contributions.

In time, in place – keeping land forces relevant
By presenting their capabilities in eastern Ukraine and 

Syria, potential adversaries have underlined their ability 

Today‘s threat necessitates a consolidated European effort to improve readiness and availability of forces. 
 Photo: German Armed Forces, Konstantin Kiesel
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out to be a highly complex examination, but at the same 
time the cornerstone for focused and goal oriented military 
planning.

Conclusion
Today’s threat necessitates a consolidated European 

effort to improve readiness and availability of forces. The 
German Army is aware of its key role in providing a substan-
tial contribution for effective military major formations in 
the land domain. The character of a possible future conflict 
implies that the time factor will play a decisive role. While 
forces have to be robust and effective, forces arriving too 
late become irrelevant. 

The German Army effort considers this by further strength-
ening its readiness with the “Division 2027”. Not only to 
provide a substantial contribution to the Alliance deter-
rence and defence, but also to provide opportunities for 
enhanced multinational cooperation.

*Lieutenant General Alfons Mais, Chief of German Army

to mass forces quickly and orchestrate a hybrid conflict 
by concentrating the full spectrum of means in a whole 
of government approach. Keeping conflict intensity below 
the Article V threshold, they will most likely initially aim to 
secure terrain objectives as “bargaining chips”. Further-
more, potential adversaries will likely use their Anti Access 
Area Denial (A2AD) capabilities to secure and expand their 
window of opportunity to achieve and consolidate their 
objectives. Finally, especially in a hybrid environment, 
information campaigns could have an essential impact 
on the public opinion. Therefore, it is paramount to re-
spond quickly and “in time” with forces that are ready and 
available within the European Theatre and that are capa-
ble to sustain operations on the ground until the arrival of 
reinforcements. With the “Division 2027” and the “vertical 
slices” approach, the German Army will provide a substan-
tial contribution, sending a clear signal of conventional 
deterrence to potential adversaries. 

Reviewing operational requirements
One substantial stage of our current planning efforts is 

the deep review of operational requirements, based on the 
analysis of the developing security environment, as well as 
emerging military capabilities of potential adversaries while 
reflecting and respecting NATO requirements at the same 
time. Which capabilities are required to deter a potential 
adversary by conventional means in the future in the land 
domain? How will new technologies change the way land 
forces have to fight? Which capabilities gain importance 
and which loose influence on the modern battlefield? How 
can we enhance multinational and especially European 
integration while reducing complexity? How do we constant-
ly and consequently enhance readiness and availability 
and keep that level high? What appears to be trivial turns 

a company of KNDS, European leader in land defence, 
is a systems architect and integrator. Our mission is to 
meet the needs of land, air, naval and security forces 
around the world through the design, development, 
production and support of complete systems. 

JAGUAR is Nexter’s latest top of the line Armored 
Reconnaissance and Combat Vehicle (EBRC)*. 
Equipped with Nexter’s 40mm T40 turret, JAGUAR 
provides highly efficient fire support.

NEXTER,

* : developped within the Temporary Business Grouping (Nexter, Arquus, Thales)

“We are preparing to provide  
a robust force.”

ALFONS MAIS
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Enablement of the Rear Area – Germany‘s  
Participation in DEFENDER Europe 2020

(BSC/Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis*) After the end 
of the Cold War and the attendant emergence of multipo-
larity in world politics, the unanimous view was that a 
global military conflict between two major powers was no 
longer likely. Consequently, many military capabilities that 
had been deemed essential until the end of the 1990s 
lost relevance. Due to Russia‘s annexation of Crimea in 
violation of international law and the resulting destabilisa-
tion of Ukraine, however, NATO saw itself forced to refocus 
its strategy. In the interest of deterrence, the decision 
was made for greater emphasis to be placed on collective 
defence. 

The European Theatre has seen significant changes in 
the past two decades. The distances and sizes of the are-
as for strategic deployments have increased considerably. 
Germany is no longer a front line country, but, because of 
its central geostrategic position in Europe, is now a poten-
tial reception, staging and onward movement country as 
well as the possible rear area of a theatre of operations. 
It therefore has a dual role that comes with considerable 
responsibility. One is that of contributing combat troops 
and support forces for the defence of the Alliance, and the 
other is that of ensuring large contingents of forces can 
transit through Europe.

As a result, the number of NATO exercises conducted in 
Europe since 2014, especially those featuring movement 
operations, has increased significantly. DEFENDER Europe 

2020 was the biggest exercise of this kind in 25 years and 
equally a “stress test”.

This large-scale exercise required Germany act as stra-
tegic hub and a provider of Host Nation Support (HNS) 
tailored to the demands of the Allied forces.

Generally, the first point of contact for HNS in Germany 
is the Joint Support and Enabling Service (JSES), and so it 
was in the case of DEFENDER Europe 2020. On account 
of its pooled enabling capabilities, the JSES was able to 
provide a large share of the services required in the various 
categories, among them movement, billeting, protection 
and supply services.

The dimensions of such an exercise, 
however, are too large for the Bunde-
swehr to handle on its own. The key to 
success in this instance was the inter-
departmental civil-military cooperation 
practiced at the federal, federal state 
and local levels of government in the 
preparation, planning and conduct of 
the exercise. This included the integra-
tion of national non-military security 
and support forces and the contractual 
commitment of commercial capabilities 
and capacities, the latter especially in 
the field of logistic services.

Within this framework, the newly es-
tablished Joint Operation Centre (JOC) 

“Many military capabilities  
lost relevance.”

MARTIN SCHELLEIS

DEFENDER Europe 2020 was the biggest exercise of this kind in 25 years and equally 
a “stress test”.  Photo: German Armed Forces, René Brunken
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at the German Joint Support and Enabling Headquarters 
took over the coordination of the German military contribu-
tion, HNS and all movements of Allied partners on German 
territory. Since the Chief of the JSES is also the German Na-
tional Territorial Commander (DEU NTC), the JOC was able 
to draw on its territorial network, which branches out to the 
local level of government, for the command and control of 
the German exercise contributions.

Although this large-scale exercise had to be aborted due 
to the global coronavirus crisis, almost 90% of the planned 
movements were carried out. Valuable new insights could 
be gained, particularly in the areas of standardised move-
ment, assured provision of infrastructure and transport 
capacities, movement management, protection and supply. 
Altogether, Germany’s HNS services were received very 
well, earned great recognition and the country was able to 
fully live up to the expectations of its Allied partners. 

Already today the Chief JSES in his capacity as DEU NTC is 
charged with essential command and control (C2) respon-
sibilities for the security of the strategic hub Germany: Be-

SINA 
Communicator H 
The Multi-Crypto Phone 
for Today‘s Challenges and 
Future Applications

Phone calls, messaging services, collaborating, using thin clients, exchanging files  
and much more – certifiable up to SECRET classification. The SINA Communicator H 
offers All-IP technology at the highest security level, including modern NATO protocols. 
Demand-oriented and future-proof.

 secunet.com  protecting digital infrastructures

sides HNS for Allies (as seen in DEFENDER Europe 2020), 
the mounting and deployment of Bundeswehr forces during 
VJTF ’19 and ’23, homeland defence and not least support 
during catastrophes – like Corona. Consequently, nation-
al C2 is to be structurally enhanced at the operational, 
tactical and regional levels. At the same time a common 
recognized operational picture for the DEU NTC needs to 
be build and maintained. The current push in digitization 
offers multiple rapidly unseable solutions.

This enhanced C2-system for the DEU NTC will be probed 
again in the foreseeable future. Notwithstanding eventual 
real-life operations – as Corona – the years 2022-24 will 
bring along a dense package of exercises and operational 
C2 challenges in Germany. Then again larger scale US troop 
movements are expected and furthermore the Bundes wehr 
will prepare, exercise and possibly deploy division sized 
NRF forces.

*Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis, Chief of the  Ger-
man Joint Support and Enabling Service
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The German Navy – Setting the course  
for the next decades

(BSC/Vice Admiral Kay-Achim Schönbach*) “We must 
become more European in order to remain transatlantic. To 
do that, Germany has to start at home. We cannot delegate 
it anywhere else.” With these words, the Federal Minister 
of Defence spoke about the current changes within the Ger-
man Forces in a keynote address on 17 November 2020 at 
the Bundeswehr University Hamburg.

Although this statement addresses the entire foreign and 
security policy of the Federal Republic of Germany and ex-
presses the need for a stronger engagement of our country, 
it also determines the course of the German Navy.

International crisis management and national and collec-
tive defense stand side by side. In order to be a credible 
and flexible instrument of German foreign and security 
policy, the must be deployable worldwide and be able to 
protect Germany‘s interests.

Furthermore, the German Navy has an exceptional re-
sponsibility, especially in the Baltic Sea. On the one hand, 
we are the largest Navy of the Alliance in this region – on 
the other hand, we have very detailed knowledge of the 
area.

As a nation very much dependent on free and secure 
international trade, Germany relies on free and safe sea 
routes for import and export in order to ensure its prosper-

ity. Therefore, one of the main tasks of the German Navy 
is protecting these routes, which are so important to our 
country and our people, already in peacetime.

Increasing data traffic through underwater cables, in-
creasing energy generation from wind power at sea and the 
exploitation of new sources of raw materials on the ocean 
floor underline the importance of the maritime domain as 
a cornerstone of the global economy. Meanwhile, globaliza-
tion and the eastward move of world markets also lead to a 
shift in our maritime focus.

Although the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea as 
well as the North Sea and Baltic Sea still have their stra-
tegic relevance for Germany and Europe, the new „Mare 
Nostrum“ of the world is the Indian Ocean. Around one 
third of all EU exports cross this ocean on their way to East 
Asia, and this trend is rising. Today, about half of the global 
container traffic and almost 70 percent of global oil trade 
pass through the sea routes of the Indian Ocean.

As a member of NATO, the EU and the United Nations – 
the last two years as a non-permanent member of the UN 
Security Council – Germany also bears responsibility for a 
rules-based order on the world‘s oceans. Recent develop-
ments show that this rules-based order cannot be taken 
for granted. It needs to be protected and, if necessary, 
enforced.

The forces required for the role of the German Navy and 
the associated tasks are laid down in the Capability Profile 
of the Bundeswehr. Only a modern navy capable of mul-
ti-dimensional warfare will be able to meet the challenges 
of tomorrow and can ensure the required contribution to 
NATO, EU and UN missions. 

For this purpose, the German Navy is currently undergo-
ing the most extensive modernization in its history. Many 
urgently needed new ships, boats and aircrafts are being 
procured at the moment and will reinforce the fleet in the 
next decades. At the same time we are investing more than 
1 Billion Euros in our infrastructure. This will not happen 
overnight, however many important steps have already 
been taken. 

During the last months, major milestones towards the 
modernization and expansion of our fleet have been 
reached. In June 2020, the last of our refitted and upgrad-

We were able to start training flight operations with the  
NH90 SEA LION.  Photos: German Armed Forces, Naval Command
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ed 332CL class minehunters returned to the fleet and the 
second F125 class frigate, NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN, was 
commissioned in Wilhelmshaven. Later the same month, 
the contract for the construction of four new F126 class 
frigates, formally known as MKS180, was signed and we 
were able to start training flight operations with the NH90 
SEA LION. August last year finally marked the beginning of 

construction work on the third new K130 class corvette, 
KARLSRUHE, as well as the beginning of sea trials for the 
SEA FALCON UAV on board one of our corvettes.

These however, while most prominent, are not the only 
ongoing projects. Over the coming decade, with regards 
to our ships alone, we plan the procurement of new 707 
class fleet tankers, new command and auxiliary ships, new 
fleet support vessels as well as the 212CD class subma-
rines, which is being developed in a strategic partnership 
together with Norway. Furthermore, small combat boats are 
planned to further enhance the capabilities of the Navy‘s 
specialized and special forces, we will expand our amphib-
ious capabilities in cooperation with the Netherlands and 
replace our SEA LYNX Mk88A helicopters with the SEA 
TIGER.

By the beginning of the 2030s, the German Navy will sail 
new ships, fly new helicopters, use new infrastructure and 
we will be ready for all challenges ahead.

*Vice Admiral Kay-Achim Schönbach, Chief of German 
Navy

“The new „Mare Nostrum“ of the world is 
the Indian Ocean.”

KAY-ACHIM SCHÖNBACH

Our common goal
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08.45 OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE 
 Anthem of Europe
 Welcome to the Congress
 » Uwe Proll, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief Behörden Spiegel
 » Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering, former President of the European Parliament,  
  Representative for European Affairs of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung,  
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 » Jakub Kulhánek, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Czech Republik
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 » Thomas Silberhorn MP, Parliamentary State Secretary, Federal Ministery of Defence, Germany
09.45 Short Break / Visit to the digital exhibition and networking in virtual space
10.00 Keynote Congress Partner 
 » KC Choi, Corporate EVP and Head of Global Mobile B2B, Samsung Electronics
10.20 The future of EU Defence: Combining Strategic Autonomy and Enhanced Partnerships 
 » General Claudio Graziano, Chairman of the European Union Military Committee (CEUMC)
10.45 Short Break / Visit to the digital exhibition and networking in virtual space
11.00 Keynote Speech 
 » Helga Maria Schmid, Secretary General of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) 
11.20 Short Break

11.30 HIGH-LEVEL DEBATE
 European Security and Defence – Central and Eastern (Expectations) and Contributions
 Chair: 
 » Dr Eva-Charlotte Proll, Member of the Executive Board, Head of Corporate Development and Digitalisation, 
  Behörden Spiegel
 Introduction: 
 » Niels Annen MP, Minister of State, German Federal Foreign Office 
 Speakers: 
 » Dr Artis Pabriks, Minister of Defence and Deputy Prime Minister of Latvia
 » Martin Povejšil, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs for Security and Multilateral Issues, Czech Republic
 » Marcin Przydacz, Undersecretary of State for Security and Eastern Policy MOFA, Republic of Poland
 » Péter Sztáray, State Secretary for Security Policy, Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Hungary
 » Dr Detlef Wächter, Director General for Security and Defence Policy, Federal Ministry of Defence, Germany

13.00 Keynote Congress Partner
 » Dr Christoph Erdmann, CEO Secusmart 
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14.30 Panel Session > Panels A1 – A7
16.00 Short Break / Visit to the digital exhibition and networking in virtual space
16.30 Security through responsibility – Joint Forces for Northern Europe
 » General Jörg Vollmer, Commander Allied Joint Force Command Brunssum
16.50 Military digital collaboration – a vision for a European approach 
 » Udo F. Littke, Head of Central Europe, Atos
17.10 Keynote Speech
 » General Eberhard Zorn, Chief of Defence, Federal Ministry of Defence, Germany

17.30 Closing Remarks 1st Day
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Approach  
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Enabling Service
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» Christopher W. Frech, 

Senior Vice President Global Government Affairs, 
Emergent Biosolutions
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Director JCBRN Defence Centre of Excellence, Czech 
Republic

» Dr Frank Sabath,  
Defence Research Institute for Protection Technologies 
(WIS), Chairman JCBRN Defence Capability  
Development Group

» Martin Schieffer, 
Head of Unit Counter-Terrorism, European Commission
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Communications and Information Agency (NCIA)
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Tuesday, 18 May 2021

Strategic Intelligence and Communications – 
prerequisite for strategic analysis and decision 
making on EU-level also in a hybrid conflict 
environment   
Chair and Introduction: 
» Dr August Hanning,  

former President of the Federal Intelligence Service 
(BND), former State Secretary in the Federal Ministry 
of the Interior, Member of the programme and editor 
board of the Behörden Spiegel Group

Panellists:
» Ambassador Sorin Ducaru, 
 Director of the European Union Satellite Center  

(SatCen)
» Maxime Lebrun,  

Senior Analyst Research and Analysis Function, 
European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid 
Threats (Hybrid CoE)

» Lieutenant General (ret) Frank Leidenberger, 
Chief Digital Officer, BWI GmbH    

» Colonel (ret) Ralph D. Thiele,  
Chairman “Politisch-Militärische Gesellschaft” (pmg), 
President EuroDefense (Deutschland), CEO StratByrd 
Consulting
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Panel Programme

Wednesday, 19 May 2021

China’s military ascent and its  implications for 
the West  
Chair and introduction: 
» Thomas Birringer,
 Deputy Head Division Analysis and Consulting, Kon-

rad-Adenauer-Stiftung
Panellists:
» Elbridge A. Colby, 
 Principal at the Marathon Initiative, former U.S. 

 Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense  for Strategy 
and Force Development

» Jakub Janda, 
Director European Values Center for Security Policy, 
Czech Republic

» Dr Sarah Kirchberger, 
 Head of the Center for Asia-Pacific Strategy and 

Security, Institute for Security Policy at Kiel University 
gGmbH (ISPK)

» Martin Riegl, 
 Acting Deputy Minister for Defence Policy and 

Strategy, Czech Republic

Human Resources – recruitment and retention 
Chair: 
» Emmanuel Jacob,  

President European Organisation of Military Associati-
ons and Trade Unions (EUROMIL)

Introduction: 
» Dr Germar Schröder, Partner PwC Strategy& 

 (Germany) GmbH
Panellists:
» Brigadier General (ret) František Mičánek,  

Research Fellow, Centre for Security and Military 
Strategy Studies, Defence University in Brno, Czech 
Republic

» Brigadier General (MC) Dr Nicole Schilling,  
Vice President Federal Office of Bundeswehr Person-
nel Management

» Colonel Peter Tagesson, 
 Head of Personnel Planning, Sweden

Panel B1

Panel B2

How to maintain credible nuclear  deterrence in 
and for Europe?
Chair and Introduction: 
» Lieutenant General (ret) Heinrich Brauß,  

former Assistant Secretary General for  
Defence Policy and Planning NATO

Panellists:
» Ambassador Susanne Baumann,  

Federal Government Commissioner for Disarmament 
and Arms Control, Director-General for International 
Order, the United Nations and Arms Control,  
German Federal Foreign Office

» Jessica L. Cox,  
Director Nuclear Policy Directorate NATO International 
Staff

» Dr Jan Jireš,
 Chief Defence Counsellor, Czech Delegation to NATO
» Dr Oliver Meier,  

Senior Researcher Arms Control and Emerging Techno-
logies, Institute for Peace Research and Security Policy 
at the University of Hamburg (IFSH)

» Natalia Pouzyreff,  
Secretary of the Defence Committee in the French 
National Assembly

Land Forces in a Joint and Combined  
Environment – readiness and availability
Chair: 
» Lieutenant General Alfons Mais, 
 Chief of German Army
Introduction: 
» Lieutenant General (ret) Arnaud Sainte-Claire Deville,  

Vice President Institutional Relations, Nexter Group, 
France

Panellists:
» General Christopher Cavoli,  

Commanding General USAREUR-AF
» Ivo Pikner,
 Research Fellow, Department of Military Science Theory, 

Faculty of Military Leadership, Defence University in 
Brno, Czech Republic

» Lieutenant General Martin Wijnen, 
Commander of the Royal Netherlands Army

» Lieutenant General Slawomir Wojciechowski PhD, 
 Commanding General of Multinational Corps North 

East
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» Dr Oliver Meier,  

Senior Researcher Arms Control and Emerging Techno-
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Secretary of the Defence Committee in the French 
National Assembly
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Vice President Institutional Relations, Nexter Group, 
France
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» General Christopher Cavoli,  

Commanding General USAREUR-AF
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Multinational Air Power – enhancing  
EU-capabilities within NATO 
Co-Chairs: 
» Lieutenant General Ingo Gerhartz, 
 Chief of German Air Force
» Major General Nándor Kilián,  

Air Chief and Inspector for Air Force Hungarian  
Defence Command

Introduction: 
» Lieutenant General (ret) Steven M. Shepro,  

Vice President, Commercial Derivative Aircraft, Strike, 
Surveillance and Mobility, and Phantom Works Fixed 
Wing, Boeing

Panellists:
» Nicola Baumann,  

Operational Requirements Manager, ESG Defence 
and Public Security

» Marco Gumbrecht, 
Head of Training Simulation Military Air Systems,  
Airbus Defence and Space

» Brigadier General Petr Lanci, 
Deputy Commander of the Air Force, Armed Forces of 
the Czech Republic

Digitalisation – robust interoperable  
networks for European military operations 
Chair: 
» Major General Dr Michael Heinz Färber,  

Commanding General of the Information Technology 
Command Bundeswehr

Introduction: 
» Marcel Taubert,  

Head of Division Defence & Space,  
secunet Security Networks AG

Panellists:
» Stefan Hefter,  

Partner IBM Global Business Services Defense & 
Intelligence

» Brigadier General Frank Pieper, 
Chief Digital Officer German Army

» Lieutenant General Dr Ansgar Rieks, 
Deputy Chief of German Air Force

Panel B5

Panel B6

Panel Programme

Wednesday, 19 May 2021

New and Disruptive Technologies   
Chair and Introduction: 
» Dr Pavel Zůna,  

Director of the Collaboration Support Office, NATO 
Science and Technology Organization

Panellists:
» Joel Bollö, CEO Micro Systemation (MSAB)
» Barbara Hoffman, 

Vice President Global Strategic Operations  
Government, Samsung Electronics

» Martin Issakhani,  
Senior Enterprise Account Manager DACH, RSA

» Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke,  
Director Plans & Concept, International Cooperation, 
German Naval Command 

Covid-19 Lessons Learned – maintaining  
Europe’s military capabilities (and  resilience) in 
times of a global pandemic   
Chair and Introduction: 
» Brigadier General (MC) Zoltán Bubeník,  

Surgeon General of the Czech Armed Forces, 
Chairman of the Committee of the Chiefs of Health 
Services of the NATO (COMEDS)

Panellists:
» Prof Dr Rainer Bernnat,  

Senior Partner and  Managing Director PwC Strategy& 
(Germany) GmbH

» Mo Cashman, 
Director of Solution Architects & Principal Engineer, 
McAfee

» Brigadier General (sel) Dr Zuzana Kročová, PhD., 
Rector-Commandant of the University of  
Defense in Brno, Czech Republic

» Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis, 
 Chief of the German Joint Support and Enabling 

Service
» Major General  Andreas Schick,
 Commander European Air Transport Command (EATC) 
» Major General (MC) Dr Stephan Schoeps,  

Deputy Surgeon General of the Bundeswehr Joint 
Medical Service

» Ali Vezvaei,  
Vice Chairman ECOLOG International

Panel B7

Panel B8
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Rear Admiral  
Rune Andersen
Chief of the Royal  
Norwegian Navy
2020: Chief of the Royal 
Norwegian Navy Rear Ad-

miral; 2018-2020 Commander of the 
Royal Norwegian Fleet Commodore;
2014-2018 Ministry of Defense, The 
Department of Defense Policy and Long-
Term Planning Captain;
2013 Liaison officer to NATO and USN 
5th Fleet, Combined Maritime Forces in 
Bahrain;
2010-2014 NATO Allied Maritime Com-
mand Northwood, Staff Officer Comman-
der senior grade;
2006-2010 Commander FPB Training 
Center Commander senior grade;
2005-2006 Joint Staff Command 
Course, Danish Defense Academy;
2003-2005 Military Assistant to Chief of 
the Royal Norwegian Navy Commander;
2002-2003 Norwegian Fleet Staff, Pro-
ject Officer Lieutenant Commander;
2001-2002 Commanding Officer 
HNoMS Skjold Lieutenant Commander;
1999-2001 Division Commander 26. 
FPB Squadron Lieutenant Commander;
1992 graduation from the Royal Norwe-
gian Naval Academy;
1988 start of his Navy career

Niels Annen MP
Minister of State, German 
Federal Foreign Office
Since 14 March 2018 
Niels Annen has been 
Minister of State at the 

Federal Foreign Office. Prior to his cur-
rent position he served several years as 
spokesperson on foreign affairs of the 
SPD Parliamentary Group in the German 
Bundestag. He is also a member of the 
SPD’s executive committee since 2003. 
His main foci of interest are Transatlan-
tic relations and the Middle East as well 
as China and Latin America. From 2014 
to 2018 Mr. Annen also chaired the 
Bundestag‘s Parliamentarian Friendship 
Group for Relations with the States of 
South Asia. As an advocate for a stronger 
German role in international diplomacy, 
he supports multilateral engagement 
as a tool for resolving today‘s conflicts 
and crises and protecting human rights. 
Niels Annen was a senior resident fel-
low with the German Marshall Fund in 
Washington, D.C. (2010 to 2011), and 
a researcher at the International Policy 
Analysis unit of the Friedrich Ebert Foun-
dation (2011 to 2013). From 2001 to 
2004 he was chairman of the Federal 
Executive Board of the Young Socialists. 
He holds a Master of International Public 
Policy from Johns Hopkins University.

François Arbault
Director for Defence 
Industry at the European 
Commission
He previously exercised va-
rious responsibilities within 

the Commission, the most recent being 
the policy coordination of the “European 
Green Deal” in the Secretariat-General, 
and his participation in the negotiation 
of the Withdrawal Agreement of the Uni-
ted Kingdom from the EU at the “Article 
50” Task Force. He had previously been 
the Head of the “Public procurement 
strategy” and the “Industrial Property” 
units in the Commission, after he was 
successively a member of the cabinets 

of Commissioners Jacques Barrot and 
Michel Barnier (2008-2013). Mr Arbault 
joined the Commission in 1995 after he 
graduated in law and political science, 
and studied European affairs at the 
College of Europe. After having worked 
notably at the Competition Directorate-
General, he was seconded from 2003 
to 2005 as a legal clerk (“référendaire”) 
to the Court of Justice of the European 
Union, where he was a member of the 
cabinet of the Portuguese judge at the 
General Court. He was also a member 
of the Legal Service of the Commission 
(2005-2008).      

Claude-France Arnould 
Senior Advisor on 
European matters of the 
French Institute of inter-
national relations (Ifri), 
former French Ambassa-

dor to Belgium, former Chief Executive 
of the EDA
Claude-France Arnould joined the French 
institute of international relations (Ifri) in 
September 2020. Until July 2020, she 
was a diplomatic adviser to the govern-
ment, at the Ministry of Europe and For-
eign Affairs. In this context, she was ent-
rusted with a mission regarding space. 
From October 2015 to July 2019, she 
was Ambassador of France to the King-
dom of Belgium. From January 2011 to 
January 2015, she was Chief Executive 
of the European Defence Agency. She 
was afterwards Special Envoy for Space 
at the European External Action Service. 
From 2009 to 2010, Claude-France Ar-
nould headed the Crisis Management 
and Planning Directorate at the Council 
of the European Union, after being direc-
tor for defence matters at the Council 
of the European Union since 2001. She 
received the awards Commandeur of the 
French Legion of Honor and of the Nati-
onal Order of Merit, the Grand Cross of 
the order of the Crown of Belgium, the 
Bundesverdienstkreuz Erster Klasse of 
Germany and the Gran Cruz del Mérito 
Militar of Spain. She is a former student 
of the Ecole normale supérieure and the 
National School of Administration (ENA), 
holds an aggregation of classical letters 
and a Bachelor of art and archaeology. 
She is a graduate of the Institute of Poli-
tical Studies in Paris.

Brigadier General  
Andrea Argieri 
Deputy Head of Plans and 
Policy Division, Italian 
Defense General Staff 
Graduated in 1994 from 

the Euro-NATO Joint Jet Pilot Training in 
USA. He was stationed at 5th Wing, Cer-
via Air Base, he flew more than 1000 
hours as a mission-ready pilot and took 
part in major exercises and operations 
during 1995-2000. Graduated from the 
U.S. Air Force Flight Safety School and 
NATO Tactical Leadership Programm. In 
2000 he attended the NATO School in 
Oberammergau as an Advanced Electro-
nic Warfare student. Graduated in 2001 
from F-16 training course in Tucson, Ari-
zona, served two years as an exchange 
pilot at the 174th Fighter Wing, Air Nati-
onal Guard, in Syracuse, New York. In 
2009 UK’s Joint Services Command and 
Staff College, MA in Defence Sciences. 
He was chief of training for the 23rd Figh-
ter Squadron, Commander, 70th Flight, 
Squadron chief of operations, Squadron 

Commander and 32nd Fighter Wing Com-
mander. He has logged over 2800 hours 
in different aircraft to include T-37, 
T-38, FT-339A/C, F-104 “Starfighter”, F-
16A/C, F-2000A “Typhoon”, and F-35A 
“Lightning II”. As a Colonel he served 
for five years in various staff positions 
regarding the Joint Strike Fighter Pro-
gram both at the Italian Air Force Head-
quarters and Italian Ministry of Defence. 
Then he served as Head of Strategic Di-
rection Office, Plans and Policy Division 
at the Italian Defense General Staff and, 
in October 2018, he was appointed in 
his current position of Deputy Head of 
Plans and Policy Division.

Lieutenant General 
Christian Badia
Director-General for 
Planning, Federal Ministry 
of Defence, Germany
1984 Joined German Air 

Force; 1986-1987 Jet Pilot and Weapon 
System Training F-4F Phantom, Texas/
California (USA);
1998-2000 43rd Command and Gene-
ral Staff Course, Federal Armed Forces 
Command and General Staff College, 
Hamburg;
2004-2005 Military Policy Assistant to 
Parliamentary State Secretary Walter 
Kolbow, Member of the Bundestag, Fe-
deral Ministry of Defence, Berlin;
2005-2006 Personal Assistant and 
Head of Office to Parliamentary State 
Secretaries Walter Kolbow, Member of 
the Bundestag, and Dr Friedbert Pflüger, 
Member of the Bundestag, Federal Mi-
nistry of Defence, Berlin;
2006-2009 Commander, Fighter Wing 
71 “Richthofen”, Wittmund; 
2009-2012 Branch Chief Concepts and 
Doctrine, Federal Ministry of Defence, 
Air Staff III 1, Bonn,
2012-2013 Assistant Chief of Staff, 
Directorate 1 Air Force Future Deve-
lopment/Plans and Policy, German Air 
Force Headquarters, Köln/Berlin;
2013-2014 Head of Division Strategic 
Defence Planning and Concepts, Federal 
Ministry of Defence, Directorate-General 
for Planning, Bonn;
2014-2017 Commander, European Air 
Transport Command, Eindhoven; 
2017-2018 Director-General German 
Military Aviation Authority, Köln

Dror Bar
VP & General Manager, Air 
& Missile Defense Division, 
IAI – Israel Aerospace 
Industries 
A technological operatio-

nal and business leader in Air & Missile 
defense for over 30 years, spearheading 
Israel‘s major programs in land and sea 
both operational and engineering, and 
leading one of IAI‘s major business lines. 
Heading IAI land-based and naval Air & 
Missile Defense major business line, 
with over 6B$ contracts and dozens of 
systems ordered and delivered. Leading 
development efforts, live firing trials and 
deliveries. 2013-2016 Director, Naval Air 
& Missile Defense Systems, IAI. Heading 
IAI Naval Air & Missile Defense busi-
ness line, under Air & Missile Defense 
Division. 2009-2013 General Manager, 
Strategic Radars, IAI. Leading under IAI/
ELTA group, Israel‘s national strategic 
radar development program, for ballis-
tic missile detection. 2002-2009 Chief 
Engineer, Strategic radars program, IAI. 

Spearheading Israel‘s strategic radars 
development, for ballistic missile detec-
tion. 1988-2001 Israel Air-Force Various 
leading hands-on operational positions 
as an Israel Air-Force officer in Hawk, 
Patriot and Arrow Air & Missile Defense 
systems including active participation in 
first Gulf War. Patriot battery comman-
der, air & missile defense battalion XO.

Nicola Baumann
Operational Requirements 
Manager at ESG Defence 
and Public Security
Ms Baumann joined the 
German Air Force in 2004, 

served for 14 years and earned the rank 
of “Major”. She was the second fema-
le fighter pilot in the German Armed 
Forces. She flew the Tornado, Eurofigh-
ter and served as Flight Instructor. She 
worked in an interntaional training pro-
gram along side US and NATO forces for 
5 years. Ms Baumann has a Master’s 
Degree in Aero- and Astrospace Enginee-
ring from Purdue University in the US. 
She served as a Eurofigter pilot for the 
Baltic Air Policing Mission from Estonia. 
After military service, she got industry 
and C-level insight as a Senior McKinsey 
& Co, Inc. Consultant. Now she works as 
an Operational Requirements Manager 
at ESG DEFENCE + PUBLIC SECURITY, 
focusing on FCAS technology and ethical 
use of AI.

Ambassador  
Susanne Baumann
Federal Government Com-
missioner for Disarma-
ment and Arms Control, 
Director-General for 

International Order, the United Nations 
and Arms Control, German Federal 
Foreign Office
since July 2018 Federal Government 
Commissioner for Disarmament and 
Arms Control and Director-General for 
International Order, the United Nations 
and Arms Control, Federal Foreign Office;
2015-2018 Deputy Federal Government 
Commissioner for Disarmament and 
Arms Control, Federal Foreign Office;
2013-2015 Head of Division Security 
and Disarmament Policy; Bilateral Rela-
tions with the USA, Canada; North, West 
and South Europe as well as Turkey, Fe-
deral Chancellery;
2011-2013 Head of Division Nuclear 
Arms Control, Disarmament and Non- 
Proliferation, Federal Foreign Office;
2010-2011 Political Advisor to the Joint 
Chief of Staff, Federal Ministry of De-
fence;
2006-2010 Parliament and Cabinet Di-
vision, Federal Foreign Office;
2002-2006 Embassy Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia;
1993 Diplomatic Training, Federal For-
eign Office;
1990-1992 Law Studies at the Rheini-
sche Friedrich-Wilhelm-University Bonn

Prof James Bergeron
Political Advisor to Com-
mander, Allied Maritime 
Command in Northwood
He has served as foreign 
policy advisors to senior US 

and NATO Commanders in the fields of 
maritime and joint expeditionary opera-
tions. Prof Bergeron was EU/NATO Policy 
Advisor on the Staff of Commander, US 
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Naval Forces Europe, London. He holds a 
BA in History and English Literature from 
the University of the State of New York, 
MA in Political Science from the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs 
at Syracuse University, Juris Doctor from 
the College of Law at Syracuse University 
and Master of Laws in European Union 
Law from the London School of Econo-
mics and Political Science, University 
of London. Following completion of the 
LL.M. in 1991, he joined the Faculty of 
Law at University College Dublin, Ireland. 
In 2020 he was made Honorary Profes-
sor of Law, Government and Criminology 
at the University of Plymouth. Seaman 
Recruit Bergeron entered the United Sta-
tes Navy in 1976. After two years of nu-
clear propulsion training, he served as a 
reactor operator onboard USS ULYSSES 
S. GRANT (SSBN 631). Commander Ber-
geron retired from the Navy Reserve in 
October 2007.

Prof Dr Rainer Bernnat
Senior Partner and Mana-
ging Director PwC Strate-
gy& (Germany) GmbH
Prof Bernnat is Senior Part-
ner and Managing Director 

at PwC Strategy& in the Frankfurt office 
and heads of the practice group “Govern-
ment & Public Sector” for PwC Germa-
ny. Over the past years, he has been 
involved in ground-breaking digitization 
projects in the public sector, e.g. for the 
German Armed Forces, in the area of 
health telematics/eHealth or in the field 
of internal security. The content of these 
digitisation projects ranges from techno-
logical foundations (e.g. IT architectures, 
digital sovereignty, cybertechnology) 
to structural/process organisational 
aspects and cultural transformation re-
quirements. Before joining Strategy&, 
he worked for IBM. During this time, 
he worked in various positions in sales, 
marketing and management in Germa-
ny, Denmark and France. Prof Bernnat 
studied business administration at the 
J. W. Goethe University, Frankfurt and 
received his doctorate in Frankfurt. He 
is currently an honorary professor at the 
University of Augsburg in Prof Dr Daniel 
Veit‘s chair of “Information Systems and 
Management”.

Thomas Birringer
Deputy Head Division 
Analysis and Consulting, 
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
Before January 2020, Tho-
mas Birringer was Head 

of the Middle East and North Africa De-
partment within the Division European 
and International Cooperation of the 
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) since 
April 2014 and he was Head of the Af-
rica and Middle East Department from 
July 2012 to March 2014. Prior to this he 
established and managed KAS Regional 
Program Gulf States from 2009 to 2012. 
From 2005 to 2009, he was the head of 
KAS Ramallah office and temporarily in 
charge of the office in Amman, Jordan. 
Before his postings for KAS in the Middle 
East he served as an advisor to the CEO 
of the Association of German Banks in 
Berlin and as a speechwriter of Prime 
Minister of Thüringen. Thomas Birringer 
holds a Diploma in Economics from the 
University of Trier where he also studied 
Political Science and taught European 
Economic Policy.

Admiral (ret)  
Matteo Bisceglia
Director Organisation  
for Joint Armament  
Cooperation (OCCAR)
Matteo Bisceglia has 

become, from the 21ST of September 
2019, the Director of the OCCAR Exe-
cutive Administration. Prior to this, with 
the rank of Vice Admiral, he served as 
the Director of Naval Armaments at the 
Italian Secretariat General of Defence/
National Armaments Directorate from 
the 5th of May 2014. He joined the Navy 
in 1976 and graduated in Electrotechni-
cal Engineering from Pisa University in 
1983. Promoted to Rear Admiral (LH), he 
was in charge of the New Shipbuilding 
Department at the Naval Armaments 
Directorate from 2009 to 2010. He 
then became the Programme Manager 
of the FREMM Multi Mission Frigates 
Programme at OCCAR, from 2010 until 
May 2014. In 2013, he was promoted to 
Rear Admiral (UH). On his return to Italy, 
he was appointed as Director of Naval 
Armament (5th of May 2014). Among 
his functions Vice Admiral Bisceglia has 
been the Italian co-Chairman of the IT-
FR FREMM (Multi Mission European Fri-
gates) Programme Steering Committee, 
and the Programme Committee member 
of the Italian PPA (Multirole Offshore Pa-
trol Vessels) and the IT-FR LSS (Logistic 
Support Ship) Programmes.

Hubert Blahnik
Deputy National Armament 
Director, Federal Ministry 
of Defence, Germany
Performed basic military 
service in Lahnstein from 

1976 to 1977. Studied law from 1977 to 
1982 and passed his first and second 
state law examinations. From 1982 to 
1985, underwent his judicial trainee-
ship at the higher regional court of Ko-
blenz. Became a desk officer at the Fe-
deral Office of Defence Technology and 
Procurement in 1985. From 2000 to 
2002, desk officer, Branch H II 1 in the 
Budget Directorate. From 2002 to 2003, 
Chief of Branch PD 9 in the Process and 
Service Management Division, Federal 
Office of Defence Administration. From 
2003 to 2007, Chief of Branch Rü II 5 in 
the Directorate General of Armaments, 
Federal Ministry of Defence, Bonn. From 
2007 to 2008, Chief of Branch H II 4 in 
the Budget Directorate, Federal Ministry 
of Defence, Bonn (quartermaster materi-
el, ships/naval equipment, aircraft etc.). 
From 2008 to 2010, office manager and 
personal assistant to State Secretary 
Wolf, Berlin. From 2010 to 2012, Chief 
of Division Rü VI in the Directorate Gene-
ral of Armaments (Equipment/Air). From 
2012, Chief of Division AIN V Equipment 
and In-Service Support. Since 2014 De-
puty Director of Equipment, Information 
Technology and In-Service Support and 
from 2016 Deputy National Armament 
Director.

Joel Bollö
CEO Micro Systemation 
(MSAB)
In 2002, Joel served as 
Founder/President of DLX 
Group AB where he assis-

ted technology companies in coming 
to market by successfully developing 
and launching new products and ca-
pabilities. Prior to founding DLX Group, 

Joel played a key role in dramatically 
increasing the growth of Nordic Data 
Distribution and subsequently at Net-
wise. As CEO of MSAB, the global lea-
der in digital forensics technology, Joel 
leads a worldwide team of experts, 
engineers and product specialists that 
provide cutting-edge tools to enable law 
enforcement and government agencies 
to complete some of their most chal-
lenging missions. MSAB‘s XRY software 
is used by investigators to quickly and 
effectively retrieve information, such as 
pictures, SMS, call history, contact lists 
and application data. Since 2003 XRY 
is used by Police, Law Enforcement, Mi-
litary, Government Intelligence Agencies 
and Forensic Laboratories worldwide to 
investigate crime, gather intelligence, 
investigate fraud and fight corruption. 
In addition to leading MSAB in its strate-
gic direction and day to day operations, 
Joel travels extensively around the world 
to advise senior government officials, 
law enforcement authorities and sta-
keholders regarding growing trends in 
technology development, privacy and 
encryption as it relates to public safety 
and digital evidence.

Brigadier General 
Gregory Brady
Commanding General 
10th Army Air & Missile 
Defence Command
Brigadier General Gregory 

“Greg” Brady entered the active Army in 
1991 after graduating from the U.S. Mili-
tary Academy with a Bachelor of Science 
degree. He also holds a Master of Arts 
degree from The Catholic University of 
America in International Relations and 
Master of Arts degree in Military Studies 
from the U.S. Marine Corps Command 
and Staff College. On August 7, 2019, 
Brigadier General Brady became the first 
General Officer to assume command of 
the 10th Army Air and Missile Defence 
Command (10th AAMDC). Previous to his 
command at the 10th AAMDC, BG Brady 
served as the 37th Commanding General 
of White Sands Missile Range, “Birth-
place of America’s Missile and Space 
Activity,” Army Test and Evaluation Com-
mand (ATEC) where he led the testing for 
the Army’s Modernization Strategy prio-
rities: Air and Missile Defence and Long 
Range Precision Fires.

Lieutenant General (ret) 
Heinrich Brauß 
former Assistant Secretary 
General for Defence Policy 
and Planning NATO 
General Brauß joined the 

Bundeswehr in July 1972. He studied 
educational sciences and modern his-
tory at the University of the Bundeswehr 
Munich and graduated in 1978. He held 
posts as Artillery officer, battery chief 
and was Commander of a Tank Arty Bn. 
From 1992 to 1997 he was speaker and 
then head of the planning staff of the 
Federal Minister of Defence. This was 
followed by a use as head of department 
in the staff of the German Military Repre-
sentative in the NATO MC and the EU/
WEU. From 2001-2004 General Brauß 
was Commander of Tank Brigade 42 
“Brandenburg” in Potsdam and served 
as Chief of Staff at Nato’s Stabilisation 
Force (SFOR) headquarters in Sarajevo, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. In 2004 he be-
came Assistant Chief of Staff and Head 

of Division of the Operations/Exercises 
Division in the EUMS in Brussels. He was 
first Director of the Civil-Military Cell and 
the EU Operations Centre, also in the EU 
Military Staff. In October 2013 he was 
promoted to Lieutenant General. Until 
July 2018, he was NATO‘s Assistant Se-
cretary General for Defence Policy and 
Armed Forces Planning, and thus Head 
of the Defence Policy and Planning Di-
vision at NATO International Staff and 
Chairman of the Defence Policy and Pl-
anning Committee of the North Atlantic 
Council. He was responsible for prepa-
ring the defence aspects of the NATO 
summits in Wales in 2014, Warsaw in 
2016 and Brussels in 2018. After his re-
tirement, Gneral Brauß became a Senior 
Associate Fellow of the German Society 
for Foreign Policy. He works in the fields 
of European security and defence, nato 
development and cooperation between 
NATO and the EU.

Brigadier General (MC) 
Zoltán Bubeník
Surgeon General of the 
Czech Armed Forces, 
Chairman of the Commit-
tee of the Chiefs of Health 

Services of the NATO (COMEDS)
General Bubenik, MD, Surgeon General 
of the Czech Armed Forces and since 
2018 the Chairman of the Commit-
tee of Chiefs of Health Services of the 
North Atlantic Alliance (NATO COMEDS). 
He graduated from Charles University, 
Faculty of Medicine, Hradec Kralove 
and Jana Evangelisty Purkyne Medical 
Academy, Hradec Kralove in 1990. He 
is an accredited specialist in Military 
General Medicine, General Military Me-
dical Service Organization and Aviation 
Medicine. During his professional career 
he has held many medical and manage-
ment positions. He has served at all 
command levels of the Czech Military 
Medical Service and in January 2020 he 
was appointed as the director of Military 
Medical Division of Ministry of Defence. 
He actively participated in the military 
operations abroad and served within the 
KFOR in Kosovo (2004) and within ISAF 
in Afghanistan (2007), where he was de-
ployed as a commanding officer of 1st 
Field Hospital and CBRN Contingent.

Bettina Cadenbach
Assistant Secretary Ge-
neral for Political Affairs 
and Security Policy NATO, 
former Director for Secu-
rity Policy at the Federal 

Foreign Office, former Ambassador of 
Germany to Georgia
Since Sept. 2019 NATO Assistant Sec-
retary General for Political Affairs and 
Security Policy; 2018-2019 Director for 
Security Policy/Deputy Political Director 
Federal Foreign Office; 2016-2018 Di-
rector for Security Policy, Federal Foreign 
Office; 2015-2016 Ambassador of the 
Federal Republic of Germany to Georgia
2012-2015 Head of Common Securi-
ty and Defence Policy Division Federal 
Foreign Office; 2009-2012 Deputy Head 
of Mission, German Embassy in Tehran, 
Iran; 2006-2009 Head of Office, Minis-
ter of State for Europe, Federal Foreign 
Office; 2004-2006 Deputy Head of 
Mission, German Embassy in Tallinn, 
Estonia; 2000-2004 Permanent Mis-
sion of Germany to the United Nations, 
New York; 1992-1994 Attachée, Foreign 
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Service Academy; 1988-1992 Cultural 
Affairs, Administrative District of Osna-
brück; 1986-1988 Freelance Journalist, 
Daily Paper “Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung”
MA Humanities (Literature, Political Sci-
ence) at Hannover University

Thierry Carlier
Lieutenant General
Director of International 
Development
Thierry Carlier began his 
career in the Direction 

Générale de l’Armement (DGA) in 1991 
in the direction for missiles and space. 
From 1991 to 2000, he occupied vari-
ous roles in several missiles program-
mes, and was appointed Director of the 
medium-range air-to-ground missile pro-
gramme (ASMP). After three years in the 
purchasing department of DGA, he came 
back in the missile field as the Director of 
ground to air and medium range missiles 
before becoming deputy Director of mis-
sile and drones department of the DGA. 
In 2008, he was appointed architect of 
system “projection, mobility, support” in 
the direction of strategy. In 2013, he be-
came deputy director of cooperation and 
European development for the direction 
of strategy, and in 2014 deputy direc-
tor of international affairs, strategy and 
technologies for SGDSN (General secre-
tary for defence and national security). 
In 2018, Thierry Carlier was appointed 
Director of International Development.

Mo Cashman
Director of Solution 
Architects & Principal 
Engineer, McAfee
Mo Cashman is one of 
McAfee’s passionate lea-

ders in cyber security. As an Enterprise 
Security Architect and Principal Engineer 
at McAfee, Mo advises our largest global 
customers and partners on their cyber 
threat management and data protec-
tion strategies for the digital enterprise. 
Mo’s passion is to inspire our next ge-
neration security professionals as well 
as help customers architect for future 
resilience. With that passion and over 
20 years of experience, Mo leads our 
Security Architect and Executive Briefing 
Center programs in EMEA, where we 
host hundreds of customers each year. 
In previous roles at McAfee, Mo was the 
Chief Technical Strategist for the Global 
Public Sector and just prior to joining 
the company, lead Computer Security 
Incident Response Teams investigating 
and responding to sophisticated cyber 
threats across the world.

General  
Christopher Cavoli
Commanding General 
USAREUR
Commissioned into the In-
fantry in 1987, LTG Cavoli 

has served in a wide variety of positions 
throughout the United States, Europe 
and Asia. He’s commanded the 1st Batta-
lion, 32nd Infantry Regiment; 3rd Infantry 
Brigade Combat Team, 1st Armoured Di-
vision; 7th Army Training Command; and 
25th Infantry Division. He also served 
as the Deputy Commander of Regional 
Command West in Herat, Afghanistan, 
and as the Deputy Commanding General 
for Operations at 82nd Airborne Division. 
LTG Cavoli‘s staff experience includes 

service as the Director for Russia on the 
Joint Staff; Deputy Executive Assistant 
for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff; and Director of the Chief of Staff 
of the Army‘s Coordination Group. He‘s 
held fellowships at National Defence 
University, the George C. Marshall Cen-
tre for European Security Studies and 
the Army Chief of Staff‘s Strategic Stu-
dies Group. LTG Cavoli is a Foreign Area 
Officer with a concentration on Eurasia. 
He holds degrees from Princeton Univer-
sity and Yale University.

K.C. Choi
Corporate EVP and Head 
of Global Mobile B2B, 
Samsung Electronics
K.C. Choi joined the Mobi-
le Communications Busi-

ness in November 2019 to lead the 
company‘s efforts to expand and accele-
rate its revenue and market share. He is 
responsible for all sales, got-to-market, 
product development, research and sup-
port functions. Prior to joining Samsung, 
EVP Choi led the Dell Technologies‘ Glo-
bal Systems Engineering organization 
across all data centre and cloud techno-
logies and products including customer 
solution centres and shared services. 
Prior to Dell Technologies, EVP Choi 
was a Global Vice President at Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise, leading technical 
pre-sales and solutions development or-
ganizations. His career spanned 26 ye-
ars across multiple leadership functions. 
Before HPE, he has served in technical 
and leadership roles at United Health-
care, NCR and IBM. He had served for 
more than 7 years on the Board of Di-
rectors for LEAP (Leadership Education 
for Asian Pacifics) a 38 years national, 
non-profit organization, with a mission 
to achieve full participation and inclusi-
on for Asian and Pacific Islanders (APIs) 
through leadership, empowerment, and 
policy. He has guest lectured at Loyola 
Marymount University and Stanford Uni-
versity. EVP Choi earned his Bachelor‘s 
Degrees in Economics and Electrical 
Engineering from the University of Cali-
fornia, Irvine.

Elbridge Colby 
Principal of The Marathon 
Initiative
a policy initiative focused 
on developing strategies 
to prepare the United Sta-

tes and its allies and partners for an era 
of sustained great power competition. 
Previously, Colby was from 2018-2019 
the Director of the Defense Program at 
the Center for a New American Security, 
where he led CNAS’ work on defense is-
sues. Before that, he served as the De-
puty Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Strategy and Force Development from 
2017-2018. In that role, he served as 
the lead official in the development and 
rollout of the Department’s preeminent 
strategic planning guidance, the 2018 
National Defense Strategy. He also ser-
ved as the primary DOD representative 
in the development of the 2017 Natio-
nal Security Strategy. Colby’s work has 
appeared in outlets such as Foreign 
Affairs, The Washington Post, The Wall 
Street Journal, The New York Times, 
Foreign Policy, The National Interest, 
and Survival. He has testified a number 
of times before Congress. A member of 
the Council on Foreign Relations and 

the International Institute of Strategic 
Studies, Colby is a graduate of Harvard 
College and Yale Law School.

Jessica L. Cox
Director Nuclear Policy 
Directorate NATO  
International Staff
Ms. Jessica Cox serves 
as Director, Nuclear Poli-

cy Directorate at NATO HQ in Brussels, 
Belgium. Ms. Cox chairs the Nuclear Pl-
anning Group Staff Group. Prior to her 
NATO assignment, Ms. Cox was a policy 
analyst in the U.S. Department of De-
fence (DoD). She recently completed two 
years detailed to the National Security 
Council (NSC) as the Director for Arms 
Control, where she led the development 
of U.S. policy on nuclear and conven-
tional arms control treaties as well as 
issues associated with US-Russia and 
US-China strategic stability. As such, she 
was instrumental in developing a new 
approach to Russia’s violation of the In-
termediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, 
managing implementation of the New 
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, and 
restarting bilateral U.S.-Russia Strategic 
Stability Talks in September 2017. Ms. 
Cox holds a Juris Doctorate degree from 
Georgetown University Law Centre and 
a Bachelor’s of Science in International 
Relations from the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. Ms. Cox entered government 
as a Presidential Management Fellow.

Vice Admiral  
Dr Thomas Daum
Chief of German CID Service
1981 Joined the Navy; 
1982-1985 Student, De-
partment for Computer 

Science, Armed Forces University, Mu-
nich; 1996-1998 Student, Admiral/Ge-
neral Staff Course, Armed Forces Staff 
College, Hamburg; 2006-2009 Head of 
CIS Branch, DEU MilRep to NATO, EU and 
WEU, Brussels/Belgium; 2009-2010 
Assistant Chief of Staff, CIS Division, 
German Fleet Command, Gluecksburg 
(2009-2011) Chairman NATO Maritime 
C3 Ad-hoc Working Group); 2010-2012 
Branch Head, C4ISR Branch, MOD Navy 
Staff, Bonn (2012 Chairman NATO C3 
Concepts & Requirements (Maritime) 
Capability Team); 2012 Branch Head, 
Human Resources, Organisation & Pro-
cedures, CIS in Operations (SE III 3), 
MOD Strategy and Operations Staff, 
Berlin (2012 Chairman Multinational 
Interoperability Working Group “Ope-
rations Support”); 2012-2015 Head of 
Information Technology Division, Federal 
Office of the Bundeswehr for Equipment, 
Information Technology and In-Service 
Support, Koblenz/Lahnstein; 2015-
2019 Deputy General Manager, Chief of 
Staff and Chief Operating Officer, NATO 
Communication and Information Agen-
cy, Brussels/Belgium; 2019-2020 Chief 
of Staff, Cyber and Information Domain 
Service Headquarters, Bonn; Since 25 
Sep 2020 Chief of the Cyber and Infor-
mation Domain Service, Bonn

Ambassador 
Sorin Ducaru PhD
Director of the European 
Union Satellite Centre 
(SatCen)
Ambassador Sorin Dumitru 

Ducaru is the Director of the European 

Union Satellite Centre (SatCen) since 
June 2019. He has previously held the 
position of NATO Assistant Secretary 
General and Head of the NATO Emerging 
Security Challenges Division, as well as 
the positions of Romania’s ambassa-
dor to NATO, USA and to the UN in New 
York. He also assumed various positions 
in the Romanian Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs (MFA) such as: spokesperson of 
the MFA, director of the Minister’s Office 
and head of the Directorate for NATO 
and Strategic Issues. He is holding de-
grees in Applied Electronics & Compu-
ter Studies (BS, Bucharest Polytechnic 
University), Political Science & Interna-
tional Relations (M Phil, University of 
Amsterdam) and International Economic 
Relations and Institutional Management 
(PhD, Academy of Economic Studies, 
Bucharest). Ambassador Ducaru has 
been also engaged in academic and sci-
entific activity, as associate or guest lec-
turer at the National University for Politi-
cal Studies (Bucharest, Romania), NATO 
Defence College (Rome, Italy), Kennedy 
School of Government, Harvard Univer-
sity (Cambridge, USA), Leiden University 
(Netherlands).

Major General (ret) 
Bohuslav Dvorak
Former Deputy Chief 
of General Staff Czech 
Armed Forces
His Service experience be-

gan in 1983 as a helicopter pilot, from 
1986 he took on a variety of command 
posts in the 11th Helicopter regiment 
such as Flight, Deputy Squadron and 
Squadron command roles. By 1993 He 
was Senior inspector – SO1 AVN, A3 
Section, 3rd Tactical Air Force Corps HQ 
before in 1997 when he was DACOS AIR, 
CZE Armed Forces Contingent HQ, SFOR, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina again returning to 
his previous role in 1999. He took on a 
variety of NATO roles including SO1 AVN, 
ACE Mobile Force (Land) Command, 
NATO, Heidelberg. He participated in 
NATO operations in Bosnia & Herzegovi-
na, Albania and finally in Afghanistan. 
After a number of other staff and com-
mand roles between 2002 and 2009 
he reached the position of Deputy Chief 
of the Armed Forces Development & 
Operational Division; CZE Armed Forces 
General Staff taking full command from 
2010-2012. On 8th May 2010 Promoted 
to the Brigadier General and by 2012 be-
came Deputy Chief of the General Staff 
– Chief of Staff being promoted to the 
rank of Major General on 28th October 
that year. In 2014 he was appointed to 
the role of Deputy Minister of Defence 
for Acquisition before retiring from active 
and political service in 2015 then beco-
ming Defence & Security Advisor to the 
Czech industry companies.

Colonel  
Magda Dvorřáková
Head of Public Affairs at 
the General staff of the 
Czech Armed Forces
1998 joined the Czech Ar-

med Forces; 2004-2015 changing posi-
tions within the Czech Air Force, General 
Staff of CzAF, Ministry of Defence and 
Military Office of the President of the 
Czech Republic; 2008-2018, 2019 the 
National Delegate in the NCGP member 
of the Working Group for Equal Opportu-
nities of men and women in CzAF; 2014-
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2015 co-author of the 1st Action Plan of 
implementation of UNSCR 1325, prepa-
red the platform for the National Action 
Plan; 2015-2018 Chief of the IMS Office 
of the Gender Advisor, NATO HQ, Brus-
sels; 2018 Head of Public Affairs at the 
General staff of the Czech Armed Forces; 
Education: Master‘s degree, the Military 
University of Ground Forces, Vyskov, 
Czech Republic; PAOQ Course, Defence 
Information School, Ft. Meade, USA; 
NATO Role of Gender Advisor Course 
Deployments: 2006, 2010 KFOR, Kosovo

Rear Admiral Jürgen Ehle
Senior Military Advisor 
Managing Director for 
CDSP and Crisis Response 
EEAS
Rear Admiral Jürgen Ehle 

is Senior Military Advisor in the Euro-
pean External Action Service (EEAS), 
Brussels. Prior to his current position, 
he was assigned as the Senior Politi-
cal Military Advisor in the Permanent 
Representation of Germany to the EU. 
He has also served as the Chairman of 
the European Union Military Committee 
Working Group, as the Chief of Staff of 
the German Military Representation to 
NATO and the EU, and as Branch Chief 
Europe/CSDP in the German Ministry 
of Defence. Before that, he was Chief of 
Staff to the Supreme Allied Commander 
Transformation Representative Europe 
at NATO HQ. His operational military 
background is as a naval aviator. Admiral 
Ehle is a highly experienced Navy pilot, 
trained both on ship borne helicopters 
and fixed wing naval aircraft. He served 
for many years as a combat pilot and la-
ter as Commanding Officer of Naval Air 
Wing 3 “Graf Zeppelin”, located in Nord-
holz on the North Sea coast. He is a gra-
duate of the University of Armed Forces, 
and of the German Armed Forces Com-
mand and Staff College, both located in 
Hamburg, and of the US Naval War Col-
lege, Newport, Rhode Island. He holds a 
Master of Arts in educational science.

Dr Christoph Erdmann
CEO Secusmart
He continues to focus on 
combining the company’s 
expertise with its innovati-
ve strength. He previously 

worked as Technology Manager at NOKIA. 
A specialist for digital voice processing, 
he holds numerous patents and has va-
rious publications in his field. In 2006 he 
was awarded the Borchersplakette from 
the RWTH Aachen for his exceptional sci-
entific work. While there he also wrote his 
dissertation – for which he received the 
renowned E-Plus award in 2004.

Major General  
Dr. Michael Färber
Commander Bundeswehr 
Communication and Infor-
mation Systems Command 
(BwCISCOM)

joined the German Army in 1978, gra-
duated in Electronic Engineering and 
Information Technology at Bundeswehr 
University Hamburg in1983. He served 
as platoon leader and intelligence officer 
and commanded C Company/Tank Bat-
talion 164. In 1989, he returned to the 
Bundeswehr University Hamburg, ser-
ving as assistant professor in the field 
of Experimental Physics, having been 

awarded a doctor’s degree in Electrical 
Engineering in 1992. Then graduated at 
Bundeswehr Command and Staff Col-
lege in Hamburg and afterwards on stu-
dy at the French General Staff College 
(“Ecole Militaire”) in Paris. Posts follo-
wed as G4 and G3 Staff Officer 2nd (GE/
US) Corps, joint appointment at NATO 
HQ SHAPE in the JOC and AEO to Chief of 
Staff . He commanded Tank Demonstra-
tion Battalion 93 in Munster from 2001 
to 2003. He held two appointments at 
the German MOD, served as Branch 
Chief, CIS Division, Joint Support Com-
mand, and was promoted to colonel in 
July 2005. He served as J6 HQ KFOR, 
Kosovo.  He was Branch Chief Capabi-
lity Analysis, working for the Joint Chief 
of Staff. From November 2010 to March 
2012, he worked on the restructuring of 
the Bundeswehr, and served as Branch 
Chief Capability Management & Capa-
bility Awareness, working for the MoD 
Planning Director.  From January 2013 
to September 2016, he served as De-
puty Commander Bundeswehr CIS Com-
mand, being promoted to Brigadier Ge-
neral in June 2013. In October 2016 he 
was appointed Chief of Division Cyber-/
IT-Governance at the MoD within the Cy-
ber and IT Directorate and assumed the 
position of the Deputy Director-General 
for Cyber/Information Technology (CIT) 
in January 2018.  Since April 2019 he is  
Commander Bundeswehr CIS Command 
in Bonn.

Christopher W. Frech
Senior Vice President Glo-
bal Government Affairs, 
Emergent Biosolutions
Chris Frech first joined the 
company in February of 

2009 as the Vice President of Govern-
ment Affairs. Prior to joining Emergent, 
Chris established himself as an experi-
enced senior government official with 
over 15 years of legislative experience. 
Most recently, Chris served in the Bush 
Administration as the Deputy Assistant to 
the President for Legislative Affairs. Chris 
served as President George W. Bush’s 
Administration from 2003 to 2009. Pri-
or to his service to the President, Chris 
was the Deputy Chief of Staff and Rules 
Committee Associate for the Honorable 
Deborah Pryce, who represented Ohio’s 
15th Congressional District. Chris began 
working for the Congresswoman as an 
unpaid intern in 1993 and went on to 
serve with her for almost eleven years. 
In 1996, Chris completed training and 
qualified as a wildland firefighter with 
the U.S. Forest Service. He attended 
Wheeling Jesuit University, in Wheeling, 
WV where he received a Bachelor of Arts 
in International Studies (1989). Chris 
then attended West Virginia University, 
in Morgantown, WV where he completed 
his Master‘s in Public Policy (1998) with 
a concentration in international public 
policy and policy analysis. During the 
summer of 1987, Chris participated in 
the University of New Orleans program in 
Belgium where he studied French, Euro-
pean Civilization, and worked on restora-
tion of a 12th century Château.

Michael Gahler 
Member of the European 
Parliament (MEP)
1979-1980: Army service; 
1987-1990: Trainee lawyer;
1990-1991: Attaché to the 

Foreign Office (FO) Diplomatic Training 
College; 1991-1993: FO desk officer for 
international environmental politics;
1993-1995: Desk officer, CDU Office for 
External Relations (other); Offices held 
in a political party or national trade uni-
on; 1985-1993: Municipal, district and 
area Chair, Junge Union; 1990-1996: 
Member of the International Commit-
tee, Junge Union, Germany; 1994-2000: 
Vice-Chair, Main-Taunus CDU; 2005: 
Chair, CDU Hessen Regional Committee 
on European Policy; 2010: Member of 
the CDU Federal Committee for Foreign, 
European and Security Policy; 2010: Vi-
ce-Chair, European Movement Germany; 
Offices held in local government bodies; 
1986-1989: City councillor, Hattersheim 
am Main; 1989-2001: Member of Main-
Taunus District Council; 1993-1997: 
Member of Darmstadt Regional Council 
Regional Planning Assembly; Offices 
held in an international political party 
organisation or an international trade 
union organisation; 1995: Delegate to 
EPP Congress; 1995: Member of EPP 
Executive and Political Assembly; Offices 
held in the EU institutions; 1999: Mem-
ber of the European Parliament

Jānis Garisons
State Secretary, Ministry 
of Defence, Latvia
Jānis Garisons is the State 
Secretary of the Ministry 
of Defence of Latvia since 

August 2015 (No. 2 in the Ministry of 
Defence). In this capacity Mr. Garisons 
is overseeing rapid defence budget and 
capabilities increase, to prepare country 
for the challenges it faces. In his previ-
ous position, as the Undersecretary of 
State – Policy Director in the Latvia’s 
Ministry of Defence, he has been an ar-
chitect and organizer of Latvia’s defence 
policy, defence planning and internati-
onal operations’ policy, both nationally 
as well as representing Latvia within the 
NATO, the EU, and other international 
foras. He joined the Ministry of Defence 
after established career at the Latvia’s 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where he ser-
ved as the Director of the Security Policy 
Department. In his 9 years of foreign 
service he was also dealing with arms 
control issues, Russia and CIS, and was 
posted as the First Secretary at the Em-
bassy of Latvia in Oslo, Norway. In 2014 
he received a MA in Strategic Studies 
from the U.S. Army War College. Earlier 
he received a MA in History from the Uni-
versity of Latvia.

Lieutenant General  
Ingo Gerhartz
Chief of German Air Force
2017-2018 Deputy Direc-
tor for Strategy and Opera-
tions, FMoD, Berlin;

2015-2017 FMoD Executive Group, Exe-
cutive officer to Chief of Defence, Berlin;
2014-2015 FMoD Executive Group, De-
puty Spokesperson of the FMoD and 
Head of the Press Office, Berlin; 2013-
2014 Assistant Chief of Staff, Planning 
and Concepts, German Air Force Head-
quarters, Berlin-Gatow; 2012-2013 
FMoD Policy Branch Chief, Airborne 
Weapon Systems, Air Force; Head of the 
Helicopter Capability Transfer Working 
Group, German Air Force Headquar-
ters, Berlin-Gatow; 2010-2012 Branch 
Chief, Airborne Systems, German Air 
Force Command, Cologne; 2008-2010 

Commander (regiment level), 31 Figh-
ter Bomber Wing Boelcke; 2005-2007 
FMoD Executive Group, ISAF and Air 
Force Spokesperson, Berlin; 2003-2005 
FMoD Assistant Branch Chief, Policy and 
Planning for Airborne Weapon Systems, 
Bonn (military representative for EURO-
FIGHTER/TYPHOON), Bonn; 2000-2003 
Commander, Flying Group (battalion le-
vel), 73 Fighter Wing Steinhoff, Rostock-
Laage; 1998-2000 Attended the 43rd 
National General Staff Course, Bundes-
wehr Command and Staff College, Ham-
burg; Bachelor of Aeronautical Science

General Claudio Graziano
Chairman of the European 
Union Military Committee
He joined the Army in 
1972. He served in units of 
the Alpini (the Italian Army 

Mountain Troops) holding several Com-
mand and Staff positions up to Brigade 
Commander, also taking part to several 
exercises in Denmark and Norway within 
the AMF(L). He served in several posi-
tions in the Army General Staff, in the 
Office of the Chief of Staff of the Army, 
as DCOS Operations in the Italian Joint 
Operational Headquarters and as Chief 
of Cabinet of the Minister of Defence. 
From 2001 to 2004, he served as Army 
Attaché in Washington/DC. His operatio-
nal deployments include the Command 
of the Italian contingent on operation 
UNOMOZ in Mozambique in 1992, of the 
Kabul Multinational Brigade in 2005-
2006, and of UNIFIL from 2007 until 
2010. From December 2011 until Feb-
ruary 2015, he was appointed as Chief 
of Staff of the Italian Army and from 28 
February 2015 until 5 November 2018 
as Italian Chief of Defence. Since 6 No-
vember 2018 he has been the Chairman 
of the European Military Committee. A 
graduate of Italian Army Staff College 
and United States Army War College, 
General Graziano holds two BAs and two 
master’s degrees.

Dr Regine Grienberger
Ambassador for Cyber 
Foreign and Cybersecurity 
Policy, German Federal 
Foreign Office
Her previous professional 

experience was chiefly in the field of EU 
foreign policy as well as EU financial and 
economic policy, with a focus on general 
agricultural policy. Dr Grienberger was 
Deputy Head of the Minister‘s Office 
(Gabriel, Maas), Deputy Head of Divisi-
on E04 (European economic and finan-
cial policy) and desk officer for general 
agricultural policy, with responsibility 
for crisis management in pandemics, 
among other areas. Her tasks also in-
cluded EU public relations and the EU‘s 
external relations with countries of the 
Western Balkans. She was Head of the 
Political Section at the German Embassy 
in Rome and culture, press and proto-
col attaché at the German Embassy in 
Ljubljana. Dr Grienberger studied ag-
riculture in Bonn, Munich, Vienna and 
Michigan State University. She obtained 
her doctorate in Bonn.

Lieutenant General  
Klaus Habersetzer
Commanding General 
Air Operations Centre, 
Commander CAOC, Uedem 
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and Executive Director Joint Air Power 
Competence Centre, Kalkar
1977 Joined the Bundeswehr; 1978 
Studies in aerospace engineering at 
the Bundeswehr University in Munich, 
Germany; 1990 Command and gene-
ral staff officer training at the Bundes-
wehr Command and Staff College in 
Hamburg, Germany; 2003 Commander 
of the German Air Force Air Defence 
School in Fort Bliss, Texas; 2005 Bran-
ch chief, Air Staff III 6 at the FMOD 
2008 Commander of the Air Force Of-
ficer School in Fürstenfeldbruck, Ger-
many; 2011 Deputy DCOS Stability and 
Director, Civil-Military Synchronization 
at the ISAF Headquarters in Kabul, Af-
ghanistan; 2012 Deputy Commander 
and Chief of Staff, Response Forces 
Operations Command in Ulm, Germany; 
2013 Chief of Staff, Multinationales 
Kommando Operative Führung/Multi-
national Joint Headquarters Ulm;
2018 Commander, German Air Ope-
rations Command in Kalkar, Germany 
Commander, Combined Air Operations 
Centre Uedem in Uedem, Germany Exe-
cutive Director, Joint Air Power Compe-
tence Centre in Kalkar, Germany

Dr August Hanning
former President of the 
Federal Intelligence Ser-
vice (BND), former State 
Secretary in the Federal 
Ministry of the Interior, 

Member of the programme and editor 
board of the Behörden Spiegel Group
1966 Law Studies in Münster (West-
phalia) and Freiburg (Breisgau; 1971 
Judicial clerkship and research assis-
tant 1975 Conferral of the doctorate 
Dr. jur.; assistant lecturer at Münster 
University; 1976 Fiscal authority of the 
state of North Rhine-Westphalia;
1977 Desk Officer at Federal Ministry of 
the Interior; 1981 Desk Officer at Fede-
ral Chancellery 1986 Head of Division 
at Permanent Mission of the FRG to the 
then GDR in East Berlin;
1990 Head of Division at Federal Chan-
cellery; 1994 Team Leader at Federal 
Chancellery;
1996 Director-General at Federal Chan-
cellery (Federal Intelligence Service/
BND and coordinator of the intelligence 
services of the federation);
1998 President of the BND;
2005-2009 State Secretary at Federal 
Ministry of the Interior

Jan Havránek
Deputy Minister for  
Defence Policy and Strategy, 
MoD Czech Republic 
2017-2020 Policy Adviser, 
Policy Planning Unit, Office 

of the Secretary General NATO HQ;
2014-2017 Head of Defence Section, 
Permanent Delegation of the Czech Re-
public to NATO HQ;
2013-2014 Assistant First Deputy Minis-
ter/Director, Defence Policy and Strategy 
Division;
2011-2013 Deputy Director, Defence 
Policy and Strategy Division;
2010-2011 Special Advisor (Foreign Po-
licy) to the Minister of Defence;
2006-2007 Association for International 
Affairs, Prague;
2003-2006 Program Coordinator, Exe-
cutive Secretary of the Program of At-
lantic Security Studies, Prague Security 
Studies Institute

Stefan Hefter 
Partner IBM Global  
Business Services  
Defense & Intelligence
Stefan Hefter joined IBM 
in 2001, after holding se-

veral positions in services, he was one 
of the first employees of the newly crea-
ted BWI Systeme GmbH, performing the 
outsourcing services for the HERKULES 
contract. In 2011 he transferred back to 
IBM and is since then leading the busi-
ness unit for digitization in defence & 
intelligence. He’s responsible for IBM’s 
projects in the areas of 
- High-security mobility & 5G technology
- Collaboration & future workplaces
- Improving material readiness by ana-
lytical methods
- Interactive experience
Stefan Hefter holds a masters degree in 
Laser- & Plasmaphysics from Heinrich 
Heine University Düsseldorf.

Prof Dr Wolff Heintschel 
von Heinegg
Faculty of Law,  
Europa-Universität 
Viadrina Frankfurt (Oder)
Prof Heintschel von Hein-

egg holds the Chair of Public Law, in par-
ticular Public International law, European 
Law and Foreign Constitutional Law at 
the Europa-Universität Viadrina in Frank-
furt (Oder), Germany. In the academic 
years 2003/2004 and 2012/2013 he 
was the Charles H. Stockton Professor 
of International Law at the U.S. Naval 
War College. Previously, he served as 
Professor of Public International Law at 
the University of Augsburg. He was a Vi-
siting Professor at the Universities of Ka-
liningrad (Russia), Almaty (Kazakhstan), 
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba), Nice (France) 
and of the Australian National University 
in Canberra. He was the Rapporteur of 
the International Law Association Com-
mittee on Maritime Neutrality and was 
the Vice-President of the German Society 
of Military Law and the Law of War. From 
2007 until 2016 he was a member of 
the Council of the International Institute 
of Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy. 
From May 2012 until May 2018 he was 
the Vice-President and since May 2018 
he has been the President of the Inter-
national Society for Military Law and the 
Law of War. Since May 2013 he has been 
a Senior Fellow of the Cooperative Cyber 
Defence Centre of Excellence in Tallinn, 
Estonia.

Wolfgang Hellmich MP
Chairman Defence Com-
mittee, German Bundestag
Study of History /Teaching, 
University of Münster
Since 1976: Member of the 

Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutsch-
lands (SPD); 1986-2012: Managing Di-
rector of the SPD in Dortmund and Düs-
seldorf; 2002-2008: Managing Director 
of a real estate corporation in Dortmund;
Since 2012: Member of Parliament 
(Deutscher Bundestag) Memberships 
in the Bundestag’s committees (18th 
German Bundestag); Member of the De-
fence Committee, since May 2015;
Chairman of the Defence Committee;
Deputy member of the Committee on 
Tourism; Deputy member of the Com-
mittee on Health; Deputy member of the 
subcommittee on disarmament, arms 
control, and non-proliferation; 

Memberships in Interparliamentary or-
ganisations: Member of the NATO Parli-
amentary Assembly; 
Member of the Interparliamentary Con-
ference for the Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (CFSP)

Mario Hempel
Director Sales Deve-
lopment Public Sector, 
Bechtle GmbH & Co. KG
08/2020-today Director 
Sales Development Public 

Sector, Bechtle Cologne/Bonn;
Sales Development customer internal 
security; Sales Development customer 
defence; 2018-today Consultant Re-
servist for Deputy Chief of German CID 
Service; 2018-today Colonel Reserve, 
School for IT German Armed Forces;
2017-today Representative Cyber, As-
sociation of Reservists German Armed 
Forces; 2002-2020 Program Manager, 
SAP Germany:
· Trusted Advisor German Army 
· Trusted Advisor EU Commission 
· Development and Implementation De-
fence & Security Solution.
1998-2001 Project Manager, Hewlett 
Packard; 1986-1998 Company leader, 
German Armed Forces 
· Signal troupe, Army 
1989-1993 Business Administration, Uni-
versity German Armed Forces Hamburg

Dr Jörg Hennemann
Marketing Police, Mili-
tary & Sport, Schmidt & 
Bender
Dr Hennemann received 
his diploma in physics at 

the Justus-Liebig-University Giessen 
in 2010. Subsequently he started his 
doctoral thesis where he continued his 
work on percolation effects in copper 
oxides. Meantime he worked also with 
industry on new sensor concepts for 
the detection of hydrogen sulfide. After 
finishing his doctoral thesis in 2015 
he joined SCHMIDT & BENDER GmbH 
& Co.KG. Since this time, he is respon-
sible for Marketing Police & Military. In 
2016 his field of responsibility has been 
extended to the Sport market. His tasks 
include technology scouting, product 
management, market cultivation and 
tendering procedures. Therefore, he is 
also responsible for processing of the 
Bundeswehr tender patrol configuration 
G28 component part optics, which was 
won with the new 18x24 PMII ShortDot 
Dual CC. Additionally he is working also 
on different R&D projects like the new 
riflescope “PM II Digital”.

Barbara Hoffman
Vice President Global 
Strategic Operations 
Government, Samsung 
Electronics
Mrs. Hoffman joined 

Samsung in January 2018 as Vice Pre-
sident for Global Strategic Operations 
Government Vertical furthering the 
company’s role in Business to Govern-
ment (B2G) IT and Mobile Communi-
cations. Appointed the Department of 
Defence Chief Information Officer (DOD 
CIO), Principal Deputy for the Informa-
tion Enterprise September 2016. Lead 
the delivery of the first ever Software as 
a Service (SaaS) for Enterprise Collabo-
ration and Productivity Services (ECAPS) 

across the entire DOD. Named DOD CIO 
Deputy for Business Process and Sys-
tems Review February 2016, conduc-
ting business process and IT systems 
reviews as directed by the Deputy Sec-
retary of Defence to increase mission ef-
fectiveness, ensure security, and identify 
savings for reinvestment in DOD. Named 
Acting Deputy Director of the Joint Ser-
vice Provider (JSP) July 2015. Guided 
the establishment of a single service 
provider consolidating and delivering 
common/shared IT services within the 
Pentagon and National Capital Region. 
Mrs. Hoffman holds a bachelor’s degree 
in Technology Management from the 
University of Maryland and a master‘s 
degree in Management and Technology 
from George Mason University. She is a 
1997 graduate of the Federal Women‘s 
Executive Leadership Program.

Dirk Hoke
Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) Airbus Defence and 
Space
Dirk Hoke is the CEO of 
Airbus Defence and Space 

since April 2016 and a member of Air-
bus’ Executive Committee. He joined 
Airbus in January 2016 from Siemens, 
where he held various executive-level 
positions since 2005. In 1994, Dirk be-
gan his professional career as R&D En-
gineer for process and software analysis 
in the automotive industry at Renault 
in Paris. In 1996, he joined Siemens 
through an international trainee pro-
gramme with assignments in Germany, 
Argentina, and Austria. Dirk took over 
his first management position in the 
Transportation Systems Division less 
than a year after finishing the trainee 
programme. In 2001 he was tasked to 
lead a restructuring team to turnaround 
a light rail factory in Sacramento and on 
successful completion became General 
Manager for the Transrapid Propulsi-
on and Power Supply Subdivision from 
2002 to 2005 including the Shanghai 
“Maglev” project. He was then promo-
ted to President of Siemens Transpor-
tation Systems China based in Beijing. 
In 2008, Dirk moved to Morocco and 
became 2009 Siemens first Africa CEO. 
He returned to Germany in 2011 to be-
come the Division CEO of Industrial So-
lutions. Afterwards, he was called upon 
to restructure the Large Drives Business 
Unit. Dirk holds a degree in mechanical 
engineering from the Technical Universi-
ty of Brunswick, Germany.

Clare Hutchinson
NATO Secretary General’s 
Special Representative 
for Women, Peace and 
Security
The Secretary General ap-

pointed Clare Hutchinson as NATO Sec-
retary General’s Special Representative 
for Women, Peace and Security in Janu-
ary 2018. Ms. Hutchinson is a seasoned 
gender advocate who has worked as a 
Senior Gender Adviser with the United 
Nations for over a decade. She directed 
the operationalization of the Women, 
Peace and Security agenda in Kosovo 
and Lebanon. Ms. Hutchinson studied 
theatre and started her career in broad-
casting and public relations, working in 
public radio and freelance reporting in 
Canada and the UK. She later obtained 
her Master’s Degree in International Re-
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lations and a further Master’s Degree in 
Political Research from the University of 
Newcastle University.

Major General  
Giovanni Iannucci
Director-General for De-
fence Policy and Planning, 
Defence General Staff, 
Italy

General Iannucci graduated in 1988. 
He was deployed to Somalia, within 
the Operation IBIS/UNOSOM. In 1997, 
upon attending the Basic Staff Course 
at the Army War College, he served as 
Chief Operations of “Folgore” paratro-
oper Brigade. In 1999 he attended the 
Argentinian Army Advanced Staff Course 
and, back to Italy, the Joint Staff Course. 
2003-2004 he commanded the Target 
Acquisition Group/185th Regiment, and, 
in that capacity, he was deployed to 
IRAQ as Task Force Commander within 
Operation “Antica Babilonia”. 2004-
2008 he was Military Assistant to the 
Chief of Staff of the Italian Army. 2008-
2010 he was assigned to the ARRC (UK) 
as Chief Joint Fires and, after coming 
back to Italy, he served as Comman-
ding Officer of 185th Target Acquisition 
Regiment. 2012-2013 he was Chief J3 
of the Italian Joint Operations HQ. 2014 
General Iannucci was appointed as 
ISAF HQ Deputy DCOS Operations and, 
on February 2015, he became the 30th 
“Folgore” Brigade Commander. From 
September 2016 to March 2019, he 
acted as Deputy Chief of Staff for Ope-
rations (DCOS OPS) to the Italian Joint 
Operations HQ. From 28th March 2019 
he is Head of Plans and Policy Division in 
the Italian General Defence Staff, being 
at the same time the Italian Policy and 
Capability Director. General Iannucci 
earned a bachelor’s degree in Business 
Administration and in Strategic Sciences 
and a Master’s Degree in International 
Military-Strategic Studies.

Emmanuel Jacob
President European 
Organisation of Military 
Associations and Trade 
Unions (EUROMIL)
Emmanuel Jacob is the 

elected President of the European Or-
ganisation of Military Associations and 
Trade Unions (EUROMIL) since 2006. 
He is a retired NCO, who served in the 
Belgian armed forces until 2012. During 
his military career, he rapidly engaged in 
associative work, co-founded the Belgi-
an all ranks trade union ACMP-CGPM, 
from which he became the Secretary 
General in 1991. During the 20 years he 
spent as Secretary General of his trade 
union, he held various positions of trust, 
including at the Belgian Veteran Institu-
te. After his retirement from the armed 
forces, he worked in the cabinet of Pieter 
De Crem in various functions, including 
as an Advisor to the Belgian Minister of 
Defence, as a Policy Officer at the Belgi-
an Secretary of State for Foreign Trade, 
and as Advisor to the Belgian Minister of 
Home Affairs and Security.

Jakub Janda 
Director European Values 
Centre for Security Policy, 
Czech Republic
He is Associate Fellow at 
Slovak Security Policy In-

stitute and regular contributor for the 
Atlantic Council. He serves a member 
of Editorial Board of expert portal Anti-
Propaganda.sk and as a proud member 
of Active Reserves of the Czech Armed 
Forces. In 2016-2017, he was tasked by 
Czech security and intelligence institu-
tions to consult on “Influence of Foreign 
Powers” chapter within Audit of National 
Security conducted by the Czech govern-
ment, where he was involved in the 
Czech policy shift on this issue. Since 
2015, he was asked to provide briefings 
or trainings in more than 20 countries. 
Since 2019, he serves as a member of 
Programming Board of the Centre Anne 
de Kyiv. In the past he worked for huma-
nitarian agency ADRA International and 
for a Member of the Czech Parliament.

Major General  
Rob Jeulink 
Deputy Commander of the 
Royal Netherlands Army 
He started his military 
career in 1980 as a con-

script artillery officer, after which he was 
admitted to the Royal Military Academy 
in Breda in 1981. On completion of his 
studies in 1985, he performed various 
functions in Artillery, including battery 
commander, commander of the field 
artillery specialised military training pro-
gramme at the Artillery Training Centre 
and n 1996, and commanded 14 Field 
Artillery Battalion in ‘t Harde from 2002 
to 2005. In 2004, he went with most 
of this unit to Bosnia as commander of 
the Liaison & Observation Teams in the 
Multinational Taskforce Northwest. Af-
terwards he was posted as section head 
of the new Directorate of Operational 
Policy, Requirements and Plans of the 
Defence Staff in The Hague. In 2008, 
he became head of the Policy Support 
Division in 2009, and was promoted to 
colonel. From 2012 to 2013, he studied 
at the Royal College of Defence Studies 
in London for a year. Then was posted 
to the Directorate of Planning of the De-
fence Staff in The Hague and head of 
the Land Operations Division, served as 
commander of Fire Support Command 
in ’t Harde from in 2015. As Brigadi-
er General, Jeulink was subsequently 
appointed as Deputy Director of the 
Directorate of Defence Planning. Since 
October 2019, he has been Deputy Com-
mander of the Royal Netherlands Army 
in the rank of Major General. Among 
others, he holds the important ancillary 
positions of Governor of the Capital and 
Inspector of the Reserve Personnel of 
the Royal Netherlands Army.

Dr Jan Jireš
Chief Defence Counsellor, 
Czech Delegation to NATO
Since August 2017, Jan 
has been the Head of De-
fence Section at the Czech 

Republic’ Permanent Representation to 
NATO in Brussels. From March 2014 to 
July 2017, he served as the Defence Po-
licy Director at the Ministry of Defence 
of the Czech Republic. From April 2013 
to February 2014, he worked as Depu-
ty Defence Policy Director. From 2004 
to 2014, Jan was a lecturer in interna-
tional relations and security studies at 
Charles University in Prague. Between 
2009 and 2013, he worked as director 
of the Prague Centre for Transatlantic 
Relations at the CEVRO Institute College. 

In 2008 and 2009, he spent a year as 
a Fulbright Visiting Scholar at John Hop-
kins University‘s Centre for Transatlantic 
Relations in Washington, DC. Before joi-
ning the Defence Ministry, Jan worked 
with a number of U.S. and European 
research institutes and think-tanks on 
various security policy-related projects 
(CESS Groningen, DCAF Geneva, CEPI 
Bratislava, PISM Warsaw, SOWI Straus-
berg, PSSI Prague, SAC Bratislava). He 
holds a M.A. in Political Science and 
History from Charles University. In Sep-
tember 2012, he received a Ph.D. from 
Charles University

Air Chief Major General 
Nándor Kilián
Air Chief and Service 
Inspector for Air Force 
Hungarian Defence 
Command

2019 Inspector/Air Chief of Hungari-
an Air Force; 2018 Air Force Adviser 
of CHOD (Chief of Hungarian Defence 
Forces); 2013-2018 Defence, Military 
and Air attaché for Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, Finland; 2010-2011 Com-
mander of Kabul Afghanistan Internati-
onal Airport; 2009-2013 Base Comman-
der, HDF 59th “Szentgyörgyi Dezső” Air 
Base, Kecskemét, Hungary;
2002-2009 Deputy Base Commander, 
HDF 59th “Szentgyörgyi Dezső” Air Base, 
Kecskemét;
2001-2002 Student, US Air Force Air 
War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, 
Montgomery, Alabama, USA;
1997-2001 Deputy Chief, Air Force Plan-
ning Directorate (A5), Veszprém, Hunga-
ry; 1997-1997 Staff officer, Aviation and 
Air-defence Directorate (J5), Budapest;
1994-1997 Fighter Squadron comman-
der, Taszár, Hungary;
1994-1994 Fighter Wing Main Weapon 
officer, Taszár;
1992-1994 Student, “Zrínyi Miklós” Mi-
litary Academy, Air Force Service Staff 
course, Budapest;
1991-1992 Student, “Zrínyi Miklós” Mi-
litary Academy, Air Force Aviation Staff 
officer course, Budapest;
1981-1984 Student, Aviation Technical 
College, Fighter pilot course, Szolnok, 
Hungary

Dr Sarah Kirchberger
Head of the Centre for 
Asia-Pacific Strategy and 
Security, Institute for Secu-
rity Policy at Kiel University 
gGmbH (ISPK)

Dr Kirchberger is the Head of the Centre 
for Asia-Pacific Strategy and Security at 
the Institute for Security Policy at Kiel 
University. She was previously an Assis-
tant Professor of Sinology at Hamburg 
University and a naval analyst with ship-
builder TKMS. She is the author of As-
sessing China’s Naval Power: Technolo-
gical Innovation, Economic Constraints, 
and Strategic Implications (Springer, 
Berlin 2015). Other recent publications 
analyse the military-technological co-
operation between China, Russia and 
Ukraine; China‘s defence-industrial de-
velopment; and the strategic importance 
of the South China Sea for China’s naval 
and space strategy. Her earlier work in-
cludes a monograph on informal institu-
tions in the Chinese and Taiwanese po-
litical systems, as well as articles about 
the reform discourse within the Commu-
nist Party of China and the perception of 

Taiwan’s transformation among Main-
land Chinese elites. Kirchberger holds 
an MA and a PhD in Sinology from the 
University of Hamburg. 

Brigadier General (sel) Dr 
Zuzana Kročová, PhD.
Rector-Commandant of 
the University of Defence 
in Brno, Czech Republic
Col. Ass. Prof. RNDr Zuza-

na Kročová, PhD., serves as the Rector-
Commandantof the University of De-
fence in Brno, the Czech Republic. She 
graduated from the University of Brno, 
PhD was graduated from the Medical 
Faculty of Palacky University in Olomouc 
and she obtained the title of associate 
professor at the Faculty of Military Me-
dicine of the University of Defence in 
Hradec Králové, the Czech Republic. 
She became military professional in 
2006 and completed General Staff 
Course in 2016. She worked for two ye-
ars as the biological agent expert in NRF 
CBRN JAT. She was the member of three 
NATO panels for the biological agents. 
Col. Zuzana Krocova has been working 
throughout her career as an academic 
staff member and her areas of scientific 
interest are the detection, identification 
and typing of biological agents and ba-
sic research into the interaction of in-
tracellular bacteria with the host, which 
should lead to the vaccine development.

Lieutenant General (ret) 
Frank Leidenberger
Chief Digital Officer, BWI 
GmbH
Studies of economic and 
organizational sciences at 

the Bundeswehr University in Munich;
1990-1992: Bundeswehr Command 
and Staff College: National General Staff 
Officers’ Course; 1998-1999: Armoured 
Task Force SFOR in Bosnia: Commander; 
2000-2001: Bundeswehr Command 
and Staff College: Tutor National Gene-
ral Staff Officers‘ Course; 2001-2002: 
Federal Ministry of Defence -Armed 
Forces Staff (Fü S III 1): Adviser; 
2002-2005: EUROCORPS: Chief G3; 
2004-2005: NATO ISAF Headquarters in 
Afghanistan: Deputy Chief of Staff;
2005-2006: Special Operations Divisi-
on: Chief of Staff; 2006-2008: Federal 
Ministry of Defence, Armed Forces Staff 
(Fü S VI 2): Branch Head; 2008-2010: 
31st Airborne Brigade in Oldenburg: 
Commander; 2009-2010: ISAF Regi-
onal Command North in Afghanistan: 
Commander; 2010-2012: Bundeswehr 
Response Forces Operations Command: 
Deputy Chief of Staff Operations;
2012-2015: Planning Office of the Bun-
deswehr: Director; 
2015-2016: Headquarters Resolute 
Support in Kabul, Afghanistan: Chief of 
Staff; 2016-2018: German Army Ele-
ments Multinational Headquarters and 
Basic Military Organization: Comman-
der; Since 09/2018: Chief Strategy Of-
ficer of BWI GmbH

Udo F. Littke
Head of Central Europe, 
Atos
In February 2018 Udo Litt-
ke became COO of Atos in 
Germany. In addition, he is 

Managing Director and Labour Director 
(Arbeitsdirektor) of Atos Germany as well 
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as a Member of the Board of Directors 
of Atos Germany. Prior to his current role 
as COO, he was Head of B&PS Germany 
for three years. Atos is an international IT 
services company based in Bezons, near 
Paris, and Munich. Udo Littke began his 
career in 1989 at Siemens, where he 
gained first experience in controlling. 
After taking part in the Siemens Leader-
ship Program, he assumed several ma-
nagement positions within the company, 
e.g. in Infrastructure Technology Opera-
tions and Sales with a focus on Industry, 
Energy and Healthcare. Besides several 
management functions abroad, Udo Litt-
ke took a leading role in the integration 
of Siemens IT Solutions and Services 
into Atos in 2011. In 2016 he managed 
the integration of Unify into Atos. His 
career is marked by a consistent record 
of streamlining complex transformation 
projects, improving collaboration and 
enforcing transparency to build compe-
titive service organizations.

Lieutenant General 
Alfons Mais
Chief of German Army
Alfons Mais joined the 
German Army in 1981 as 
Army Aviation Cadet, after 

which he majored in Economics at the 
Armed Forces University of Hamburg. 
He completed the General Staff Officer 
Course in 1996. After a short period in 
the Central Affairs Branch of the Chief 
of the Army, he was sent to Brussels as 
military advisor to the German Perma-
nent Representation to the EU. 
During the German EU presidency 
2007 he acted as EU-Chairman of the 
EU/NATO Capability Group. Before re-
turning to the Army Staff in Bonn as 
Branch Chief International Affairs in 
2010, Mais was the Chief of Staff for 
the Airmobile Division in Veitshoech-
heim. Postings as Commander Airmo-
bile Brigade 1 from 2011 to 2013 and 
Commander Army Aviation Centre and 
Director Army Aviation until 2014 follo-
wed. In 2012 he deployed to Mazar-e-
Sharif in Afghanistan as Deputy Chief 
of Staff Security in in RC North. 2014 
saw Mais move to Strausberg as Chief 
of Staff for the German Army Com-
mand. He remained in this position 
until being posted to Kabul as Chief of 
Staff of the Resolute Support Mission. 
Returning from this deployment, Ge-
neral Mais took over as Commander 1 
German/Netherlands Corps. After nine 
month of Commanding 1 German/
Netherlands Corps he was assigned as 
the new Chief of Army in Strausberg.

Lieutenant General 
Andreas Marlow
Commanding General 1 
(GE/NL) Corps
General Marlow joined the 
German Army in 1982 as 

an officer candidate in a tank battalion. 
Prior to his current assignment he was 
Chief of Staff Headquarters Resolute 
Support in Kabul/Afghanistan. 
General Marlow served as the German 
Army‘s Rapid Forces Division Comman-
der (2015-2019) after having been 
Commander of the Armoured and Rec-
ce Forces Training Centre (2013-2014) 
and commander of a Mechanized 
Infantry Brigade (2011-2013). He gai-
ned ministerial experience during two 
assignments in the German Ministry 

of Defence, where he served as Head 
of Office to the Chief of Defense Staff 
of the German Armed Forces (2014-
2015) and as Branch Head Personnel 
Management of Army Generals and 
Colonels (2009-2011). As Commander 
of Tank Battalion 403 (2004-2006) he 
was deployed as Chief of Staff of the 
German contingent within NATO‘s KFOR 
mission in Kosovo. During his assign-
ment as Commander of Mechanized 
Infantry Brigade 41 (2011-2013) he 
deployed to Afghanistan and served as 
Deputy Chief of Staff Security at ISAF‘s 
Regional Command North in Mazar-e 
Sharif. In his deployment he served as 
Chief of Staff at RS HQ (2019-2020) 
in Kabul. He has a diploma in Educa-
tional Sciences from the University of 
the Bundeswehr Hamburg (1986), at-
tended the 38th General Staff Officer 
Course (1995-1997) and the 26th Com-
mand and Staff Course at the Canadian 
Forces College, Toronto, Canada (1999-
2000).

Dr Gáspár Maróth
Government Commissio-
ner for National Defence 
Industry, Defence Develop-
ment and Coordination of 
Armament Modernization, 

Hungary
Work experience: 17 July 2018-present 
time Government Commissioner; 1 
October 2017-present time Ministry of 
Defence of Hungary, National Armament 
Director; 2016-present time Ministry of 
Defence Electronics, Logistics and Pro-
perty Management Private Company 
Limited by Shares (HM EI Zrt); 2001-
2016 Private Sector-CEO of different 
companies; 2000-2003 National Health 
Council Secretary; 1998-2000 Prime 
Minister’s Cabinet.
Education: 1990-2000 Semmelweis 
University M.D.; Scholarships at State 
University of New York, Buffalo, USA 
(1997), Case Western Reserve Universi-
ty, Cleveland, Ohio, USA (1997), Neuro-
endoscopy Centre Paul Broca, INSERM 
U159, Paris, France (1995-1996)

Colonel David Martínek
Director JCBRN Defence 
Centre of Excellence, 
Czech Republic
Colonel Martínek is the 
Director of the JCBRN De-

fence Centre of Excellence, Vyškov, the 
Czech Republic. The Director is a princi-
pal advisor to SACT for transformation 
and SACEUR for operations in the field 
of CBRN defence. In this capacity, he 
promotes transformation in the field of 
the CBRN defence in support of ACT, 
and within an approved Program of Work 
(PoW), supports Sponsoring Nations 
(SN) and contributing partners (CP), 
ACO and other international institutions/
organisations in their CBRN defence-
related efforts. His working experience 
covers CBRN Defence positions from 
tactical to a strategic level. He started 
his career as a squad leader, and CBRN 
Defence officer from battalion level to 
Joint Force Command and the JCBRN 
Defence COE. His experience includes 
deployments in NATO operation ISAF in 
Afghanistan in 2008 and EU operati-
on ALTHEA in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
2011. Between 2014-2017, he served 
as the CBRN Defence Policy Staff Officer 
at SHAPE, Belgium. COL Martinek holds 

a Bachelor of Science degree in Theory 
of control and combat use of combat 
units and Master‘s in Military Chemistry.

Dr Oliver Meier
Senior Researcher Arms 
Control and Emerging 
Technologies, Institute 
for Peace Research and 
Security Policy at the 

University of Hamburg (IFSH)
Dr Oliver Meier is Senior Researcher at 
the Berlin office of the Institute for Peace 
Research and Security Policy at the Uni-
versity of Hamburg (IFSH). Previously, he 
was Deputy Head of the International 
Security Division at the German Institu-
te for International and Security Affairs 
(SWP). He was also International Re-
presentative and Correspondent of the 
U.S. Arms Control Association and has 
worked on the staff of Uta Zapf, former 
chairperson of the subcommittee on 
disarmament, arms control and non-
proliferation in the German Bundestag. 
Dr Meier has also held the position of 
Senior Arms Control and Disarmament 
Researcher with the Verification Re-
search, Training and Information Centre 
(VERTIC) in London and has worked as a 
consultant to several non-governmental 
organisations. Dr Meier holds a PhD in 
political science from the Free University 
of Berlin.

Lubomír Metnar
Minister of Defence, Czech 
Republic
Education:
1994-1998 University edu-
cation, Branches of Spe-

cialisation: Economics, Commerce and 
Services, University of Ostrava, Ostrava
1992-1993 Post-Secondary Police 
School of the Ministry of Interior of the 
Czech Republic
Practical Training and Experience:
June 2018 Minister of Defence;
December 2017-June 2018 Minister of 
Interior; August 2014-December 2017 
Security Manager, VITKOVICE, PLC;
July 2013-October 2014 Vice-Minister of 
Interior in charge of internal security

Brigadier General (ret) 
František Mičánek PhD
Research Fellow,  
Centre for Security and 
Military Strategy Studies, 
Defence University in 

Brno, Czech Republic
After graduating from the Technical Uni-
versity in Brno in 1988, he joined the 
Czech Armed Forces. In 1998 he was 
acting for more than 10 months as liai-
son officer of the Czech SFOR contingent 
in Bosnia-Herzegovina to MND (SW) HQ. 
From 1999 to 2002 he commanded 
GBAD Training Base and Air Defence 
Regiment. In 2002 he was appointed 
as the Chief of the Air Defence Branch 
(GS) and promoted to the rank of Colo-
nel. In 2006 he became Deputy Direc-
tor of the Force Planning Division (GS). 
From February 2009 to June 2011 he 
served as Faculty Advisor and the Natio-
nal Military Representative of the Czech 
Republic to NDC Rome. In July 2011 he 
took office as Director of J5 Division (GS) 
and was promoted to the rank of Briga-
dier General. At the same time, he was 
commissioned to represent the Czech 
Republic at the Board of Capability Di-

rectors of European Defence Agency. 
He retired from active duty in 2013 and 
decided to pursue his further career in 
academic environment as a Director of 
Centre for Security and Military Strategic 
Studies, National Defence University, 
Brno (CSMSS). In July 2019 he obtained 
a Ph.D.

Dr Gergely Németh
Deputy State Secretary 
and Defence Policy Direc-
tor, Hungary
Work Experience:
Since 2019 Deputy State 

Secretary for Defence Policy, Ministry of 
Defence of Hungary; 2018-2019 Deputy 
National Armament Director, Ministry of 
Defence of Hungary; 2017-2018 Senior 
Advisor at the Force Planning Depart-
ment, HUN General Staff; 2013-2017 
Assistant Defence Counsellor, Perma-
nent Delegation of Hungary to NATO; 
2010-2013 Capability Planning Officer, 
HUN General Staff; 2007-2010 Force Pl-
anning Officer, HUN General Staff; 2006 
Intern, Military Intelligence Office 
Education: 
2009-2018 University of Public Services 
–Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), War Stu-
dies; 2002-2006 Zrínyi Miklós National 
Defence University – Master‘s degree, 
International Relations and National Se-
curity Studies

Lieutenant Colonel  
Peter Östman
Commander Nordic Centre 
for Gender in Military 
Operations, Sweden
After conscription and Mi-

litary Officers School he graduated as 
2nd Lieutenant in the Norrland Infantry 
in 1987. Peter Östman‘s record of edu-
cation includes Swedish Armed Forces 
Staff and War College, Basic and Ge-
neral Staff Course. Early in his career, 
between 1988 and 2000, Peter Östman 
served at the Ångermanland Brigade in 
Sollefteå from platoon to battalion level. 
In 1998, he served as Chief S5 (CIMIC) 
at the Swedish Battalion in Bosnia-
Herzegovina. After graduation from the 
Advanced Military Staff College in 2002 
he was appointed to the Land Forces 
Command. After attending a course at 
the Geneva Centre for Security Policy in 
2004, he was appointed to Swedish Ar-
med Forces Headquarters where he ser-
ved at different departments. In 2010, 
Peter Östman served as Strategic En-
gagement Planner at ISAF HQ in Kabul. 
After redeployment he was appointed 
to the Swedish Deployable Joint HQ as 
ACOS J9. This HQ was later the basis for 
the (F)HQ in Nordic Battle Group 2015. 
In September 2015, Peter Östman was 
assigned to the EU Military Staff (EUMS) 
at the Military Assessment and Planning 
Branch. His current assignment from 1 
September 2019 is Commanding Officer 
for the Nordic Centre for Gender in Mili-
tary Operations.

Dr Artis Pabriks
Minister of Defence and 
Deputy Prime Minister of 
Latvia
Education: 
History degree, University 

of Latvia Ph.D. in pol. science, University 
of Aarhus, DK
Professional activity: 2003-2004 Policy 
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analyst-consultant in the Political Educa-
tion Foundation (PIF), Latvia; 
2004 Member of Parliament (Chairman 
of the Foreign Affairs Commission, Parli-
amentary Secretary, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs); 2004-2007 Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of Latvia; 2007-2010 Member of 
Parliament of Latvia (Member of the For-
eign Affairs Committee, Member of the 
European Affairs Committee, Chairper-
son of the Parliamentary Cooperation 
groups with Japan, South Korea and Sin-
gapore); Since 2011 Associate professor 
at Riga International School of Econo-
mics and Business Administration;
2010-2014 Minister of Defence of the 
Republic of Latvia;
2014 Member of Parliament (member of 
the Foreign Affairs Commission);
2014-2018 Member of the European 
Parliament; 2018.11-2019.01 Member 
of Parliament of Latvia (member of the 
Foreign Affairs Commission and mem-
ber of the Citizenship, Migration and 
Social Cohesion Commission); 
2019.01-Deputy Prime Minister, Minis-
ter of Defence of the Republic of Latvia

László Palkovics 
Minister for Innovati-
on and Technology of 
Hungary
László Palkovics was ap-
pointed Minister of the 

Ministry for Innovation and Technology 
of Hungary in May 2018 after serving 
as Minister of State for Higher Education 
between 2014-2016 and later as Minis-
ter of State for Education between 2016-
2018.  From 19 April 2021, as Govern-
ment Commissioner Minister Palkovics 
is responsible for the implementation 
of the Budapest Student City and for the 
development of the operational environ-
ment of the Hungarian higher education 
institution to be established with the 
participation of Fudan University (Fudan 
Hungary University). 
From 1 February 2019 Minister Palko-
vics has been appointed as Government 
Commissioner for the coordination of 
the tasks prescribed in Act XXIV of 2016 
on the promulgation of the Agreement 
between the Government of Hungary 
and the Government of the People’s Re-
public of China on the development, im-
plementation and financing of the Hun-
garian section of the Budapest-Belgrade 
Railway Reconstruction Project. 
In April 2020 he was appointed as 
Government Commissioner responsible 
for the automotive centre in Debrecen 
and the sustainable economic, educa-
tional and cultural development of its 
surroundings, as well as for the develop-
ment of motorsport and road safety.
From 5 September 2020 he is also re-
sponsible for the complex development 
of the North-Eastern Hungarian Econo-
mic Development Zone as Government 
Commissioner. Minister Palkovics held 
senior research positions at the Buda-
pest University of Technology and Eco-
nomics and the College of Kecskemét. 
Prior to that, he pursued an internatio-
nal, executive-level industrial career with 
Knorr-Bremse. Minister Palkovics com-
pleted his master’s degree and Ph.D. 
in engineering, specializing on vehicle 
mechanical engineering at the Technical 
University of Budapest. He received the 
doctoral title at Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences in 1998. Minister Palkovics is 
a full member of the Hungarian Acade-
my of Sciences.

Rear Admiral (UH)  
Mihai Panait
Chief of the Romanian 
Naval Forces
Admiral Panait joined the 
Romanian Naval Forces 

in 1986, attending the Naval Academy, 
before joining the Fleet in 1990. Fol-
lowing the National Defence University 
graduation in 2001, he assumed com-
mands of various ships and units. From 
2009 to 2013 he commanded “Regele 
Ferdinand” (221) frigate while being 
deployed in various NATO and European 
Union operations such as Active Ende-
avour (2010), Unified Protector (2011) 
and Atalanta (2012). Additionally, Ad-
miral Panait was the Romanian Task 
Group commander during its first ac-
tivation, in 2013. His first assignment 
as flag officer was chief of staff of the 
Fleet Command and, subsequently, he 
was promoted to Fleet Commander. 
On July 1st, 2020, he was appointed 
as the Chief of the Romanian Naval 
Forces. His postgraduation education 
includes Command Team Training Pro-
gramme in Den Helder, NLD (2005), 
Naval Command College in Newport, RI, 
USA (2009), Joint Strategic Leadership 
Course in National Defence Universi-
ty “Carol I”, Bucharest, ROU (2014), 
Combined Force Maritime Component 
Commanders Flag Course in Naples, 
ITA (2017). 

Prof Ioan Mircea Pascu
former MEP, former Vice-
President of the European 
Parliament
Prof Ioan Mircea Pascu 
MEP was Vice President 

of the European Parliament and S&D 
Coordinator for Security and Defence. 
Before 2007 he was Observer in the Eu-
ropean Parliament. From 2007 to 2017, 
Ioan Mircea Pasu was also Vice Chair 
AFET, working on CFSP/CSDP matters, 
including as Rapporteur for the EU’s 
CSDP, mutual defence and security 
clauses and the strategic situation in 
the Black Sea. 
Since 1990, he has held high political 
and public office positions, including as 
Minister of Defence of Romania (2000-
2004), contributing substantially to the 
admission of Romania into NATO. Since 
1990, Ioan Mircea Pascu is professor of 
International Relations at the National 
University of Political and Administrati-
ve Studies.

Kristin de Peyron
Director/Deputy Managing 
Director for Human Rights, 
global and multilateral 
issues (MD Global) at the 
European External Action 

Service (EEAS). 
She has previously led divisions at the 
EEAS in the fields of Multilateral Rela-
tions, Pan-African Affairs and EU-ACP 
relations, as well as Human Resources. 
She has also worked in the European 
Commission, including the Directorates 
General for External Relations, Enlar-
gement and Enterprise policy, and she 
was a member of the Secretariat of the 
European Convention presided over by 
President Giscard d‘Estaing. Prior to 
joining the EU institutions, she was a 
Swedish diplomat, working notably on 
disarmament issues and the accession 
of Sweden to the EU. 

Brigadier General  
Frank Pieper 
Chief Digital Officer  
German Army 
Joined the Bundeswehr, 
Army Air Defence Artillery 

Service; 1984-1987: Studies of Educa-
tion at the German Armed Force Uni-
versity Hamburg; 1987-1996: Several 
assignments in the Army Air Defence 
Artillery Service; 1996-1999 Attended 
39th General Staff Course at the Bun-
deswehr Führungsakademie; 
1999-2000 G4 Branch Head, Armored 
Brigade 9, Erfurt; 2000-2001 Military 
Assistant to Chief Staff, 1st German/
Netherlands Corps; 2001-2003 Minis-
try of Defence, Fü SKB I 1 / Fü S VI 7; 
2003-2004 Commander Armored Army 
Airdefence Bataillon 300; 2005-2008 
Course Leader Bundeswehr Command 
and Staff College in Hamburg;  2009-
2010 German Ministry of Defence Fü 
S/Z; 2011-2013 Leader Operational 
Planning & Command branch, Bundes-
wehr Command and Staff College; 
2014-2015 Division Head Bundeswehr 
Center of Operative Communication, 
Mayen; 2015-2016 Branch Head Army 
Concept Capability Development Cen-
ter, Colone; 2017-2019 Division Head 
Central matters/ Strategic Management 
German Army HQ; 2019 Chief Digital 
Officer German Army; 1999 Kosovo Ve-
rification Mission (KVM), Kosovo Force 
(KFOR),G4; 2004 Stabilization Force 
(SFOR), MA to COS SFOR; 2013 Inter-
national Security Assistant Force (ISAF), 
DCOS Communication RC-North

Ivo Pikner PhD
Research Fellow, Depart-
ment of Military Science 
Theory, Faculty of Military 
Leadership, Defence 
University in Brno, Czech 

Republic
Ivo Pikner, Associate Professor, Ph.D., 
ret Colonel, is a research assistant at the 
Department of Military Theory, Faculty of 
Military leadership of the University of 
Defence in Brno. He served in the army 
at various command and staff positions. 
He was also deployed to Bosnia and Her-
cegovina within the HQ EUFOR in Saraje-
vo. Since 2006 to 2011 he represented 
the Czech Republic at the System Analy-
sis and Studies Panel of NATO Science 
and Technology Organisation. During his 
doctoral studies, he absolved internship 
at the Royal Military College of Science 
in the UK. In 2008, he received his PhD 
in the field of Defence Management. La-
ter in 2017, he defended his habilitati-
on. After 38 years of service, he retired 
in 2019 in rank of Colonel from position 
of Dean of the Faculty of Military Lea-
dership. He dealt with defence research 
projects and he was involved in the crea-
tion of conceptual documents focusing 
on the future use of the Armed Forces in 
Joint Operations.

Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering
former President of the 
European Parliament, Re-
presentative for European 
Affairs of the Konrad Ade-
nauer Stiftung, Congress 

President BSC 2020
Hon-Prof Dr Hans-Gert Pottering is the 
Representative for European Affairs of 
the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung. He has 
been serving as the chairman of the 

Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung from 2010 
until December 31, 2017. Until his retire-
ment in 2014, he was the only MEP who 
had continuously served since the first 
European elections in 1979. From 1999 
to 2007, he served as the Chairman of 
the EPP-ED Group, and from 2007 to 
2009 as the President of the European 
Parliament.

Natalia Pouzyreff
Secretary of the Defence 
Committee in the French 
National Assembly
Natalia Pouzyreff was elec-
ted as a Member of Parli-

ament in the French National Assembly 
for the political party “La République En 
Marche” (LaREM) on June 18th, 2017. 
Her constituency is located in the Yveli-
nes district, on the West side of Paris, in 
the Saint-Germain-en-Laye area. Trained 
as a professional engineer, followed by 
many years working in the defence and 
aerospace sector, Natalia was employed 
by Thales for 17 years then within Airbus 
Group for the next eight years – first at 
the group HQ in charge of internatio-
nal cooperation then in the Helicopter 
division. She was appointed general 
representative for Eurocopter in China 
in 2006, where she lived until 2009. At 
the French Assembly, Natalia sits as Se-
cretary of the Defence Committee. She 
is also deeply involved in the industrial 
strategy, and civil nuclear sector. From 
the beginning of her term in office, she 
has been involved in the promotion of 
a sovereign Europe and has been put 
in charge of the Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (CFSP) questions for La-
REM.

Martin Povejsil 
Deputy Foreign Minister 
for Security Policy and 
Multilateral Affairs, Czech 
Republic
Ambassador Martin Povejšil 

is a senior Czech diplomat. He studied 
modern philology and linguistics, gra-
duated from the Palacký University in 
Olomouc. He joined the Czechoslovak 
Foreign Service shortly after the political 
changes in the country in 1990. Throug-
hout his career he held a variety of seni-
or posts in the Czechoslovak and Czech 
Ministries of Foreign Affairs as well as in 
diplomatic missions abroad. His profes-
sional portfolio changed over time from 
Third World and Development issues to 
European Affairs and security policy and 
from bilateral relations to multilateral di-
plomacy. Currently he holds the position 
of Deputy Foreign Minister for Security 
Policy and Multilateral Affairs.

Josef Procházka PhD
Deputy Director Centre 
for Security and Military 
Strategy Studies, National 
Defence University Brno, 
Czech Republic

Josef Procházka, Associated Professor, 
Ph.D., is acting director of the Centre for 
Security and Military Strategic Studies 
of the University of Defence in Brno. He 
received his Ph.D. in defence manage-
ment from the University of Defence in 
Brno in 2005. His professional carrier 
spans 22 years of military service inclu-
ding basic military duties, staff positions 
at General Staff and MoD, two operatio-
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nal deployments and academic assign-
ments. He retired from the military ser-
vice 2007 in rank of LTC. From 2011 to 
2014 he represented the Czech Repub-
lic at the NATO HQ dealing with resource 
policy and plans, finances, infrastructure 
and armament. He studied logistic sys-
tem of Bundeswehr at Logistic School in 
Bremen, DE (1995), defence resource 
management and executive decision 
making at Navy Postgraduate School in 
Monterey, US (2002, 2019) and advan-
ce security studies at Marshall Centre 
in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany 
(2008). Since 2015 he represents the 
Czech Republic at the System Analysis 
and Studies Panel of NATO Science and 
Technology Organisation. 

Uwe Proll
Publisher and Editor-in-
Chief Behörden Spiegel
1976: freelance corres-
pondent for various daily 
newspapers in Germany;

1980: research assistant at the Bun-
deszentrale fur politische Bildung 
(Federal Agency for Civic Education); 
lectures at the FH Koln (department of 
social pedagogy); editor of the newslet-
ter “Mediendienst” of the Adolf Grimme 
Insitute, Marl; freelance correspondent 
for various radio stations (Nordeutscher 
Rundfunk, Hamburg and Westdeutscher 
Rundfunk, Cologne); 
1985: Co-founder and chief editor of 
the monthly newspaper Behörden Spie-
gel; 1990: Co-founder and chief editor 
of other magazines like Vergaberecht 
(news for the public and private procure-
ment market), Flugbegleiter (magazine 
for the Special Air Mission Wing of the 
German Air Force);
1997: Publisher and editor in chief of 
the bi-weekly magazine tC teleCommu-
nication, Bonn;
1998: Founder and chief editor of the 
series “Moderne Streitkräfte”;
2008: Founder of the magazine “Eu-
ropean Security and Defence Union”, 
Brussels

Marcin Przydacz
Undersecretary of State 
for Security and Eastern 
Policy MOFA, Republic of 
Poland
A graduate of the Faculty 

of Law and Administration of the Jagiel-
lonian University, Marcin Przydacz also 
studied international relations and phi-
losophy at that university. A scholarship 
holder of Sapienza University in Rome, 
the University of Mesina, and the “Kyiv-
Mohyla Academy” National University 
in Kyiv. He also graduated from the 
Italian and European Law School at the 
University of Warsaw. He completed ad-
vocate training at the Krakow District 
Bar Council and passed the bar exam 
in 2015. Between 2010 and 2014, he 
collaborated with the Jagiellonian Club 
as an international relations analyst. At 
the same time, he was involved with the 
Republic Foundation Centre of Analysis. 
From 2012 to 2015, he was a lecturer 
at the Pontifical University of John Paul 
II in Krakow, and from 2013 to 2015, 
he was the President of the Board at 
the Politics and Diplomacy Foundation, 
a think-tank. Between 2015 and 2019, 
he served as deputy director of the For-
eign Affairs Office at the Chancellery of 
the Polish President.

Brigadier General (ret) 
Karel Řehka
Director National Cyber 
and Information Security 
Agency, Czech Republic
Graduated from the Milita-

ry High School in Opava and the Military 
College of Land Forces in Vyškov
Completed a year-long officer course in 
the United Kingdom; Completed Ranger 
Course in the United States; 
Participated in military missions in the 
Balkans and Afghanistan; Served in the 
601st Special Forces Group, since 2010 
as its commanding officer.
Since November 2014 served as the 
Head of the Special Forces Directorate 
of the Ministry of Defence of the Czech 
Republic; Served as the Deputy Com-
mander of the Multinational Division 
North East; Since 20th March 2020 Di-
rector National Cyber and Information 
Security Agency

Rear Admiral 
Ulrich Reineke
Director Plans & Concept, 
International Cooperation, 
German Naval Command
1984 Joined the German 

Navy; 1985-1988 Studies in Aerospace 
Engineering at the Bundeswehr Universi-
ty in Munich, M.Sc (Dipl. Ing.);
1997-1999 39th Admiral Staff Officer 
Course, Bundeswehr Command and 
Staff College;
1999-2000 French General Staff Officer 
Course, Paris 2000 – 2002 Military As-
sistant to the Chief of German Navy; 
2002-2004 Staff officer operations, 
Operations Division, NATO International 
Military Staff, Brussels;
2004-2006 Executive Officer, Frigate 
KÖLN;
2006-2008 Commanding Officer, Friga-
te MECKLENBURG-VORPOMMERN;
2008-2010 Chief of Development Sec-
tion, Multinational Joint Headquarters, 
Ulm;
2010-2012 Section Head Knowledge 
Management, Branch Head Exercise 
and Preparation Branch, NATO Joint 
Force Command Naples;
2012-2015 Branch Head Strategic 
Defence Planning and Concepts – Ma-
ritime and Joint Support, Directorate- 
General for Planning, Federal Ministry 
of Defence; 2015-2016 International 
Fellow, and studies of national security 
strategies at the National War College, 
National Defence University, Washington 
D.C., Master of Science; since 11/2016 
Director of Plans and Policy, German 
Navy Headquarters, Rostock

Martin Riegl
Defence Policy Director, 
Ministry of Defence, Czech 
Republic
Education: 9/2006-9/2010 
PhD. (Charles University, 

Faculty of Social Science)
Professional experience:
6/2015 Ministry of Defence;
5/2018 Defence Policy Director;
6/2015-5/2018 Head of Section (inter-
departmental coordination of defence 
policies and security environment);
3/2008 Charles university Assistant 
professor – Department of Political Sci-
ence FSS UK; 12/2014-6/2015 The 
Office of the Government of the Czech 
Republic Advisor; 7/2011-2/2013 Mi-
nistry of Transport Director of Minister’s 

Cabinet Section; 8/2011-1/2013 Czech 
Railways ČD a.s. (Member of the Super-
visory Board); 9/2011-2013 CIMTO, s.p. 
(Chair of the Supervisory Board);
4/2008-12/2011 Přītomnost (Central-
European Journal) Editor in-chief;
1/2007-4/2007 Institute of Internatio-
nal Relations Internship

Lieutenant General  
Dr Ansgar Rieks
Deputy Chief of German 
Air Force
1978 Entry into the Ger-
man Air Force;

1979-1982 Student, University of the 
Federal Armed Forces Germany, Ham-
burg; Examination: Graduated Engineer, 
Electrical Engineering;
1986-1990 Scientific Assistant, Univer-
sity of the Federal Armed Forces Ger-
many, Hamburg; Examination: Doctor of 
Science in Engineering;
1990-1992 Student, 35th General Staff 
Officers Course, Armed Forces Com-
mand and Staff College, Hamburg;
1995-1996 Student, National Securi-
ty Affairs, Naval Postgraduate School, 
Monterey, USA; graduated Master of Arts 
in National Security Affairs; 2000-2002 
Personal Staff Officer Parliamentary 
Secretary of State Walter Kolbow, MoD 
Berlin; 2002-2004 Commander Wea-
pon System Support Centre, Landsberg 
am Lech; 2004-2007 Branch Chief Con-
trolling Armaments Planning, MoD Bonn; 
2007-2008 Branch Chief Financial Pl-
anning, Strategy and Policy, Controlling, 
MoD Bonn; 2008-2012 Division Chief 
Modernization Projects, MoD Bonn;
2012-2013 Division Chief Strategic De-
fence Planning & Concepts, MoD Bonn;
2013 Commander German Air Force 
Office, Köln; 2013-2014 Commander 
German Air Force Support Forces Com-
mand, Köln; 2014-2017 Director Gene-
ral German Military Aviation Authority, 
Köln & Chairman EUMAAC; 
since 2017 Vice Chief of German Air 
Force, in this position since 2018 res-
ponsible for digitalization in the Air Force

Olli Ruutu
Deputy Chief Executive, 
European Defence Agency 
(EDA)
Mr Ruutu was appointed 
Deputy Chief Executive of 

the European Defence Agency on 15 
November 2017; he took up his duties 
on 16 March 2018. Previously Mr Ruutu 
served as Deputy National Armaments 
Director at the Ministry of Defence of 
Finland and Director of Materiel Unit 
at the Resource Policy Department. He 
also chaired the Defence Administrati-
on Commercial Board and the Export 
Control Advisory Group and was Deputy 
Chairman of the Defence Materiel Stee-
ring Group, as well as a member of the 
Defence Forces’ Technology Board and 
the Defence Administration’s Industrial 
Cooperation Group. 
Between 2009 and 2014 Mr Ruutu 
worked at the European Defence Agen-
cy. Appointed the Minister of Defence of 
Finland, he took part in the European 
Defence Agency’s Long-Term Review 
in 2016-2017. From 2006 to 2009 Mr 
Ruutu worked as Defence Counsellor at 
the Finnish Permanent Representation 
to the European Union, dealing with 
EU’s Common Security and Defence 
Policy and defence capability deve-

lopment. Between 2007 and 2009 he 
worked also as National Armaments 
Director Representative at the Mission 
of Finland to NATO. From 2003 to 2006 
Mr Ruutu held different positions at the 
Ministry of Defence of Finland. Prior to 
civil service, he worked in the private 
sector, in an insurance company. He 
holds a Master‘s degree in Political 
Science (International Relations) from 
Helsinki University, Finland.

Dr Frank Sabath
Defence Research Insti-
tute for Protection Tech-
nologies (WIS), Chairman 
JCBRN Defence Capability 
Development Group

Dr Sabath is head of the directorate 
detection at the Bundeswehr Research 
Institute for Protective Technologies 
and NBC-Protection (WIS), Munster, 
Germany, and chair of the NATO Joint 
CBRN Defence Capability Development 
Group (JCBRND-CDG). He received the 
Dipl.-Ing. Degree in electrical enginee-
ring from the University of Paderborn, 
Paderborn, Germany, in 1993, and the 
Dr-Ing. degree from the Leibniz Univer-
sity of Hannover, Hannover, Germany, 
in 1998. 
Since 1998, he has been with the Bun-
deswehr Research Institute for Protec-
tive Technologies and NBC-Protection 
(WIS), Munster, Germany. From 1999 
to 2009, he served in various functions 
at the Bundeswehr Research Institute 
for Protective Technologies and NBC-
Protection. 
From 2009 to 2011, he served at the 
German Ministry of Defence as deputy 
branch head for “Network Enabled Ca-
pability” at the Armament Directorate 
IV 6 of the Federal Ministry of Defence, 
Armament Directorate IV 6. In 2011 he 
returned to the Bundeswehr Research 
Institute for Protective Technologies 
and NBC-Protection as head of the di-
rectorate on Balanced Nuclear Protec-
tion Measures and Nuclear Hardening, 
Electro-Magnetic Effects, Fire Protec-
tion of the. In 2017, he became head of 
the directorate on detection. 

Lieutenant General (ret) 
Arnaud Sainte-Claire Deville
Vice President Institutional 
Relations, Nexter Group, 
France
He joined the Saint-Cyr 

Military Academy in 1978. As a new 
graduate of the Staff College (109th 
class), he pursued his schooling at the 
Bundeswehr Führungsakademie (38th 
class) in Hamburg, Germany until 1997. 
After his assignment as CO of the third 
hussards regiment, he was appointed to 
the French-German brigade in Müllheim 
(Germany) as Chief of Staff in 2003. 
Subsequently, in 2005, he attended the 
55th class of the Higher Command and 
Staff Course as well as the 58th class of 
the college for Higher Defence Studies in 
Paris. 2006, he took up an assignment 
at the Defence Staff within the “ma-
nagement of military strategic studies” 
as assistant manager. Promoted to the 
rank of Brigadier 2008, he assumed 
command of the 2nd Armoured Brigade 
based in Orléans. 2010, he took over 
as Chief of Staff of the HQ Land Forces 
Command in Lille. 2012, he was pro-
moted to the rank of Major General just 
before taking command of the Écoles 
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militaires de Saumur and of the cavalry 
branch school. He was promoted to Li-
eutenant General in 2014, when he took 
command of HQ Land Forces Command. 
He has been deployed several times on 
overseas operations: he did a six-month 
tour as deputy to the head of the ope-
rational analysis cell within SFOR HQ in 
Sarajevo (Bosnia-Herzegovina). He was 
Chief of staff of the Kabul Multinatio-
nal Brigade deployed in Kabul from July 
2004 to February 2005. Then, he as-
sumed the appointment of commander 
Multinational Task Force-North in Ko-
sovo from September 2009 to January 
2010, during operation “Trident” within 
KFOR. He has been retired since 2017. 
LTG (ret) Sainte-Claire Deville currently is 
vice President Institutional Relations of 
Nexter Group, a company of KNDS.

Lieutenant General 
Martin Schelleis
Chief of the German Joint 
Support and Enabling 
Service
1978-1979 Basic training 

and Officer Course, Fuerstenfeldbruck 
(DEU); 1979-1983 Business Administra-
tion, Hochschule der Bundeswehr (Uni-
versity of the Armed Forces), Munich;
1983-1986 Pilot-Training, Sheppard AFB 
(USA), Fuerstenfeldbruck, Cottesmore 
(GBR) and Jever (DEU); 1993-1995 Ge-
neral Staff Course, General Command 
and Staff College, Hamburg (DEU); 
2002-2003 Base Commander Buechel 
AFB and Commander FBW 33, during 
that time Commander DEU Air Force 
Operations Wing 2 and Commander 
Kabul International Airport/ ISAF (AFG); 
2003-2005 Branch Chief Policy (Con-
cepts and Long-Term Developments), 
Air Staff MOD Bonn (DEU); 2006-2009 
Chief J5 Policy and Concepts Implemen-
tation Branch and Deputy Division Head 
J5, Joint Force Command HQ Brunssum 
(NLD), during that time 07’07 – 01’08 
Chief Information Coordination Branch 
and DEU SNR at HQ ISAF, Kabul, AFG. 
2009-2012 Assistant Chief of Staff Con-
cepts and Operations, Air Staff Division 
III, MOD, Air Staff, Bonn; 2011-2012 
Director Task Force Bundeswehr Re-ori-
entation, MOD, Bonn; 02012-2013 Di-
rector Organisation und Revision Staff, 
MOD, Bonn; 2013-2015 Commander Air 
Force Operational Forces Command, Co-
logne; 07/2015-09/2015 Commander 
Air Force Forces Command, Cologne;
Since Oct 6, 2015 in current position.

Major General  
Andreas Schick
Commander European 
Air Transport Command 
(EATC)
General Schick joined the 

German Air Force in 1980. After ear-
ning his wings as a jet pilot in 1985 
he served as pilot, instructor pilot and 
squadron leader in the Fighter Wing 
71 “Richthofen” for a period of eleven 
years. Subsequent to his graduation of 
the General Staff Course, he fulfilled va-
rious command staff posts and took on 
several leadership assignments in the 
German Air Force, including an interna-
tional posting at SHAPE, as military as-
sistant to SACEUR. In 2007, he became 
Base Commander of the Fighter Wing 
73 “Steinhoff” in Laage, during which 
time he was also deployed at ISAF HQ, 
Kabul as a CJ3 Air and Senior National 

Representative. From 2013 to 2014, he 
assumed the position of Branch Head 
Military Policy and Strategy formulation/
CHoD Representation in International 
Organizations at the Ministry of Defence, 
followed by the position of Director Fly-
ing Operations at the Air Force Forces 
Command in Cologne. He was deployed 
to operation “Counter Daesh” in Incirlik 
in 2015 as the first Commander of the 
DEU Contingent. He held the position as 
Chief of Staff at the European Air Trans-
port Command in Eindhoven Airbase 
from 2017-2020. In September 2020 
he assumed the role of commander of 
the EATC.

Andreas Schiel
Head of Business Unit 
Command & Control  
Systems and Joint Fire 
Support ESG Elektronik-
system- und Logistik-GmbH

Served 12 years in the German Artillery 
(last position: Battery Commander of the 
2/RakArtLBtl 52, Hermeskeil); Studied 
at the University of the Bundeswehr 
Hamburg, Business economics/busi-
ness informatics and at the University 
of Applied Science Hamburg: Master of 
Business Administration. Served in AFG 
in 2004 with ArtAufklBttr Kabul Multina-
tional Brigade (KMNB); Joined ESG in 
2008. Continuing education: as Project 
Management Professional (PMP) and 
as Offensive Security Certified Professi-
onal (OSCP). Several positions/projects 
within ESG (Senior Process Engineer & 
project manager). Actual position since 
2015: Head of Business Unit “Command 
& Control Systems and Joint Fire Support”

Colonel  
Klaus Werner Schiff
Commander Bundeswehr 
CBRN Command
Joined the German Armed 
Forces’ Armoured Corps in 

1979; From 1979 to 1984, officer trai-
ning and a Master‘s Degree in Education 
at the German Armed Forces University 
in Munich; In 1986, transfer from the 
Armoured to the CBRN Defence Corps;
Commanding Officer of a CBRN Batta-
lion from 2001 to 2004; Assignment in 
a multinational environment as CBRN 
Staff Officer at HQ Allied Forces Central 
Europe in Brunssum, NLD, and a tour 
of duty at HQ Allied Command Transfor-
mation (ACT) in Norfolk, Virginia, USA, 
from 2004 to 2006; Mission assign-
ments included a tour at HQ Stabiliza-
tion Forces (SFOR) in Sarajevo in 1997 
and two temporary appointments to the 
U.N. Military Staff in New York, USA, in 
2002 and 2003; Latest mission assign-
ment in 2013 (7 months) as CJ3/ CJ7 
at HQ NATO Training Mission Afghanistan 
(NTMA) in Kabul; From 2007-2009 Chief 
of the CBRN Defence Concept Section 
at the German NBC Defence and Self-
Protection School in Sonthofen, Bavaria, 
followed by the assignment Head of the 
Combat and Concept Development Di-
vision from 2009-2012; From 2013 to 
2014, Deputy and Chief of Staff of the 
German Joint CBRN Defence Command 
in Bruchsal, Baden-Wurttemberg;
From 2014 to 2018 Commandant of the 
German CBRN Defence, Safety and Envi-
ronmental Protection School in Sontho-
fen; Since September 2018 Commander 
of the Bundeswehr CBRN Defence Com-
mand in Bruchsal

Brigadier General (MC)  
Dr Nicole Schilling
Vice President Federal 
Office of Bundeswehr 
Personnel Management
In 1993, Schilling has joi-

ned the Bundeswehr. Afterwards she 
studied medicine at the University in 
Gießen, before being promoted to cap-
tain and serving as medical officer in the 
Bundeswehr Hospital in Hamm. After 
finishing the medical specialization, she 
led a German medical unit in the Nether-
lands. Before and after joining the Natio-
nal General/Admiral Staff Officer Course 
at the Bundeswehr Command and Staff 
College, she was part of the HR ma-
nagement of the medical officers at the 
Personalamt der Bundeswehr and later 
on at the Federal Ministry of Defence 
(MoD). In 2012 she changed office and 
served as staff officer for an Undersecre-
tary of Defence. After leading the office 
to manage a campaign to enhance the 
attractivity of the Bundeswehr, in 2014, 
she became commander of the Bundes-
wehr hospital in Westerstede in 2015. 
2017-2019, she was Branch Chief 
“Recruiting” at the MoD in Bonn. Since 
2019, Schilling is Vice President of the 
Federal Office of Bundeswehr Personnel 
Management in Cologne.

Helga Maria Schmid
Secretary General of the 
Organization for Security 
and Co-operation in  
Europe (OSCE)
Within the EU Institutions, 

Ms Schmid previously served Secretary 
General EEAS and before as the Depu-
ty Secretary General for Political Affairs 
(EEAS), and Director of the Policy Plan-
ning and Early Warning Unit of the High 
Representative for the CFSP (General 
Secretariat of the Council of the EU). 
Before joining the EU Institutions, Ms 
Schmid was the Head of the Political 
Staff of the German Federal Foreign Of-
fice, and Head of the Office of the Ger-
man Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Major General (MC)  
Dr Stephan Schoeps
Deputy Surgeon General 
of the Bundeswehr Joint 
Medical Service
1977 Joined the Bundes-

wehr as a Medical Service officer candi-
date in Munich Studied human medicine 
at Essen University;
1988-1990 Attended the 31st General 
Staff Officer Course (Army) at the Bun-
deswehr Command and Staff College, 
Hamburg;
2002-2005 ACOS G 3, Medical Forces 
Command, Bonn;
2003 Commander, Medical Task Force, 
DEUCONISAF 3, and Deputy Comman-
der (Medical), Kabul Multinational Bri-
gade;
2005-2008 Chief of Staff, Medical 
Forces Command, Koblenz;
2008-2010 Commander, Medical Ser-
vice Rapid Reaction Regiment “Ostfries-
land”, Leer 2009 Commander, Medical 
Task Force, DEUCONISAF 19 (Mazar-e-
Sharif) and Medical Adviser, Regional 
Command North;
2010-2012 Commandant, Bundeswehr 
Medical Academy, Munich;
2012-2014 Chief of Division II (Person-
nel Readiness; Leadership Development 
and Civic Education; Training; Health 

Care), Directorate-General for Forces 
Policy, FMOD;
2014-2016 Commander, Operational 
Medical Support Command;
since 1 Jan 2016 Deputy Surgeon Gene-
ral of the Bundeswehr and Commander 
of Health Facilities

Brigadier General 
Jaroslav Schön
Commander Joint 
Logistics Support Group 
Brunssum
General Schön was educa-

ted at the Civil Engineering High School 
Vsetin, Military Academy Brno and The 
Royal College of Defence Studies Lon-
don. He spent most of his service in 
the Czech Republic in Logistic Support 
and Maintenance Battalions. His staff 
positions included Senior Officer Mili-
tary Command West, various positions 
at Joint Force HQ that include: Branch 
Head Logistics/Operations, Department 
Head Logistic Support to Personnel and 
Infrastructure and ACOS G4. He was 
the Deputy Commander of the 4TH Lo-
gistic Support Battalion before taking 
command of the Battalion in 2003. He 
was the Deputy Director of Logistics 
Development Czech MOD, Branch Head 
Resources STRE NATO HQ, Department 
Head Logistics Plans/Operations Czech 
Armed Forces Logistics Agency, and 
Deputy Director MOD Support Division 
before promoting to Brigadier General. 
General Schön arrived at Joint Force 
Command Brunssum in Jul 2019 as 
the Senior Joint Logistic Support Group 
Advisor. On the 29 May 2020 he assu-
med the appointment of Commander 
Joint Logistic Support Group Brunssum 
(JLSGBS) following the NAC legal activa-
tion of the JLSGBS as an Independent 
Military HQ. He served on Operations as 
the Team Leader of the CIMIC Tactical 
Support Team SFOR in Bosnia and Her-
zegovina and later as the ACOS G1/G4 
HQ MNB(C) KFOR in Kosovo.

Vice Admiral  
Kay-Achim Schönbach
Chief of German Navy
1984 officer training and 
education, Mürwik Naval 
Academy, Flensburg; 

1985-1988 academic studies and gra-
duation in educational sciences, Bun-
deswehr University Hamburg ;
10/1999 to 09/2001 National Gene-
ral/Admiral Staff Officer Course, Bun-
deswehr Command and Staff College, 
Hamburg;
2006-2008 adjutant to the German 
Chief of Defence, Federal Ministry of De-
fence, Berlin;
2008-2010 Commanding Officer, frigate 
“Mecklenburg-Vorpommern”; 
2010-2012 lecturer, Bundeswehr Com-
mand and Staff College, Hamburg;
2012-2014 Commander, 4 Frigate Squa-
dron, Wilhelmshaven;
2014-2016 branch chief SE II 2, Directo-
rate-General for Strategy and Operations, 
Federal Ministry of Defence, Berlin;
2016 Commander, Standing NATO Mari-
time Group 2;
2017-2018 Commander, Naval Acade-
my Mürwik, Flensburg;
2018-2021 Deputy Director for Strategy 
and Operations, Federal Ministry of De-
fence, Berlin;
since 03/2021 Chief of the German 
Navy, Navy Command, Rostock
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Dr Germar Schröder
Partner PwC Strategy& 
(Germany) GmbH
Dr Schröder has been 
working for more than 20 
years as a strategy consul-

tant. He is a partner of PwC Strategy& 
and leads Strategy&‘s Public Sector 
team in Europe. The focus of his consul-
ting work is on security and defence. In 
his projects, he has supported capability 
development, personell/training, digiti-
zation, cyber and innovation as well as 
improvements of planning and procure-
ment in national and NATO contexts. He 
studied and completed his doctorate in 
theoretical physics at the University of 
Hamburg and at 0the Albert Einstein In-
stitute in Potsdam.

Alexander Schütterle
Vice President Sales 
EMEA, Cellebrite 
After completing extensive 
vocational training in elec-
tronics and setting up his 

own IT company, Alexander Schütterle 
began his career in the mobile commu-
nications sector over 15 years ago. St-
arting out at a software firm, he spent 
the next decade honing his expertise 
in business development and sales at 
two major global providers of mobile 
platforms, providing secure mobile com-
munication solutions for enterprise and 
government customers. In 2015, Mr 
Schütterle joined Cellebrite, the global 
leader for mobile forensics and digital 
intelligence. Following roles in business 
development and advanced solutions, 
he is now part of a team responsible for 
sales in the EMEA region. Here his focus 
is on the continuous expansion of the 
solution business. Due to his technical 
background and many years of experi-
ence, Schütterle is a respected authority 
on the subject of digital intelligence. 

Ambassador Jiří Šedivý 
PhD
Chief Executive, European 
Defence Agency (EDA), 
Congress President BSC 
2015-2017

Mr Šedivý has been Chief Executive of 
the European Defence Agency since May 
2020; Defence Minister of the Czech 
Republic (2006-2007); Deputy Defence 
Minister (2010-2012); NATO Assistant 
Secretary General for Defence Policy 
and Planning (2007-2010); Permanent 
Representative of the Czech Republic to 
NATO (2012-2019); Deputy Minister for 
European Affairs of the Czech Republic 
(2007); Special representative for resi-
lience and new threats, Czech Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs (2019-2020); 2004-
2006, Professor of Security Studies at 
the Marshall European Centre for Secu-
rity Studies.
Education: 1995-1999: Ph.D., Political 
Science, Charles University Prague; 
1993-1994: M.A., War Studies, King’s 
College London; 1990-1993: Public 
Exam (B.A. level), Political Science, 
Charles University Prague

Major General  
Göksel Sevindik
Chief of Staff NATO Com-
munications and Informa-
tion Agency (NCIA)
Prior to joining NCIA in April 

2019, General Sevindik served ten years 
at Turkish General Staff (TGS) in Ankara. 
First, he performed as CIS Requirement 
and Concepts Branch heads as of 2009. 
In 2015, he served as the Head of CIS 
Plans and Coordination Department. He 
was appointed as Head of CIS Division 
(J6) at TGS from 2017 to 2019. From 
2007 to 2009, he performed as Com-
mander of the CIS Regiment of the 3rd 
Corps (NRDC-T), Istanbul. Prior to assu-
ming this position, he worked within the 
Alliance as Configuration Management 
and Quality Control Branch Head at the 
NCIA in Mons. In 2003, he was assig-
ned to the Army CIS School and Training 
Centre, in Ankara, as the Commander of 
Demonstrations and Exercises Battali-
on. Between 2000 and 2003, he worked 
at NATO Consultation Command and 
Control Agency (NC3A), Brussels as the 
National Technical Expert. He graduated 
from Military Academy in 1984 as an 
electric and electronic engineer, and a 
signal officer.

Lieutenant General (ret) 
Steve Shepro 
Vice president, Commer-
cial Derivative Aircraft, 
Strike, Surveillance and 
Mobility, and Phantom 

Works Fixed Wing, Global Sales and 
Marketing, Boeing
His team’s portfolio spans Boeing’s 
fixed-wing defense aircraft. These in-
clude fighters, bombers, surveillance, 
transport, aerial refueling, multi-domain 
command and control, maritime patrol, 
airborne battle management systems, 
special air mission platforms, trainers, 
and future-generation systems. Prior to 
Boeing, Shepro was a U.S. Air Force Lieu-
tenant General and command pilot with 
more than 3,000 hours and 600 combat 
hours in fighters, helicopters and tactical 
airlift. 
He commanded multiple operational 
wings and served in numerous senior 
leader positions on the Joint Staff, Air 
Staff, Combatant Command and Allied 
Staff. He last served as the 21st Depu-
ty Chairman of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO), where he was a 
principal spokesman and steered poli-
cy, strategy, and decision-making in the 
military alliance in defense of nearly 
one billion citizens with over half of the 
world’s gross domestic product and de-
fense budget. 

Thomas Silberhorn
Parliamentary State 
Secretary to the Federal 
Minister of Defence
198-1992 Law studies 
in Erlangen, Munich and 

Bayreuth; 1992-1994 Legal trainee in 
Bamberg, Bayreuth, Paris and Brussels;
1994-2000 Research assistant at the 
Chair of Public Law, especially Interna-
tional and European Law, University of 
Bayreuth.
Political functions:
1998-2002 Member of the Federal Exe-
cutive Committee of the JU of Germany;
since 2002 Member of the Bamberg Dis-
trict Council; since 2002 Member of the 
German Bundestag; since 2005 Deputy 
District Chairman of the CSU of Upper 
Franconia;
2005-2013 Spokesman of the CSU 
parliamentary group in the German 
Bundestag for Foreign Affairs, Defence, 

EU Affairs, Economic Cooperation and 
Development, Human Rights and huma-
nitarian aid;
2009-2013 Chairman of the CDU/CSU 
parliamentary group in the Legal Affairs 
Committee of the German Bundestag;
2014 Deputy Chairman of the CDU/CSU 
Parliamentary Group for the Interior, Law 
and Consumer Protection;
2014-2018 Parliamentary State Secre-
tary to the Federal Minister for Economic 
Cooperation and Development.
Since 2018 Parliamentary State Secre-
tary to the Federal Minister of Defence

Péter Sztáray
State Secretary for Security 
Policy, Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs and Trade, Hungary
Péter Sztáray was appoin-
ted State Secretary for 

Security Policy in July 2018. Prior to this 
role, he served as Permanent Represen-
tative of Hungary to NATO in Brussels 
from 2013. He started his career at 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1993 
as Desk Officer for NATO and WEU. Bet-
ween 1996-2000 he served as Political 
Officer at the Permanent Representation 
of Hungary to NATO. Mr. Sztáray was ap-
pointed Deputy Director of the Western 
Europe Department in 2000. In 2002 he 
became Director of the Department for 
the Americas. From 2002 to 2003 Mr. 
Sztáray was Head of the NATO Section, 
then he served as Deputy Permanent 
Representative of Hungary to NATO until 
2007. He was appointed Deputy Director 
for Security Policy and Non-Proliferation 
Department in 2007 and he became 
Director of the Department in 2009. 
Mr. Sztáray served as Political Director, 
Deputy State Secretary in the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs from 2010 to 2013. 
In 1993 he graduated from the Faculty 
of Law of Eötvös Loránd University. Bet-
ween 1993-1994 he studied at the Vien-
na Diplomatic Academy.

Colonel Peter Tagesson
Head of Personnel  
Planning, SWE
Colonel Tagesson joined 
the Swedish Armed Forces 
in 1985. After exam from 

Swedish National Defence College, High 
staff Command Course promoted to 
lieutenant Colonel in 2005 and assig-
ned initially as deputy and thereafter as 
Head of operation (G3) at Army Tactical 
Command, responsible for coordinating 
national and international operations 
(2005-2009). Worked as Bn Comd. 
(2009-2012) responsible for unit trai-
ning and field command of two Bn of 
conscript personnel, followed by transiti-
on to enlisted personnel in 2011. Served 
as the Deputy Head of Training and Pro-
curement department, with responsibili-
ty of recruitment and armed forces basic 
training (2012-2017). This included re-
sponsibility for planning of reactivating 
Swedish Armed Forces conscript sys-
tem. Promoted to Colonel 2014. Interna-
tional service as rifle platoon leader in 
Macedonia (1993-1994). Mechanized 
company CO in Kosovo (2001-2002). 
Served as alternate member Neutral 
Nations Supervisory Command (NNSC) 
in Korea (2018-2019) Since December 
2019 he is serving as Head of Depart-
ment of Manpower Planning and Analy-
sis at Swedish Armed Forces HQ Human 
Resources Staff.

Major General (AF) 
Giandomenico Taricco
Director 4th Department 
Armament Programs Coor-
dination, Italian National 
Armaments Directorate

He Joined the Italian Air Force Acade-
my in 1983 and graduated in 1988. He 
took part in NATO operations in Former 
Yugoslavia and Kosovo in 1999. During 
his assignment in Piacenza, he held the 
post of Commander of the 416th and 
364th Flights, of the 155th Squadron 
and also the post of Chief of the Wing 
Operations Office. In the period from 
2008 to 2010 he commanded the 51st 
Wing, deploying to Afghanistan in sup-
port of ISAF operation. In 2010 he was 
assigned to the Joint Intelligence Centre 
where he served as Commander from 
2013 to 2016. In 2016 he assumed the 
position of Chief of Logistic Branch of 
the Italian Air Force General Staff. 2018 
he assumed the position of Chief of Eco-
nomic and Financial Branch. In date 10 
July 2018 he left the position of Chief of 
4th Department keeping the direction of 
the Economic and Financial Branch of 
the Italian Air Force General Staff. From 
1 March 2019, he has been appointed 
as Director of the 4th Department – Ar-
mament Programs Coordination within 
the Defence General Secretariat/Na-
tional Armament Directorate in Rome. 
He attended the 57th Course at the War 
School in Florence in 1993 and the 98th 
Senior Course at the NATO Defence Col-
lege in 2001. In 2011 he attended the 
International Intelligence Directors in 
the U.K. In 2017 he attended at Defence 
Resources Management Institute of the 
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey 
(CA) the Senior International Defence 
Management Course. General Taricco 
has a degree in Aeronautical Sciences, 
in Political Sciences-International Rela-
tions and a Master in Geopolitics eco-
nomic globalization and international 
institutions.

Marcel Taubert
Head of Division Defence, 
secunet Security Networks 
AG
Marcel Taubert is head of 
Divison Defence at secu-

net Security networks AG in Essen. He 
studied “Business Informatics” before 
earning an MBA and he looks back on 
more than 13 years of active service in 
the navy, most recently as a Navy Lieute-
nant. Over the years, his areas of respon-
sibility included software development 
for the tactics and procedures trainer 
of the Navy, central trade fair and event 
marketing for the Bundeswehr, press 
and public relations as well as security 
policy (cyber security, piracy and other 
topics). At Rohde and Schwarz Cyberse-
curity he was an executive assistant to 
the CEO and most recently Director IoT 
and Strategy Executive Officer. Taubert 
is involved in national associations on 
the subject of IT security and regularly 
holds specialist lectures in the field of 
cybersecurity.

Colonel (ret)  
Ralph D. Thiele
Chairman “Politisch-
Militärische Gesellschaft” 
(pmg), President EuroDe-
fence (Deutschland), CEO 

StratByrd Consulting
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Colonel (ret) Thiele is Chairman of the 
Berlin based Political-Military Society, 
President of EuroDéfense-Germany, and 
Managing Director of StratByrd Consul-
ting, Germany. He is Member Advisory 
Boards of the European Centre of Excel-
lence for Hybrid Threats, Finland, and of 
the German Employers Association, Ger-
many. Thiele brings 25 years’ experience 
in top national and international poli-
tical-military leadership and policy as-
signments. In his military career Colonel 
Thiele commanded troops up to the bat-
talion level; developed concepts and ca-
pability requirements in the German Mi-
nistry of Defence; drafted policy papers 
and speeches for Federal Presidents, 
Ministers of Defence, Major NATO Com-
manders and Service Chiefs; shaped as 
Commander Bundeswehr Transforma-
tion Command the Bundeswehr’s path 
towards network enabled capabilities. 
In his honorary and business functions 
he advices on Defence Innovation and 
Disruptive Technologies in times of di-
gital transformation. He has published 
numerous books and articles and is lec-
turing on defence and security issues on 
global scale.

Ali Vezvaei
Vice Chairman ECOLOG 
International
In 2019 Mr. Vezvaei has 
been appointed as the 
Chief Executive Officer and 

Member of the Management Board of 
Ecolog International. He is also serving 
as a Member of the Board of ND Ven-
ture. Prior to this, he served as the Presi-
dent & CEO of Bilfinger SE in the Middle 
East. In parallel, he led Tebodin Middle 
East (a Bilfinger Company). Earlier, he 
served as the President of Linde AG En-
gineering across the MENA, leading the 
firm’s business and companies in the 
region. Before joining the Linde Group, 
Mr. Vezvaei worked for over a decade at 
the German conglomerate, Siemens AG, 
where he held various regional and glo-
bal leadership positions such as the Glo-
bal Senior Vice President of Siemens Oil 
& Gas (SOG), Energy-Oil & Gas Division 
Cluster CEO in the MENA region and Sie-
mens Energy-Oil & Gas Division‘s Global 
Vice President for Strategy and Mergers 
& Acquisitions. He serves as the Mem-
ber of the Board of the Arab-German 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry. He 
has accomplished his Executive Educa-
tion at Harvard Business School as well 
as University of Oxford – Said Business 
School – and holds a Bachelor‘s Degree 
in Mechanical Engineering.

General Jörg Vollmer
Commander Allied Joint 
Force Command Brunssum
General Vollmer assumed 
command of Allied Joint 
Force Command Bruns-

sum on 22 April 2020. After joining 
the German Armed Forces in 1978 and 
completing his basic officer training, he 
graduated in Economics and Organiza-
tional Sciences at the University of the 
German Armed Forces, in Hamburg. In 
1983 he attended Staff College at Ham-
burg. Later, following attendance at the 
School of Advanced Military Studies in 
Leavenworth (USA), from 2001 to 2002, 
he became a Fellow in Advanced Opera-
tional Art. General Vollmer was Comman-
der Mechanized Infantry Brigade 37 in 

Frankenberg (2006-2010), Commander 
Specialized Operations Division in Stadt-
allendorf (2011-2014), and Commander 
Field Army/Vice Chief of the German 
Army (2014-2015) in Strausberg. From 
October 2010 he served as Chief of Staff 
of the 1st German/Netherlands Corps, 
in Münster, for a year. His command 
portfolio is further enhanced by two de-
ployments as Commander ISAF Regional 
Command North, in Afghanistan, bet-
ween 2009 and 2013. General Vollmer 
served as Chief of the German Army from 
2015 to 2020. His key staff assignments 
include Assistant Director (Operations 
and Intelligence) at the Armed Forces Of-
fice, Bonn, as well as Branch Chief “Army 
Concepts” (2004-2006) in the Army 
Staff at the Federal Ministry of Defence, 
also in Bonn (2002-2004).

Leendert van Bochoven
Executive member of the 
global leadership team for 
IBM’s Public Sector. 
He is the global segment 
leader for Defence and 

Intelligence. He is also leading IBM’s 
engagement with NATO and European 
Defence Agency. Before that, he has ser-
ved in different national and European 
positions and has been responsible for 
the solutions approach for Network Cen-
tric Operations as part of the IBM De-
fence team since 2003. In June 2015, 
Leendert became member of IBM’s In-
dustry Academy. The Industry Academy 
was established during IBM’s centennial 
year (2011). The goal is to help increase 
IBM’s industry capabilities internally, ad-
vance IBM’s industry thought leadership 
and brand recognition externally, and 
connect transformative insights across 
industries to deliver client transforma-
tion. Leendert is member of the Execu-
tive Committee of AFCEA and member 
of the board of the American Defense 
Industries Forum in Brussels. He has a 
degree in Business Economics from the 
Erasmus University in Rotterdam, the 
Netherlands.

Colonel (ret)  
Hubertus von Rohr
Coordinator BSC 2020
Colonel (ret.) von Rohr 
joined the German armed 
forces in 1974 as an officer 

candidate. Following officer training, he 
studied education, philosophy, socio-
logy and security policy at the Helmut-
Schmidt University in Hamburg and gra-
duated in1978. From 1995 to 1998 he 
was Commander of the armoured how-
itzer Artillery Battalion 115 in Neunburg 
v.W. After these appointments he was 
accredited as a Military Attaché to the 
Embassies of Germany in Hungary, Slo-
venia, and Albania for three years. In the 
Federal Ministry of Defence, he worked 
on the Peacetime Establishments of 
the High Rapid Deployable Corps and 
afterwards he became Commander of 
the Artillery Brigade/Regiment 100 in 
Mühlhausen/Thuringia. In his last ap-
pointment from 2009 to 2016 he was 
the Head of Protocol in the Federal Mi-
nistry of Defence. Since his retirement, 
he has been working independently as 
a consultant in the congress and event 
management. Since 2018, he has been 
responsible for the Berlin Security Con-
ference/Congress on European Security 
and Defence.

Colonel Vladimír Vyklický
Research Fellow, Centre 
for Security and Military 
Strategy Studies, Defence 
University in Brno, Czech 
Republic

Colonel Vyklický is a senior researcher 
in the Centre for Security and Military 
Strategic Studies of the University of 
Defence in Brno. His research generally 
focuses on defence planning, especially 
capability planning and development. 
His professional career includes 32 ye-
ars of military service, including staffing 
posts at the Czech AF HQ and the Gene-
ral Staff. From 2005 to 2008 he repre-
sented the Czech Republic at the NATO 
HQ as an Air Defence representative. 
From 2015 to 2018 he was positioned 
as a Senior Military Officer in the Inter-
national Military Staff (NATO HQ) dealing 
with cooperation with international orga-
nisations and NGOs. He represented the 
Czech Republic in NAPMO, NAMDC and 
EUROCONTROL. As the Head of Air Traf-
fic Controllers and Radar Surveillance 
units, he participated in the elaboration 
of several conceptual documents at the 
strategic level, such as the Military Stra-
tegy, the White Paper on Defence, and 
the Concept for the Development of the 
Armed Forces

Dr Detlef Wächter
Political Director at the Fe-
deral Ministry of Defence 
Studied history, political 
science and law. Master 
of Philosophy, Cambridge 

(UK), 1990; Dr. Phil., Rheinische Fried-
rich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn, 1993.
1994-1995 Entry into the Foreign Ser-
vice, Diplomatic Academy Bonn;
1995-997 Desk officer at the Federal 
Foreign Office; 1997-1999 Embassy of 
the Federal Republic of Germany in Cai-
ro, Egypt; 1999-2002 Embassy of the 
Federal Republic of Germany in Helsinki, 
Finland; 2002-2005 Political Section at 
the Federal Foreign Office;
2005-2007 Permanent Mission of the 
Federal Republic of Germany to NATO;
2007-2010 Deputy Head of Division in 
the Security Policy Department in the 
Federal Chancellery (focus on security 
policy in the USA and Canada, Western 
Europe and Turkey);
2010-2014 Embassy of the Federal Re-
public of Germany in Washington D.C., 
USA; 2014-2015 Head of Division North 
America at the Federal Foreign Office;
2015-2017 Head of Division in the Se-
curity Policy Department in the Federal 
Chancellery (focus on security policy in 
the USA and Canada, Western Europe 
and Turkey); 2017-2019 Ambassador of 
the Federal Republic of Germany in Dar 
es Salaam, Tanzania;
Since 2019 Political Director at the Fe-
deral Ministry of Defence

Lieutenant General 
Jürgen Weigt
Deputy Chief of the 
German Joint Support and 
Enabling Service
He was trained as officer in 

Tank Battalion 144 in Koblenz, studies 
in education at the Bundeswehr Univer-
sity in Hamburg and graduated in 1982. 
He held various tactical assignments 
such as platoon leader and company 
commander. He Graduated the 33rd Ge-
neral Staff Course at the Führungsaka-

demie in Hamburg, held the post as G3 
Staff Officer of Tank Brigade 34 in Diez 
and was Commander of Tank Battalion 
203 in Hemer. He was Commander of 
Armoured Brigade 21 “Lipperland” in 
Augustdorf . As a Brigadier General, he 
was deployed abroad with the brigade 
in Afghanistan within the framework 
of ISAF in 2008. He was Commander 
Army Officers’ School in Dresden (2011-
2013) and afterwards  Commander of 
the Centre Innere Führung in Koblenz. 
As Lieutenant General he was Chief of 
Staff of the Mission Resolute Support  
in Kabul from 2016-2017. He was the 
Commanding General EUROCORPS in 
Strasbourg(2017-2019). Since 1st Octo-
ber 2019 he has been Deputy Chief of 
the German Joint Support and Enabling 
Service.

Lieutenant General 
Martin Wijnen
Commander of the Royal 
Netherlands Army
Martin Wijnen graduated 
as best man from the Royal 

Military Academy in 1989 and was pos-
ted to 41 Armoured Engineer Company 
in Germany as a Lieutenant. After com-
pleting the Netherlands Command and 
General Staff Officers Course, he served 
as Staff Officer Plans Integration in the 
Army Staff. In 2000, he attended the 
US Army Command and General Staff 
Officers Course in Leavenworth, Kansas, 
obtaining the title of ‘Master of Military 
Art and Science (MMAS)’. After the at-
tacks on 9/11, he was appointed as liai-
son officer to HQ USCENTCOM in Tampa, 
Florida, for Operation Enduring Freedom 
and the ISAF mission in Afghanistan. In 
May 2009, he deployed to Afghanistan 
as Chief of the Plans Branch for HQ ISAF 
Regional Command South. He then at-
tended the Advanced Defence Course 
at the Netherlands Institute for Interna-
tional Relations, Clingendael. Promoted 
to Brigadier General in 2012, he was ap-
pointed as Deputy Director Plans within 
the Defence Staff. In 2014, he took over 
command of 43 Mechanized Brigade 
in Havelte and in 2016 he became the 
Deputy Commander of the Royal Nether-
lands Army in the rank of Major General. 
A year and a half later, he promoted to 
Lieutenant General upon accepting the 
role of Vice Chief of Defence. In August 
2019, Lieutenant General Wijnen assu-
med command of the Royal Netherlands 
Army.

Dr Jan Wille
Partner and Managing 
Director at PwC Strategy& 
(Germany) GmbH
Dr Jan Wille is a partner 
and managing director at 

PwC Strategy& and advises in particular 
in the security and defence sector. One 
his areas of expertise is procurement 
and large-scale program management, 
particularly in view of the challenges of 
increasing digitalization. In this context, 
he also supports capability development 
in large armaments programs. His most 
recent publications are studies on the 
future of the German defence industry 
and the effects of Covid-19 on the de-
fence sector. Prior his consulting career, 
Dr Wille was an officer in the German 
Armed Forces, has studied industrial en-
gineering and received his doctorate as 
a mechanical engineer. 
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Lieutenant General 
Slawomir Wojciechowski 
PhD
Commanding General of 
Multinational Corps North 
East

Education:
National Defence University in Warsaw, 
Command/Staff Studies at the Faculty 
of Land Forces, graduated with a diplo-
ma (1993-1995);
US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks - 
Joined Force Land Component Comman-
der Course, Centre for Strategic Leader-
ship US Army War College (2017);
War Studies University in Warsaw, Nati-
onal Security Department, PhD in Social 
Science and Security (2017).
Military career in Poland:
Commander of 17th Mechanised Brigade 
(2008-2012);
Deputy Chief in the Operational Planning 
Directorate – J3 of the General Staff of 
the Armed Forces (2012-2013);
Strategy and Defence Planning Depart-
ment in the Ministry of National Defence 
(2013-2015);
Deputy Operational Commander of the 
Polish Armed Forces (2015-2016);
Operational Commander of the Polish 
Armed Forces (2017-2018);
Commander of Multinational Corps 
Northeast (2018-present).
Service in contingents and EU:
Commander Task Force White Eagle in 
the 9th shift of the Polish Military Contin-
gent in Afghanistan (2011); 
Commander EU Battlegroup (2009-
2010);
Chief of Staff of the Multinational Divisi-
on Central-South in the 4th shift of the 
Polish Military Contingent in Iraq (2004-
2005)

Major General (ret) 
Reinhard Wolski
Chairman BSC 2020
General Wolski started his 
military career in 1974 at 
27 Airborne Brigade. In 

1977, he graduated from the University 
of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg 
with a degree in Air and Space Technolo-
gy. Following initial flight training (UH-1H) 
at Fort Rucker, Alabama, U.S., In 1989, 
he completed his Command and Gene-

ral Staff Training at the Federal Armed 
Forces Command and General Staff 
College, Hamburg. In 1991, he attended 
the Army Command and Staff Course, 
Camberley, U.K. In 2002 General Wolski 
attended the Higher Command and Staff 
Course at the Joint Services Command 
and Staff College, Shrivenham, U.K. He 
then served as Chief of Staff, Airmobi-
le Division, Würzburg, Germany until 
2003 and within that time he deployed 
as Chief CJ3/5/9 to NATO’s HQ SFOR, 
Butmir, Sarajevo (July-December). Upon 
his return, General Wolski was assig-
ned as Commander, 1st Air Mechanized 
Brigade, Fritzlar, Germany and promo-
ted to Brigadier General in 2005. From 
2005 to 2006 General Wolski was the 
Deputy Chief of Staff Operations, NATO’s 
HQ KFOR, Film City in Pristina, Kosovo, 
followed by a re-assignment as Deputy 
Commander, Airmobile Division, Würz-
burg until 2009. He then served as Di-
rector German Army Air Corps and Com-
mander German Army Aviation School 
in Bückeburg, from 2009 to 2013. In 
May 2013, he deployed to Afghanistan 
as NATO‘s HQ ISAF Deputy Chief of Staff 
Resources. He was promoted to Major 
General on July 2013 in Mazar-I-Sharif, 
Afghanistan. General Wolski became 
NATO Joint Warfare Centre‘s seventh 
Commander in 2014 until 21 July 2016. 
Finally, he was Commanding General of 
German Army Concepts and Capabili-
ties Development Centre from 2016 to 
2019.

General Eberhard Zorn
Chief of Defence, Federal 
Ministry of Defence, 
Germany
1978 Entry into the Bun-
deswehr at the Artillery 

School, Idar-Oberstein; 1979-1983 
Artillery Officer Training and Course of 
Study in Economics and Organizational 
Sciences at the Bundeswehr University, 
Hamburg; 1991-1993 Attendance of the 
34th General Staff Officer Course at the 
Bundeswehr Command and Staff Col-
lege, Hamburg;
1993-1995 French General Staff Officer 
Course (CSEM/CID), PARIS; 
1999-2001 Commander, Field Artillery/
Armoured Artillery Battalion 295, Im-

mendingen; deployment as G 3, HQ Mul-
tinational Division South-East, Mostar, 
SFOR; 2004-2005 Branch Chief Plans/
Operations/Organization (G 3) Opera-
tions and Training Directorate, German 
Army Forces Command, Koblenz;
2005-2007 ACOS Plans/Operations/ 
Organization (G 3), German Army Forces 
Command, Koblenz;
2007-2009 Branch Chief Army Staff I 1 
(Personnel Policy Matters/Leadership 
Development and Civic Education), Fe-
deral Ministry of Defence, Bonn;
2009-2010 Chief of the Army Staff Bran-
ch Z (Central Tasks), Federal Ministry of 
Defence, Bonn;
2010-2012 Commander of Airborne Bri-
gade 26 “Saarland”, Saarlouis
2012-2014 Head of Office of the Chief of 
Defence, Berlin;
2014-2015 Commander, Rapid Respon-
se Forces Division (DSK), Stadtallendorf;
2015-2017 Director Forces Policy, Minis-
try of Defence, Berlin;
2017-2018 Director-General for Person-
nel, Ministry of Defence, Berlin;
Since 19th April 2018 6th Chief of De-
fence, Ministry of Defence, Berlin

Lieutenant General 
Jaromír Zůna PhD
MSc., Ph.D. Deputy 
Chief of Defence, Czech 
Republic
General Zůna serves as 

the 1st Deputy of the Chief of the Ge-
neral Staff of the Czech Armed Forces. 
During his career he occupied various 
command and staff positions including 
Chief of Staff of the Training and Doctri-
ne Command, Commander of the Trai-
ning command and Military Academy, 
Director of the Logistics Agency and 
Director of the Support Division of the 
MOD/GS. His international experience 
includes deployments in NATO opera-
tions IFOR/SFOR. Between the years 
2001-2002 he served as the Senior Li-
aison Officer to the U.S. Army TRADOC 
in Fort Monroe and 2010-2013 as the 
Chief of Staff and Deputy Commander of 
the NATO Joint Force Training Centre in 
Bydgoszcz. LTG Zůna attended the U.S. 
Army Infantry School in Fort Benning, 
Command General and Staff College in 
Fort Leavenworth, National Defence Uni-

versity in Washington and Joint Forces 
Staff College in Norfolk. He holds Ph.D. 
in defence management and security 
studies from the University of Defence in 
Brno and Master Degree in Automotive 
Engineering from Military University of 
the Ground Forces in Vyskov, National 
Security Strategy from National Defence 
University in Washington and Interna-
tional Relations and European Studies 
from Metropolitan University in Prague.

Dr Pavel Zůna
Director of the Collabora-
tion Support Office, NATO 
Science and Technology 
Organization
Dr Zůna serves as the Di-

rector, NATO Science and Technology Or-
ganization (STO) Collaboration Support 
Office in Neuilly-sur-Seine, France since 
1 July 2018. He is a retired Colonel with 
a 30-year active military service career. 
He served in different staff and com-
manding positions in the Czech Republic 
Ground Forces up to the regiment level 
and was involved in military intelligence 
for 20 years. He served as the Head of 
the Military Diplomacy Branch and As-
sistant Defence Attaché to Belgium, as 
well as Defence Attaché to the U.K. He 
retired as Deputy Director of the Military 
Counterintelligence and Military Intel-
ligence Service in 2005. After retiring 
from active military service, he worked 
as analyst and Head of office at the 
Doctrine Institute, Training Command 
– Military Academy. From 2010 until 
2018, he assumed the position of Head 
of the Life-Long Learning Department 
at the University of Defence in Brno. He 
represented the Czech Republic Minis-
try of Defence on the NATO STO System 
Analysis and Studies Panel where he 
served as Vice-Chairman and Chairman 
from 2014 to 2018. Dr Zůna earned a 
Master‘s degree in Chemistry, specializi-
ng in CBRN, from the Ground Forces Uni-
versity of Vyškov in 1984, a post-gradu-
ate degree in Information Management 
and Intelligence from the Military Acade-
my of Brno in 1990, a Master’s degree in 
Strategic Studies from the US Army War 
College in 2006, and a Doctorate degree 
in Economics and Management from the 
Defence University of Brno in 2012.
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Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, 
space and related services. In 2019, 
it generated revenues of € 70 billion 
and employed a workforce of around 
135,000. Airbus offers the most com-
prehensive range of passenger air-
liners. Airbus is also a European leader 
providing tanker, combat, transport and 
mission aircraft, as well as one of the 
world’s leading space companies. In 
helicopters, Airbus provides the most 
efficient civil and military rotorcraft so-
lutions worldwide.

Aleph Alpha
Aleph Alpha is an independent and 
privately owned start-up for a new ge-
neration of AI (artificial intelligence) 
technologies. Founded by industry ex-
perts, combining world-class AI R&D 
experience with veteran knowledge on 
the German security and defence do-
main, the team is focusing on innova-
ting towards European AI sovereignty. 
Aleph Alpha is working with public sec-
tor and security applications, enabling 
next generation use cases based on a 
European Artificial General Intelligence 
(AGI).

Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital trans-
formation with 110,000 employees in 
73 countries and annual revenue of 
€ 12 billion. European number one in 
Cloud, Cybersecurity and High-Perfor-
mance Computing, the Group provides 
end-to-end Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud, 
Big Data, Business Applications and Di-
gital Workplace solutions. The Group is 
the Worldwide Information Technology 
Partner for the Olympic & Paralympic 
Games and operates under the brands 
Atos, Atos|Syntel, and Unify. Atos is a 
SE (Societas Europaea), listed on the 
CAC40 Paris stock index. The purpose 
of Atos is to help design the future of 
the information space. Its expertise 
and services support the development 
of knowledge, education and research 
in a multicultural approach and contri-
bute to the development of scientific 
and technological excellence. Across 
the world, the Group enables its custo-
mers and employees, and members of 
societies at large to live, work and de-
velop sustainably, in a safe and secure 
information space.

BDSV
The BDSV represents the interests of 
the German Security and Defence In-
dustry nationally and internationally. 
The German Security and Defence In-
dustry (SDI) consists of major globally 
operating companies as well as highly 
innovative SMEs. All member compa-
nies are privately held and profit ori-
ented. The BDSV itself is member of 
the Federation of German Industries 
(BDI), the Aerospace and Defence In-
dustries Association of Europe (ASD) 

and the NATO Industrial Advisory Group 
(NIAG). The member companies of the 
BDSV are highly qualified suppliers and 
partners of the German Armed Forces 
(Bundeswehr) and of the ministries ent-
rusted with responsibilities regarding 
national security. Our industry is an 
indispensable part of German security 
interests and contributes to the protec-
tion and security of Germany’s citizens. 
The member companies of the BDSV 
are committed to intensify international 
and European security and defence co-
operation.

Bechtle
Bechtle AG is one of Europe’s leading 
IT providers, with 75 system houses in 
Germany, Austria and Switzerland as 
well as 24 e-commerce subsidiaries 
in 14 European countries. Founded in 
1983, the company is headquartered 
in the southern German town of Ne-
ckarsulm and currently employs some 
12,000 people. Bechtle provides more 
than 70,000 customers from the indus-
trial, trade, financial and public sectors 
with a comprehensive, vendor-neutral 
portfolio that covers all aspects of IT 
infrastructure and operation. Bechtle 
is listed on the MDAX and TecDAX inde-
xes. In 2019, the company generated 
revenues of over 5.37 billion euros.  
Read more at: bechtle.com

Boeing
Boeing is the world‘s largest aerospace 
company and leading manufacturer of 
commercial jetliners, defence, space 
and security systems, and service 
provider of aftermarket support. As 
America‘s biggest manufacturing expor-
ter, the company supports airlines and 
U.S. and allied government customers 
in more than 150 countries. Boeing 
products and tailored services include 
commercial and military aircraft, satel-
lites, launch systems, advanced infor-
mation and communication systems, 
and performance-based logistics and 
training. Fighter jets, rotorcraft, em-
bedded product support, cyber security 
products, surveillance suites, advanced 
weapons, missile defence and commer-
cial aircraft derivatives all fit in Boeing‘s 
portfolio.

Computacenter
Computacenter is Europe‘s leading 
independent provider of IT infrastruc-
ture services, enabling users and their 
business. We advise organisations on 
IT strategy, implement the most appro-
priate technology, optimise its perfor-
mance, and manage our customers’ 
infrastructures. In doing this we help 
CIOs and IT departments in enterprise 
and corporate organisations maximise 
productivity and the business value 
of IT for internal and external users. 
Computacenter provides user support, 
the best devices, and secure provision 
of applications and data to support 
individual working styles and improve 

Exhibitors and sponsors
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collaboration. To achieve this, we assist 
with consulting as well as the imple-
mentation and operation of networks 
and datacentre infrastructures on or off 
customers’ premises and in the cloud. 
Visit us at the Berlin Security Confe-
rence or contact Dirk.Moede@compu-
tacenter.com

Cyber Akademie
The Cyber Akademie GmbH is an inde-
pendent education and training centre 
in the field of secure digitisation in 
government, business and society, IT 
security and data protection. The Cyber 
Akademie is a competence centre that 
brings together experts and leaders 
from business, government, public sec-
tor, science, and organisations. 
The Cyber Akademie provides a plat-
form to develop and discuss IT security 
strategies and action-oriented solutions 
in the field of IT security and data pro-
tection. 
In addition to organise and host events 
(conferences, theme workshops, dis-
cussion groups), the Cyber Academy’s 
portfolio includes more than 50 IT se-
curity and data protection training se-
minars, which are divided into law and 
regulation, organization, engineering 
and personal certification. In addition, 
the Cyber Academy offers special trai-
nings in the areas of emergency and 
crisis management, network defence or 
cyber defence simulation.

Damen
Damen Naval is the naval shipbuilding 
division of Damen Shipyards Group. 
With roots stretching back over 140 
years Damen Naval has a rich tradition 
in naval shipbuilding and has delivered 
over 400 vessels since 1875. 
Today, Damen Naval operates yards 
and specialist engineering companies 
in both the Netherlands and other Eu-
ropean countries and additionally con-
structs vessels at non-Damen locations 
of clients’ choosing. Damen Naval is 
proud of its long tradition of serving 
the Royal Netherlands Navy (RNLN), the 
launching customer of eight successi-
ve generations of Damen Combatants. 
This relationship continues today; 
Damen Naval has recently secured 
the contract to build the RNLN’s new 
Combat Support Ship. Damen Naval is 
a trusted partner in the international 
marketplace, designing, building and 
integrating naval vessels for customers 
all around the world. 
Most recent example is the MKS 180 
programme for the German Navy. On 
June 19th Damen Shipyards Group and 
the German BAAINBw signed the con-
tract for the design and construction of 
four MKS-180 frigates.

Ecolog
Enabling our clients to focus on their 
operation by taking care of their needs, 
is our leading philosophy at Ecolog. Pro-
viding services and solutions in a wide 
range of environments, including some 
of the world’s most remote and challen-

ging locations, is our commitment. Our 
determination to create and maintain 
comfort, even in a daily changing envi-
ronment and to provide our customers 
with customized turn-key solutions, 
drove us to further expand our portfolio 
from a single service provider to a full-
fledged integrated and smart service 
provider for large operations; revolutio-
nizing a dispersed market into a united 
one. Our experience, dedication and 
expertise of more than two decades 
has enabled us to become the most re-
liable partner in providing a wide range 
of services that include support servi-
ces, industrial & facility management 
services, food logistics and men-power 
dynamic changes. Following the deve-
lopment of the markets, we conceptu-
alized the challenges that arose with it 
and developed solutions that include 
cyber security & digital, infrastructure 
projects development, Eco-City and re-
tail. Through our global expansion we 
have built solid partnerships with com-
mercial organizations, as well as with 
governmental, non-governmental & in-
tergovernmental organizations.

Emergent
Emergent BioSolutions Inc. is a global 
life sciences company whose mission 
is to protect and enhance life. Through 
our specialty products and contract de-
velopment and manufacturing services, 
we are dedicated to providing solutions 
that address public health threats. Our 
medical countermeasure products tar-
get biological and chemical threats, as 
well as emerging infectious diseases. 
Emergent’s core mission is focused on 
the goal of developing, manufacturing, 
and delivering vaccines, therapeutics, 
and devices to protect or treat military 
and civilian populations. Since 1998, 
Emergent has had extensive experience 
in working with global government part-
ners to prepare against CBRN threats. 
We aspire to deliver peace of mind in an 
uncertain world. In working together, we 
envision protecting or enhancing 1 billi-
on lives by 2030. For more information 
visit www.emergentbiosolutions.com.

ESG
ESG Elektroniksystem- und Logistik-
GmbH has been one of the leading Ger-
man companies for the development, 
design, integration, operation and 
support of complex, security-related 
systems, mission equipment, software 
and IT. In addition, ESG is a certified 
aviation company for aircraft and avi-
ation equipment for the Bundeswehr 
(German Federal Armed Forces) and an 
aviation engineering company in line 
with EASA Part 21J, LBA Part G and LBA 
Part 145. Independence, entrepreneu-
rial spirit and a profound domain know-
ledge are the core of its corporate DNA. 
As a reliable technology and innovation 
partner for the German Federal Armed 
Forces, government authorities and in-
dustry, ESG has been providing tailor-
made, customer-specific solutions, 
services and products for security in a 
networked world for over 50 years.

General Atomics Aeronautical
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, 
Inc. (GA-ASI), an affiliate of family-ow-
ned General Atomics, is a leading de-
signer and manufacturer of proven and 
reliable Remotely Piloted Aircraft Sys-
tems (RPAS) such as the type-certifiable 
MQ-9B SkyGuardian and SeaGuardian. 
The product portfolio further includes 
sensors and mission systems, such 
as the Lynx® Multi-mode Radar, the 
world’s first operational Detect and Avo-
id System for RPAS, a variety of ground 
control stations and sensor control/
image analysis software. The company 
also offers pilot training and support 
services. Celebrating over 25 years of 
aviation innovation, GA-ASI provides 
long-endurance, multi-mission capable 
aircraft with integrated sensor and data 
link systems required to deliver per-
sistent flight and enabling situational 
awareness. For more information, visit 
www.ga-asi.com.

General Dynamics European Land 
Systems
General Dynamics European Land Sys-
tems-Deutschland GmbH, headquarte-
red in Berlin, concentrates the activities 
of General Dynamics European Land 
Systems (GDELS) in Germany. GDELS, 
a European company of the General 
Dynamics Corporation with more than 
2400 employees, is one of the leading 
manufacturers in the field of ground-
based vehicle and combat systems with 
production sites and offices throughout 
Europe. The product portfolio inclu-
des protected wheeled and tracked 
vehicles (ASCOD/PIRANHA/EAGLE), 
(amphibious) bridge and ferry systems 
(M3/IRB) and mobile bridges. With 
more than 4500 European suppliers 
and partners, GDELS reliably supports 
its 45 customers worldwide. 20 NATO 
and EU member states rely on GDELS 
products and services. The German 
Armed Forces have been successfully 
using the light tactical vehicle EAGLE 
and bridge systems (M3, FSB, BIBER) 
for years. In 2018, GDELS expanded its 
service business by the acquisition of 
FWW Fahrzeugwerk GmbH, a certified 
maintenance, repair and service com-
pany for military vehicles and equip-
ment based in Neubrandenburg. Today, 
GDELS employs around 600 workers in 
Germany.

IBM
From digital business to cognitive busi-
ness – to assist companies of all sizes 
with the digital transformation of their 
business models and to harness the 
opportunities that digitalization offers 
them, IBM is focused on the growth 
initiatives Business Analytics, Cloud 
Computing, Mobile Enterprise, Social 
Business and Security. These stra-
tegic areas are for IBM the basis of 
both its constantly expanding solution 
portfolio and its progressive transfor-
mation into a cognitive solutions and 
cloud platform provider. Innovation is 
the core of the IBM strategy. With the 
IBM Watson Group, newly launched in 

January 2014, IBM underscores the 
importance of cognitive computing for 
the company in a new era of IT systems 
that can learn, argue and interact with 
humans in natural language. The cogni-
tive system IBM Watson was designed 
to handle the analysis, evaluation and 
interpretation of enormous amounts 
of unstructured data in fractions of a 
second on the basis of natural langua-
ge. It is able to collect information from 
data independently and to draw conclu-
sions from it.

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) is 
Israel‘s largest Defence Company and 
a global leader in the development and 
manufacturing of advanced systems for 
air, space, marine, ground, and cyber 
applications, for the military-defence as 
well as for the civilian markets. Positi-
oned in the forefront of technology, IAI 
has developed throughout the decades 
of its existence a broad range of breakt-
hrough products and systems that help 
advance Israel’s national security as 
well as industrial, technological and 
economic standing. IAI was founded in 
1953 as an aircraft maintenance com-
pany. From an early stage, it worked 
closely with Israel’s Air Force, fulfilling 
its evolving needs, thus contributing to 
the defence of the young state besie-
ged by its neighbouring countries. Since 
the 1950‘s, IAI has been expanding in 
multiple directions, becoming a natio-
nal know-how centre and authority on 
aerial defence, missilery, radar, satelli-
tes, unmanned vehicles, civil aviation, 
intelligence systems and cyber. IAI‘s 
profound involvement in the design and 
manufacturing of advanced defence 
system for Israel’s national security has 
won it dozens of Israel Defence Prizes.

McAfee
McAfee is the device-to-cloud cyberse-
curity company. Inspired by the power 
of working together, McAfee creates 
business and consumer solutions that 
make our world a safer place. By buil-
ding solutions that work with other 
companies’ products, McAfee helps 
businesses orchestrate cyber environ-
ments that are truly integrated, where 
protection, detection and correction of 
threats happen simultaneously and col-
laboratively. By protecting consumers 
across all their devices, McAfee secures 
their digital lifestyle at home and away. 
By working with other security players, 
McAfee is leading the effort to unite 
against cybercriminals for the benefit 
of all.

MSAB
Mobile technology changes the world. 
There are billions of mobile devices 
such as phones, tablets, GPS units 
and watches. Even where there are no 
computers, people use mobiles. Whe-
rever we go, whatever we do, we bring 
our mobile devices. This is also true for 
people who break the rules of society. 
They use mobile devices and that can 
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be a good thing. Mobile technology 
leaves traces, like digital footprints. 
These can reveal a hidden world – a 
fragmented world at times, but a world 
that points to the truth. It is our task 
to help our customers search for that 
truth, in order to make the world a safer 
place. MSAB takes responsibility for de-
livering the best possible solutions for 
mobile forensics. This means that we 
also stay ahead of the game; with our 
products and services, with our vision 
and energy, with our people and how we 
do things. We are the pioneers of our 
industry. Our promise is simple: MSAB 
– When you want to stay ahead.

Nexter
Nexter (company of KNDS) is a systems 
architect and integrator providing ar-
med forces around the world with high-
end systems (design, development, 
production and support). Nexter is the 
main supplier of the French Army and 
a key player of it‘s future backbone: the 
SCORPION program. SCORPION has 
also already been adopted by the Bel-
gian Land Forces. 
Nexter’s portfolio includes armoured 
vehicles (LECLERC MBT, TITUS®, VBCI), 
artillery systems, (CAESAR®, 105LG1), 
as well as turrets & canons (20-40mm). 
Nexter is also a main European player 

in ammunition (20-155mm /smart 
ammo. BONUS). Nexter also offers digi-
tal and robotic solutions. In 2018, the 
French and German governments laun-
ched the Main Ground Combat System 
(MGCS) program, aiming at developing 
the European multiplatform tank of the 
future. Considering the experience of 
KNDS (Nexter + KMW), the company is 
a central player in this project.

PwC
Our clients face diverse challenges, 
strive to put new ideas into practice and 
seek expert advice. They turn to us for 
comprehensive support and practical 
solutions that deliver maximum value. 
Whether for a global player, a family 
business or a public institution, we le-
verage all of our assets: experience, 
industry knowledge, high standards of 
quality, commitment to innovation and 
the resources of our expert network 
in 157 countries. Building a trusting 
and cooperative relationship with our 
clients is particularly important to us – 
the better we know and understand our 
clients’ needs, the more effectively we 
can support them. 
PwC. Nearly 12,000 dedicated people 
at 21 locations. € 2.3 billion in turnover. 
The leading auditing and consulting 
firm in Germany.

RSA
RSA provides business-driven security 
solutions that enable organizations to 
take a unified approach to digital risk 
management based on integrated visi-
bility, automated insight and coordina-
ted action. RSA solutions are designed 
to enable organizations to effectively 
detect and defend against complex 
attacks, manage user access control, 
and reduce business risk, fraud and 
cybercrime. 
RSA protects millions of users around 
the world and helps more than 90 per-
cent of Fortune 500 companies suc-
ceed and continuously adapt to trans-
formation changes. More information 
on www.rsa.com.

Samsung
Samsung is committed to complying 
with local laws and regulations as well 
as applying a strict global code of con-
duct to all employees. It believes that 
ethical management is not only a tool 
for responding to the rapid changes 
in the global business environment, 
but also a vehicle for building trust 
with its various stakeholders including 
customers, shareholders, employees, 
business partners and local communi-

ties. With an aim to become one of the 
most ethical companies in the world, 
Samsung continues to train its emplo-
yees and operate monitoring systems, 
while practicing fair and transparent 
corporate management. 
The Vision 2020 is at the core of our 
commitment to create a better world 
full of richer digital experiences, 
through innovative technology and pro-
ducts. The goal of the vision is to be-
come a beloved brand, an innovative 
company, and an admired company. 
For this, we dedicate our efforts to crea-
tivity and innovation, shared value with 
our partners, and our great people. We 
have delivered world best products and 
services through passion for innovation 
and optimal operation. We look forward 
to exploring new business areas such 
as healthcare and automotive electro-
nics and continue our journey through 
history of innovation. Samsung Electro-
nics will welcome new challenges and 
opportunities with joy.

Schmidt & Bender
Schmidt & Bender GmbH & Co. KG is a 
German riflescope and opto-electronic 
system manufacturer. The family-run 
company was founded in 1957 by Hel-
mut Schmidt and Helmut Bender. With 
more than 90 employees Schmidt & 
Bender develops and produces pro-
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ducts of the highest quality and relia-
bility with an optimum benefit for the 
costumer in all fields of application 
Hunting, Sport, Police and Military. 
Therefore Schmidt & Bender is one of 
the world‘s leading riflescope manufac-
turers who is particularly appreciated 
by Special Forces. In constant dialogue 
with the customers new products are 
developed and optimized like the 
3-20×50 PM II Ultra Short for a better 
usage with in front mounted night visi-
on systems. 
This riflescope will also be used by the 
US Army for their CSASS program. Ano-
ther success of the recent past was 
winning the Bundeswehr tender “patrol 
configuration G28, part optics” with the 
1-8×24 PMII ShortDot Dual CC as well 
as the French FPSA program with the 
same riflescope.

Secunet
secunet – Protecting Digital Infrastruc-
tures In an increasingly connected 
world, Germany‘s leading cyber security 
company, secunet offers a combination 
of products and consulting services, 
robust digital infrastructures and the 
highest level of security for data, appli-
cations and digital identities. secunet 
specializes in areas with unique secu-
rity requirements, like the cloud, IIoT, 
machine learning and eHealth. With 
secunet‘s security solutions, compa-
nies can comply with the highest se-
curity standards in digitization projects 
and advance their digital transformati-
on. More than 700 experts strengthen 
the digital sovereignty of governments, 
businesses and society. secunet‘s cus-
tomers include German federal minis-
tries, national and international orga-
nizations and more than 20 DAX-listed 
corporations. The company was esta-
blished in 1997, is listed on the SDAX 
and generated revenues of around 226 
million euros in 2019. secunet is IT se-
curity partner of the Federal Republic of 
Germany and a partner of the Alliance 
for Cyber Security.

Secusmart
Since being founded in 2007, Secus-
mart GmbH has developed into the glo-
bal expert in secure communications 
it is today. Secusmart, a BlackBerry® 
subsidiary since the end of 2014, has 
been providing German government 
agencies, ministries and other official 
bodies with anti-eavesdropping solu-
tions for mobile devices for more than 
eight years. Secusmart is managed by 
its founder Dr Christoph Erdmann and 
Daniel Fuhrmann, who has been wor-
king for the company from the outset. 
Under their leadership, Secusmart 
has steadily grown and now supplies 
its trusted solutions to more than 20 
governments worldwide. 
Today the German Federal adminis-
tration alone has more than 12.000 
devices in use. Thanks to its spirit of 
innovation and development skills, Se-
cusmart will continue to enjoy success 
by further transforming the provision 
of secure mobile communications for 
many years to come.

Strategy&
Strategy& is a global strategy consul-
ting business uniquely positioned to 
help deliver your best future: one that is 
built on differentiation from the inside 
out and tailored exactly to you. As part 
of PwC, every day we’re building the 
winning systems that are at the heart of 
growth. We combine our powerful fore-
sight with this tangible know-how, tech-
nology, and scale to help you create a 
better, more transformative strategy 
from day one. As the only at-scale strat-
egy business that’s part of a global pro-
fessional services network, we embed 
our strategy capabilities with frontline 
teams across PwC to show you where 
you need to go, the choices you’ll need 
to make to get there, and how to get it 
right. The result is an authentic strate-
gy process powerful enough to capture 
possibility, while pragmatic enough to 
ensure effective delivery. It’s the stra-
tegy that gets an organization through 
the changes of today and drives results 
that redefine tomorrow. It’s the strategy 
that turns vision into reality. It’s strate-
gy, made real.



Full Spectrum of Integrated, Networked
Air and Missile Defense Solutions to Defeat
Threats at Any Range and Altitude
IAI offers a complete range of multi-layered Air and Missile Defense solutions, from 
V-SHORAD to exo-atmospheric ballistic missile interceptors. Implementing cutting 
edge technologies, our air and missile defense solutions utilize radar technology, 
battle management, and sophisticated missile interceptors – all developed in-house, 
integrated, and matured in numerous operational solutions. Implementing lessons 
learned from our customers' extensive operational experience, these networked 
Systems-of-Systems are designed to maximize coverage and efficiency.

The result: Seamless, Full-Spectrum Air and Missile Defense Solution.
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